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Abstract

Iron-sulfur proteins are ubiquitous natural cofactors of prime importance in biological sys-
tems. While electron transfer is regarded as their main role, iron-sulfur clusters also feature
increasingly recognized new functionalities, e.g. in catalysis, sensing of small molecules,
radical-based processes and gene regulation. Accordingly, iron-sulfur proteins are nowadays
viewed as nature’s modular multipurpose structures, involved in crucial biological processes
– most likely since the beginning of terrestrial life. The understanding of their structural
and electronic properties has benefited significantly from investigations on synthetic mod-
el compounds over the last decades. A variety of synthetic challenges however remained
to inorganic chemists even for the smallest [2Fe–2S] clusters. In the present work, novel
biomimetic [2Fe–2S] clusters were synthesized and comprehensively examined in order to
gain further insights into the fundamental characteristics of their biological counterparts.
At first, a ligand exchange pathway starting from a homoleptic indolate-ligated [2Fe–2S]
precursor was developed affording the thiophenolate-coordinated ferredoxin analogues via
a convenient experimental procedure. In addition to various differently substituted thio-
phenols, heteroaromatic thiols and chelating biphenols were successfully applied as rea-
gents in the latter exchange reaction, indicating that the conversion is of general use in
synthetic [2Fe–2S] chemistry. Ligand effects on prominent spectroscopic characteristics
of all-thiolate-ligated clusters were studied by introduction of electron-withdrawing and
electron-donating substituents into chelating dithiobiphenyl-based ligand scaffolds. The
anticipated ligand-mediated control over the redox potentials of those cluster compounds
has been ascertained by electrochemical measurements. In order to provide models for the
interaction of additional donor atoms with the iron atoms in biological [2Fe–2S] sites, a
series of synthetic clusters with terminal thiophenolate ligands and tethered ether or thio-
ether moieties has been prepared. Secondary interactions do occur in those clusters if the
additional Lewis-bases are suitably positioned in proximity to the cluster core. Significant
structural distortions of the usually rigid cluster core geometries were observed with the
iron atoms approaching trigonal bipyramidal coordination polyhedra. The detected effects
are clearly more pronounced for thioether compared to ether donor groups. DFT calcu-
lations are in agreement with the experimental implications. The potential relevance of
these findings for biological iron-sulfur sites, e.g. for the unique arginine-ligated [2Fe–2S]
cluster in biotin synthase is considered. Beyond those studies, the synthesis of a model
compound for mixed-valent [2Fe–2S] ferredoxins is generally considered as pending task
to be achieved by synthetic iron-sulfur chemists. In order to tackle this challenge, {N}-
homoleptic clusters with terminal dipyrromethanate and 1,2-benzene-bis-benzimidazolate
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coordination were synthesized and examined with respect to one-electron reduction. The
chelating nature of those terminal ligands imparts a relatively high stability that permit-
ted the coulometric generation and EPR characterization of a [2Fe–2S]+ species ligated by
1,2-benzene-bis-benzimidazolate. Finally, asymmetrically coordinate [2Fe–2S] clusters were
approached synthetically. After an extensive ligand screening, a chelating diskatyl-{N2}-
ligand was discovered that allows the isolation of a heteroleptic {N2Cl2}-ligated cluster with
both exchangeable chlorine substituents located on the same iron atom. A first accurate
{N2S2}-coordinate analogue of Rieske-type clusters could then be synthesized by consecu-
tive replacement of both remaining halides for the chelating o-xylen-α,α′-dithiolate. This
Rieske-type cluster accurately emulates structural and spectroscopic features (inter alia
the typical Mössbauer parameters) of the natural protein sites, including the characteristic
low gav value in the EPR spectra of the reduced [2Fe–2S]+ species.
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Chapter 1

General Introduction

Abstract

The role of protein-bound iron-sulfur clusters as fundamental active sites in nature is dis-
cussed and a general introduction covering a brief description of the classical iron-sulfur
systems, cluster biosynthesis and their main functions is given. Thereafter, the focus is
centered on [2Fe–2S] enzymes with a detailed description of their six distinctive biologi-
cally relevant coordination environments identified so far. A selection of literature-known
highlights in synthetic [2Fe–2S] chemistry is provided and the current focus of this area
explained. Results presented in this contribution are outlined.
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2 Chapter 1. General Introduction

1.1 Iron-Sulfur Enzymes as Fundamental Active Sites

in Nature

Iron-sulfur proteins were initially discovered in 1960 by EPR spectroscopy on a mito-
chondrial [2Fe–2S] ferredoxin.[1] Within a decade, a diversity of related iron-sulfur active
sites was identified and subsequently isolated.[2–4] Those early noticed clusters were rapidly
characterized as cysteine-ligated iron complexes with incorporated acid-labile inorganic
sulfides.[5] That was the onset point of an enduring and exponentially increasing research
activity in this area.[6–8] Nowadays, iron-sulfur proteins are considered as ubiquitous and es-
sential factors of living matter.[9] Moreover, their participation as one of nature’s first cata-
lysts in the early development of life on earth is anticipated.[10] Although iron-sulfur clusters
are intrinsically sensitive to oxygen and therefore do require a protective protein surround-
ing, formation of the cluster compounds by spontaneous self-assembly assumingly was
possible under the geochemical conditions present at that time on our planet. A vulcanic,
sulfur-rich environment and a reducing atmosphere with soluble ferrous iron present in suf-
ficient amounts provides a chemically rational situation for this hypothesis.[11] Throughout
the years of evolution, the entire variety of iron sulfur clusters could have been developed
and then fine tuned with respect to their particular function by partial mutation of the
cysteine residues, incorporation of other metals (e.g. molybdenum[12, 13] or nickel[14, 15]) or
partial substitution with carbon monoxide and cyanide (e.g. in hydrogenases[16]). Gen-
eral overviews, covering the most prominent yet known active sites that contain iron-sulfur
building blocks as a part of the active site were previously reported in the literature.[9, 17–19]

Thus, only a brief introduction to the classical or so-called canonical iron-sulfur clusters
that exclusively contain cysteine-coordinate iron and inorganic sulfide is presented in the
following.

1.2 Canonical Iron-Sulfur Clusters

So far, canonical clusters relevant in biological systems were discovered with nuclearities
one, two, three, four and eight. With exception of the [8Fe–7S] cluster,[20] the so-called
PN-Cluster that is found exclusively in nitrogenase,[13] the other four species represent the
most stable and widespread iron-sulfur active sites in nature (Scheme 1.1).[19] The simplest
cluster, the rubredoxin (Rd)[21] actually contains only one iron centre and is deficient in
acid-labile sulfide and thus sometimes not regarded as member of the iron-sulfur cluster
family in strict interpretations (Note: By definition, metal-metal interactions are crucial
features for cluster compounds – thus the term cluster is as well incorrect for some of the
other iron-sulfur systems). From a chemical point of view however, analogues of the latter
Rd-complexes can be converted to the sulfur-bridged species by reaction with elemental
sulfur[22] and therefore be judged as common parent fragment of all iron-sulfur systems.
Biologically, rubredoxins occur in the ferric (S= 5/2) and ferrous (S= 2) oxidation state,
as – in our current understanding – these oxidation state are the only ones generally
accessible by iron-sulfur clusters. Accordingly, the simplest sulfide-bridged cluster, the
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Scheme 1.1: Canonical iron-sulfur frameworks.

[2Fe–2S] ferredoxin (Fd)[23] in principal can adopt the all-ferric (S= 0), the mixed-valent
ferric-ferrous (S= 1/2) and the all-ferrous state (S= 0), with the last so-called super-
reduced state observed only electrochemically[24] and most likely not relevant in nature
(therefore omitted in Scheme 1.1). Although neither the [2Fe–2S]1+ cluster itself (com-
pared to [4Fe–4S]2+), nor it’s mixed-valent oxidation state (compared to [2Fe–2S]2+) re-
presents the most stable iron-sulfur cluster (in vivo as well as in vitro), that system was
the first one to be detected by Beinert and Sands in 1960.[1] The one iron extended
[3Fe–4S] clusters are presumably the most unstable systems with respect to their kinetic
lability. In vivo, four spin states (S= 1/2 and S= 2 are the two commonly observed
spin multipicities[19]) were detected for the C3-symmetric cuboidal form that is shown in
Scheme 1.1.[25] Rearrangement to a linear geometry can take place in non-physiological
pH ranges (pH' 9) or in presence of excess urea.[26–28] Synthetically, both [3Fe–4S] clus-
ter geometries are feasible,[22, 29, 30] the cuboidal constitution however requires a carefully
designed prearranged ligand scaffold.[31, 32] Formal addition of a further iron atom, that
then occupies the remaining free corner of the cubus, affords the relatively stable and most
widespread [4Fe–4S] ferredoxins.[33] In biological systems, those clusters were observed in
almost all theoretically accessible oxidation states with exception of the all-ferric system
[4Fe–4S]4+ (S= 0 in synthetic {N}-ligated model compounds[34]). The couple [4Fe–4S]1+

(S= 1/2) / [4Fe–4S]2+ (S= 0) and the couple [4Fe–4S]2+ (S= 0) / [4Fe–4S]3+ (S= 1/2) is
commonly found in normal and so-called high-potential iron-sulfur proteins[35] (HiPIP’s),
respectively. The all-ferrous [4Fe–4S]0 (S= 4) from was so far only observed in nitrogenase
bacteria of Azetobacter vinelandii under strongly reducing conditions.[36] Nevertheless, a
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relevance of this cluster in the catalytic conversion of dinitrogen to ammonia is discussed
and a two-electron oxidation of the [8Fe–7S]2+ (S= 0) PN-Cluster proposed.[20] Although
the spin ground states of all the canonical iron-sulfur clusters were given throughout the
text for completeness, theoretical explanations for those configurations are not provided
herein since they were previously summarized in an excellent Science article.[9]

1.3 Cluster Assembly, Biosynthesis and Cluster

Conversions

Approximately thirty years ago, it was demonstrated that iron-sulfur clusters can be as-
sembled by reaction of an apoprotein with ferrous and sulfide salts.[37] In the late 1990s,
a small fully synthetic peptide (16 amino-acids) was utilized to obtain a [4Fe–4S] cluster
by self-assembly at the peptide scaffold.[38] From those experiments, it could be concluded
that anaerobic conditions are generally required during cluster formation and that cysteine
residues are by far favored over other amino-acid residue (e.g. histidine, serine or aspar-
tic acid). Thus, the latter small peptide even dimerized to form the [4Fe–4S] ferredoxin
analogue if only two cysteine sites were provided in the sequence. The biosynthesis of iron-
sulfur enzymes certainly is significantly more complicated since toxic ferrous salts as well as
inorganic sulfides are virtually absent in living cells.[19, 39] Numerous machineries involved
in the process were identified so far,[40, 41] but crucial mechanistic questions could not be
elucidated yet. Cysteine clearly serves as a stable source of the bridging sulfur atoms, as
cysteine desulfurases are essential for the procedure.[42, 43] The source of iron with respect
to the identity of the iron-donating machinery is still doubtful, although frataxins were
suggested as probable candidates.[44, 45] It remains also unclear if specific assembly proteins
for each cluster are necessary or if clusters are build up from a common precursor (e.g.
an initial [2Fe–2S] or [4Fe–4S] ferredoxin). The latter assumption seems to be reasonable
since a variety of cluster transfer reactions,[46] ligand swapping processes[47] and cluster core
transformations[48–51] were observed already. In vivo as well as in vitro, [2Fe–2S] ferredoxins
were shown to be convertible to [4Fe–4S] clusters by simple core dimerisation[52, 53] (in vivo
a reversion of this process by oxidative cubane cleavage was observed as well[54]). Oxidative
extrusion of one iron from the [4Fe–4S] cluster was also observed[48, 49] and would conse-
quently provide a pathway to the kinetically labile [4Fe–3S] clusters (as mentioned above,
geometric inter-conversions between their linear and cuboidal form are evident[26–28]). The
latter clusters are believed to be transformable to most of the remaining clusters includ-
ing heterometal-containing cluster species as well as asymmetrically substituted ones (e.g.
aconitase).[55]

1.4 Functional Properties of Iron-Sulfur Sites

One-electron transfer processes from and to the actual catalytically active sites represent
the classical and best studied functions, common to all canonical iron-sulfur clusters. With
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those few classical clusters at hand, electrochemical gradients defining the electron transfer
pathways could be constructed by nature through arrangement of the different clusters
(with distinct redox potentials) in appropriate distances. The biggest yet known multiple
iron-sulfur chain was found in complex I of mammalian NADH dehydrogenase with eight
clusters in a row.[56, 57] Taking all clusters together found so far in biological systems (in-
cluding the hybrid cluster proteins[58–60] and the HiPIP enzymes[35]) nature can cover a
wide range of accessible redox potentials (−600 mV to +450 mV vs . NHE).[61] An accurate
fine tuning within this range was readily achieved throughout evolution by modifications
of the protein backbone that directly influences the redox potential of the system, e.g.
by incorporation of the cluster in a hydrogen bridging framework[62], by methionine S· · · S
contacts to the bridging cluster sulfides[63] or by modulations of the proteins hydropho-
bicity. Besides those remarkable possibilities in controlling the electron transfer processes,
the corresponding kinetics observed while switching the clusters oxidation states are ex-
ceptional as well. Due to electron delocalization[64, 65] over the iron and sulfur atoms of
the cluster cores, almost constant core geometries are achieved and only minimal reorgani-
zations are necessary in the course of the redox reactions.[66, 67] Thus, high-speed electron
shifts are assumed to be possible or even essential in cases, where fast successive electron
transfer, e.g. to unstable intermediates in the fixation of dinitrogen is required.[17] In addi-
tion to the redox functionalities of nearly all clusters, some iron-sulfur sites are specialized
for other reactivities, such as substrate activation,[68] non-electron transfer catalysis,[69]

sensing of small molecules,[70–72] regulatory functions via specific RNA binding[73], DNA
repair[74, 75] and SAM-dependent radical processes[76, 77] (and most likely other – still to
discover – conversions).[8, 17]

1.5 Biological Relevant [2Fe–2S] Protein Variants

Assuming that the broad introduction to the field of iron-sulfur clusters given above allows
a fairly accurate positioning of the [2Fe–2S] ferredoxins in the entire research area and
that provided references facilitate a more detailed exploration of the topic, the discussion
will hereafter focus on the binuclear clusters only. Crystallographically, eleven different
[2Fe–2S] protein folds and six ligand-distinct cluster coordination environments have been
identified in the wild-type enzymes so far (Figure 1.1).[78]
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Figure 1.1: Illustration of the biologically relevant [2Fe–2S] variants in their six ligand-
distinct coordination environments. With exception of C, all other structures are non-
mutated wild-type proteins characterized by X-ray diffraction. The serine-substituted mu-
tant C is added to the diagram as it can be seen as substitute for the so far not crystallized
wild-type (Cys)3Asp-ligated [2Fe–2S] ferredoxin from Pyrococcus furiosus with a related
terminal {S3O}-surrounded cluster core.
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The basic all-cysteine-ligated systems are most abundant in nature and found in plants,
bacteria and vertebrates.[2, 79] Their most prominent task in plants is the distribution of
electrons from the photo-reduced photosystem I to several metabolic routes including
the NADPH production machinery (linkage between the “dark-reaction” and the “light-
reaction”).[80, 81] Plant-type and bacterial ferredoxins are also involved in several crucial
assimilation processes, while acting as electron carriers.[82] The function of the so-called
thioredoxin-like [2Fe–2S] family[83] (all-cysteine-ligated as well) is widely obscure, but hints
that those clusters are involved in nitrogen-fixation pathways were presented.[84] Most mam-
malian and bacterial canonically coordinated ferredoxins are biochemically linked to cy-
tochrome P450-monooxygenases[85, 86] or hydroxylases,[87] again serving the required redox
equivalents. Collectively, these proteins cover negative electrochemical potentials ranging
from −450 mV to −150 mV vs . NHE,[61] when switching between their all-ferric and their
ferric-ferrous oxidation states (see Scheme 1.2). The oxidized form of the [2Fe–2S] clus-
ter from Cyanobacter Anabaena PCC7119 is depicted in Figure 1.1-A as an example (X-
ray structure refined to 1.3 Å resolution).[88] The corresponding dithionite-reduced form
(at 1.17 Å resolution) was refined with a practically identical core geometry.[88] In addi-

Scheme 1.2: Illustration of the electron transfer process in [2Fe–2S] ferredoxins.

tion to the all-cysteine-ligated clusters, a structurally different, but also all-{S}-coordinate
[2Fe–2S] cluster of the thioredoxin superfamily was found in glutaredoxin C1 from Esche-
richia coli (Figure 1.1-B).[89] Here, the bimetallic cluster bridges two protein subunits by
ligation of two cysteines (one from each subunit) and two glutathiones in a symmetrical
fashion, affording an α2 homodimeric protein. In the corresponding apo-enzyme, both
cysteine residues are catalytically active in disulfide bond formation. Assumingly, this
function is not maintained upon cluster binding during formation of the holo-enzyme. Ac-
cording to the current interpretations, this cluster is most likely involved in sensing the
redox state of the cell.[90] During conditions of oxidative stress, the cluster might be des-
troyed in order to re-activate the disulfide oxidoreductase function of the apo-enzyme.[91]

Another hypothesis implies that the apo-protein could serve as a template for cytosolic clus-
ter assembly during [2Fe–2S] biosynthesis. Thus, glutaredoxins might be cluster carriers
transferring the iron-sulfur cores to e.g. apo-ferredoxin proteins.[92]

Interestingly, only one wild-type protein with partial substitution of the cysteine sulfur
donors for a smaller oxygen chalcogen donor was identified so far.[78] In sulfide dehydrog-
enase from Pyrococcus furiosus the presence of an asymmetrically coordinated [2Fe–2S]
cluster with Asp(Cys)3 ligand environment is evident from comparative sequence analysis
and spectroscopic studies:[93] An unusual positive redox potential E1/2 = +80 mV vs . NHE
at pH = 8 and widely anisotropic EPR g-factors (g1 = 2.035, g2 = 1.908, g3 = 1.786) for the
reduced enzyme (S= 1/2) were observed, reminiscent of the Rieske-type cluster, that are
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discussed below. Despite an involvement in the sulfur metabolism as a critical component,
the function of this enzyme remains unclear.[93] Detailed structural information based on
X-ray diffraction is currently not available. Thus it also remains obscure if the aspartic
acid residue coordinates via one carboxylic oxygen atom or in a chelating mode. As a sub-
stitute for this {S3O}-ligated cluster, the serine-substituted mutant of a thioredoxin-like
[2Fe–2S] ferredoxin from Aquifex aeolicus is shown in Figure 1.1-C.[94] Even so the latter
cluster is biologically irrelevant, a unique phenomenon observed for the reduced cluster of
this mutant should be noted here: In contrast to the generally detected antiferromagnetic
coupling between the ferric and the ferrous ion with an S= 1/2 ground state,[95] a ferromag-
netic coupling with an S= 9/2 ground state is evident for this {S3O}-coordinate system.[94]

Although several theoretical studies focusing on this experimental fact were presented,[96]

an insightful intuitive explanation for this curiosity has not been provided so far.

In 2004, another novel [2Fe–2S] cluster in a unique Arg(Cys)3 ligand environment was
crystallized as a component of biotin synthase (Figure 1.1-D).[97] Although adequate care
in the interpretation of the protein’s structural parameters should be taken, since refine-
ment could only be performed to a resolution of 3.4 Å, an unusual arginine-coordination
of the [2Fe–2S] core is apparently present. Most likely, a hydrogen bridge between an
arginine-bound proton and one of the cluster’s bridging sulfides truly exists, whereas the
atypical large Fe· · ·Fe separation (> 3.5 Å, regularly < 2.8 Å) probably is an artifact of
refinement restraints (the latter structural interpretation is not based on literature docu-
mented assumptions, but on a private communication on a so far unpublished structure of
the related Arg(Cys)3-ligated [2Fe–2S] cluster found in the radical SAM protein HydE ). In
concert with an SAM-ligated [4Fe–4S] cluster, also embedded in the enzyme-scaffold,[98–100]

biotin synthase promotes the insertion of a sulfur atom into dethiobiotin (co-crystallized
with the protein and recognizable in the background of Figure 1.1-D).[101] According to
the current mechanistic proposal (Scheme 1.3), the [2Fe–2S] cluster is partially destructed
during this process by successive twofold radical attack and consequential extraction of one
of its bridging sulfides that simultaneously is introduced into the biotin product.[76] The
fate of the residual mono-µ-sulfido-bridged [2Fe–1S] cluster is not elucidated by now, loss of
the cluster (“suicide-enzyme”, “single-turnover enzyme”, “[2Fe–2S] cluster as a substrate”,
etc.) however seems to be unlikely compared to cluster regeneration by subsequent sulfur
re-insertion through yet unknown machineries, e.g. specialized cysteine desulfurases.[102]

Recently, a third (Cys)3X1-coordinate [2Fe–2S] cluster with X = His was identified as active
site in a mitochondrial membrane protein, named mitoNEET (“mito” for mitochondrial
and “NEET” for a sequence motive Asn-Glu-Glu-Thr). Its structure has been ascertained
by X-ray diffraction (refined to 1.8 Å resolution, Figure 1.1-E).[103] The protein’s function
is presently unknown, but recognition of specific drugs (e.g. plioglitazone) for type 2
diabetes treatments by the α2 homodimeric enzyme was shown.[104] On the other hand,
analogous (Cys)3His cluster binding motives with nearly identical sequences were found in
over hundred proteins in bacteria as well as in eukaryotes, suggesting a more wide-spread
occurrence of this cluster and a more general electron transfer function.[103, 105] The redox
potential and the EPR characteristics of mitoNEET were found accurately positioned in
between those for the Cys4-ligated ferredoxins and the (Cys)2(His)2-ligated Rieske-type
[2Fe–2S] clusters (discussed in the following paragraph).[106] To the best of the author’s
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Scheme 1.3: Proposed mechanism for the formation of biotin form dethiobiotin promoted
by the radical SAM enzyme biotin synthase.

knowledge, neither studies regarding the pH-dependence of mitoNEET’s redox potential
nor statements regarding the protonation state of the peripheral histidine nitrogens were
hitherto presented in literature.

With exception of the all-cysteine-coordinate ferredoxins, the asymmetrically (Cys)2(His)2-
ligated Rieske-type clusters mentioned above represent the – so far – most intensively stud-
ied [2Fe–2S] proteins,[107, 108] discovered by Rieske et al. already in 1964.[109] Structurally
they differ from the parent ferredoxins by an asymmetrical coordination environment, with
one iron ligated by two (partially) protonated histidine residues and the other one ligated by
two cysteine thiolates (Figure 1.1-F).[110] Rieske proteins were initially identified as crucial
subunits of the mitochondrial respiratory chain (cytochrome bc1 unit[111]) and the photo-
synthetic electron transfer complexes (cytochrome b6f unit[112]), but subsequently found
in oxygenases[113] as well. In the former electron transfer machineries, Rieske sites act as
primary electron acceptors during hydroquinone (ubihydroquinone or plastohydroquinone)
oxidation.[114] In both systems, the active Rieske core is located close to the protein surface
with the cluster bound histidine ε-NH groups (peripheral imidazole nitrogens) exposed to
the medium.[115] In cytochrome bc1 a movement of the catalytic Rieske domain was demons-
trated by EPR spectroscopy on oriented samples involving three distinct states.[116, 117] In
the ‘c1 positional state’ and in the ‘b positional state’ the exposed ε-NH protons are ad-
equately arranged for hydrogen bonding to the heme c1 complex and to the ubiquinone
binding site in cytochrome b, respectively. According to current interpretations, compa-
rable hydrogen bonding interactions with the environment or other subunits are absent in
the third state, termed ‘intermediate state’.[118, 119] Most likely, similar hydrogen bonding
arrangements to e.g. plastohydroquinone also play a role in the Rieske domain integrated
in cytochrome b6f,[112, 120] a photosynthetic machinery performing the electron transfer be-
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tween both photosystems. For naphthalene 1,2-dioxygenase,[121] a linkage between the
mono-iron oxygenase component and the Rieske [2Fe–2S] protein via hydrogen bonding to
an exposed single aspartate residue of the former protein subunit is evident from X-ray
diffraction analysis (Scheme 1.4).[113, 122]

Scheme 1.4: Hydrogen bonding interaction between the Rieske and the mono-iron oxyge-
nase subunit in naphthalene 1,2-dioxygenase.

Due to the (partial) protonation of the histidine residues,[120] the incorporation of those
histidines into hydrogen bonding frameworks[62] and the proposed proton-assisted elec-
tron transfer mechanism,[123] redox potentials of the biological Rieske sites (approximately
−100 mV vs . NHE for oxygenase-type Rieske clusters, approximately +250 mV vs . NHE
for mitochondrial and photosynthetic Rieske sites) are shifted to more positive values com-
pared to the all-cysteine ferredoxins[23] (approximately−500 mV to−200 mV vs . NHE).[124]

Protonation-deprotonation equilibria (studied by 15N NMR spectroscopy on isotopic la-
beled histidine residues[125]) result in a pH-dependence of the redox potentials. The redu-
ced [2Fe–2S]1+ Rieske cluster is valence-localized (S= 1/2 ground state) with the ferrous
iron ligated by the histidine residues.[126] The corresponding EPR spectra exhibit wide g-
anisotropies (e.g. g1 = 2.020, g2 = 1.900, g3 = 1.800 for the reduced Rieske site in Thermus
thermophilus) and low averaged g-values (commonly gav' 1.91).[127]

1.6 Synthetic [2Fe–2S] Cluster Analogues

Especially in the beginning of the iron-sulfur protein research, biomimetic iron-sulfur chem-
istry has been an extremely valuable approach promoting a detailed understanding of the
cluster’s chemical properties. With exception of the [8Fe–7S] PN-Cluster,[128] model com-
pounds of all other canonical systems were synthesized shortly after their discovery in
nature. In the models, cysteine residues are mostly mimicked by aliphatic and aromatic
thiols.[129] Although synthetic clusters are usually air- and moisture-sensitive, their basic
characteristics essentially reflect the observations made for the aqueous and sporadically
air-stable biological counterparts. Since the outstanding work on synthetic iron-sulfur clus-
ters reported by Holm and coworkers over the last thirty years is that wide-ranging, it
can not be summarized herein, but it is referred to an excellent review article.[129] As
this contribution exclusively concentrates on synthetic [2Fe–2S] cluster analogues, a brief
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outline of the literature-known milestones (Scheme 1.5) in this subfield however appears
indispensable at this moment: In 1973, the first biomimetic [2Fe–2S] cluster 1 with ter-
minal chelating sulfur-ligand caps was synthesized starting from ferric chloride, elemental
sulfur and the corresponding deprotonated xylyl-{S2}-ligand I.[130, 131] This preparation
unambiguously demonstrated that [2Fe–2S] clusters are intrinsically stable even without a
protective protein environment. A consecutive complete characterization of 1 has proven
that basic features of the biological all-cysteine-ligated ferredoxins are properly mimicked
by 1.[132–136] The second milestone, the all-halide-ligated [Fe2S2Cl4]2− system 2 was ini-
tially obtained by treatment of the xylyl-{S2}-ligated cluster 1 with benzoic chloride.[137]

Subsequently, a straight forward synthesis of 2, starting from monomeric ferric salts and
hexamethyldisilathiane was developed affording the product in high yields.[138] The latter
compound was then used in salt metathesis reactions with deprotonated sulfur, oxygen
and nitrogen ligands affording the corresponding homoleptic {S}-, {O}- and {N}-ligated
cluster compounds (heteroleptic, but symmetrically {N2O2}- and {N2S2}-coordinate com-
pounds were also obtained, when chelating {NO}- or {NS}-ligands were applied).[129] The
first mixed-valent species have been generated and studied in situ by Gibson and co-
workers. Although this highly important development is hardly reflected by a specific
cluster molecule, it certainly represents an equivalent breakthrough in synthetic [2Fe–2S]
chemistry.[139, 140] In 2005, the first neutral [2Fe–2S] system 3,[34] symmetrically ligated
by two hexamethyldisilamides and two tetramethylthiourea molecules was synthesized by
Tatsumi and coworkers. Although no principally new coordination environment was es-
tablished with the preparation of 3, an improved solubility of this system in less polar
solvents (e.g. toluene) assumingly allows novel reactivity studies with highly reactive rea-
gents, that previously could not be conducted in polar MeCN or DMF solutions of the
dianionic clusters.

Scheme 1.5: Milestones in synthetic [2Fe–2S] cluster chemistry.
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1.7 Contemporary Biomimetic [2Fe–2S] Chemistry:

Focus of this Contribution

As mentioned above, biomimetic [2Fe–2S] chemistry was by now particularly successful
in reproducing the all-ferric ferredoxin-type cluster cores. Although several synthetic pro-
cedures affording those all-{S}-ligated cluster compounds are known, most preparations
require copious recrystallization steps in order to isolate analytically pure products. How-
ever, a generally desired convenient pathway affording the thiophenolate-coordinate sys-
tems is available by now and presented in Chapter 2. Ligand effects on prominent spec-
troscopic characteristics of related {S}-ligated clusters were studied by introduction of
electron-withdrawing and electron-donating substituents into chelating dithiophenolate li-
gands (Chapter 3). As stated already, neutral [2Fe–2S] cluster compounds are expected to
open up novel opportunities in reactivity studies due to their improved solubility in com-
monly unreactive solvents. Therefore, efforts to synthesize similar, but chelate-stabilized
uncharged [2Fe–2S] systems were conducted and summarized in Chapter 4. Despite those
synthetic developments, predominantly appealing to the bioinorganic iron-sulfur commu-
nity, current [2Fe–2S] chemistry focuses on the examination of the protein’s secondary
interactions with the cluster cores, on mimicking radical reactions as observed in biotin
synthase, on the isolation of a one-electron reduced synthetic [2Fe–2S] cluster and last
but not least on the imitation of asymmetrical coordination environments as present in
the biological (Cys)3X1-type and Rieske-type clusters. Interestingly, only very few studies
concerning the interactions of the protein environment with the active sites by e.g. hydro-
gen bonding, S· · · S contacts or other secondary bonding contacts were conducted so far.
Thus, a detailed analysis with respect to possible secondary bonding interactions of neu-
tral donor sites incorporated in ridig {S2}-ligand scaffolds was carried out and is presented
in Chapter 5. Monomeric iron complexes, coordinated by the same ligands were initially
isolated as side-products during the latter experiments. Their unusual magnetic properties
are discussed in Chapter 6. Beyond those studies, the synthesis of a model compound for
mixed-valent (ferric-ferrous) [2Fe–2S] clusters is generally considered as a pending task to
be achieved by synthetic iron-sulfur chemists. Although generation of one-electron reduced
species and their EPR-identification was presented in literature over twenty years ago, no
stable isolable systems consent to crystallization and X-ray diffraction analysis are presently
known. Efforts to obtain such species with terminal nitrogen coordination are presented in
Chapter 7. Finally, asymmetrically coordinated [2Fe–2S] clusters were approached. After
extensive ligand screening, a chelating {N2}-ligand was discovered tolerating the isolation
of a heteroleptic {N2Cl2}-ligated cluster with both exchangeable halide substituents at-
tached to the same iron atom. Subsequently, a first accurate {N2S2}-coordinate analogue
of Rieske-type clusters could be obtained by consecutive salt metathesis utilizing the latter
{N2Cl2}-substituted intermediate (Chapter 8).



Chapter 2

A Convenient Ligand Exchange
Pathway to [2Fe–2S] Ferredoxin
Analogues

Abstract

The benzanellated analogues (NEt4)2[Fe2S2(indolate)4] 5 and (NEt4)2[Fe2S2(carbazolate)4]
6 of the previously reported (NEt4)2[Fe2S2(pyrrolate)4] cluster 4 were synthesized and com-
prehensively characterized. In contrast to 4 and 6, compound 5 can be applied as common
precursor in convenient ligand exchange reactions with various thiophenols affording the
thiophenolate-coordinate [2Fe–2S] clusters. Heteroaromatic thiols and chelating biphenols
are suitable substrates in this conversion as well.

13
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2.1 Introduction

As mentioned in Chapter 1.6, the first synthetic [2Fe–2S] cluster 1 has been prepared
in 1973 starting from elemental sulfur and a mononuclear iron precursor (generated in
situ from ferric chloride and the dianion of the corresponding ligand I). Since this time,
a few synthetic pathways to the all-{S}-ligated clusters have been developed with the
salt metathesis starting from 2 being the most prominent route. Although synthesis of
[2Fe–2S] cluster compounds (in form of their crude products) is straight forward in some
cases, isolation of pure target clusters often is quite inconvenient, frequently including
several recrystallization steps. In consequence, a readily accessible library of synthetic
[2Fe–2S] clusters covering a wide range of physical and chemical cluster properties (e.g.
solubility, kinetic ligand lability, electrochemical potential, etc.) is missing. As rapidly
available cluster families are required, inter alia for biomimetic reactivity studies, the
exploration of alternative synthetic routes that allow a convenient isolation of entire cluster
libraries is of general interest for iron-sulfur chemists. Thus, a convenient ligand exchange
pathway – including an easy work-up procedure – to synthetic [2Fe–2S] ferredoxin analogues
(starting from a novel indolate-coordinate [2Fe–2S] precursor) has been developed and is
described in the following.

2.2 Synthesis and Characterization of {N}-Ligated

[2Fe–2S] Precursors

In the design of a suitable [2Fe–2S] precursor for ligand exchange reactions the following fac-
tors were considered as advantageous for an efficient conversion: (i) Terminal ligands should
be monodentate instead of chelating in order to avoid highly negative reaction entropies,
(ii) pKa values of the free terminal ligands should be lower than the pKa values of the free
thiophenol-substrates in order to shift possible equilibria towards the thiophenolate-ligated
[2Fe–2S] product species, (iii) decomposition of the [2Fe–2S] precursor to e.g. [4Fe–4S]
clusters should be negligible on the timescale of the ligand exchange reaction. At a first
glance, the literature-known pyrrolate-ligated species (NEt4)2[Fe2S2(pyrrolate)4] 4[141, 142]

seemed to serve these requirements, in preliminary experiments however, compound 4
proved to be relatively unstable in (deuterated) MeCN solution (decomposition within
hours with liberation of free pyrrole was observed in the proton NMR spectra at room tem-
perature). Therefore the indolate and carbazolate derivatives (NEt4)2[Fe2S2(indolate)4] 5
and (NEt4)2[Fe2S2(carbazolate)4] 6 were synthesized and explored (Scheme 2.1). Synthesis
of 5 and 6 was carried out by standard salt metathesis reactions (starting from 2[138])
in MeCN / THF mixtures with both target compounds precipitating during the course
of the reactions. Subsequent filtration and rinsing with Et2O (5) or crystallization from
DMF / Et2O (6) afforded the pure products.

Both new complexes were characterized by ESI mass spectrometry, proton NMR spectros-
copy, cyclic voltammetry, UV-Vis spectroscopy (Figure 2.1), magnetic susceptibility mea-
surements and Mössbauer spectroscopy. Prominent spectroscopic and electrochemical data
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Scheme 2.1: Possible {N}-ligated [2Fe–2S] cluster precursors for ligand exchange reac-
tions. NEt+

4 cations were applied as counter ions.

are summarized in Table 2.1. Compared to 4, the σ-electron donating effects of the termi-
nal ligands increase in the row 4 < 5 < 6 and therefore increase the total electron density
on the central [2Fe–2S] core in the same order. However, reverse π-electron withdrawing
effects and an extended electron delocalization in the benzanellated systems complicate
the interpretation of the observed spectroscopic properties. Nevertheless, prominent char-
acteristics of 4 - 6 show discrete trends: (i) Transition energies for the visible absorptions,
which were assigned previously to ligand-to-core charge transfer transitions,[144] decrease
in the order 4 > 5 > 6. Thus, a red-shift is observable with naked eye and quantified
by UV-Vis spectroscopy (Figure 2.1). Solutions of 4 appear deep red with a maximum at
' 490 nm, whereas solutions of 5 are reddish purple (maximum at 520 nm) and solutions of
6 are colored purple-blue (maximum at 548 nm). (ii) Isomer shifts δ (obtained from spec-
tral fits to zero-field Mössbauer data using Lorentzian line doublets) increase in the row 4
(0.26 mm/s) < 5 (0.27 mm/s) < 6 (0.30 mm/s), reflecting an increasing d-electron density
at the core positions. Interestingly, the corresponding quadrupole splittings ∆EQ for 5 and
6 are somewhat higher (' 0.6 mm/s) than that one determined for 4 (' 0.5 mm/s). This
trend probably originates from altered ligand orientations (caused by an increasing steric
bulk) rather than from electronic effects. (iii) Cathodic peak potential increase in the order
4 < 5 < 6, assumingly due to the increasing electron delocalization over the expanding
π-systems, favoring the reduction to the mixed-valent species.

In order to gain further insight into solution stabilities of 5 and 6 (considered as most
important characteristics regarding the subsequent ligand exchange studies) proton NMR
and ESI mass spectra were recorded. Compound 5 rapidly decomposes in DMSO-d6 by
liberation of free indole, however diluted MeCN (solubility ' 2 mg / ml) or DMF (solubility
' 6 mg / ml) solutions of 5 are stable over night at room temperature as indicated by ESI
mass spectrometry (the moderate solubility in MeCN and DMF prevents proton NMR
studies in MeCN-d3 or DMF-d7). Therefore 5 seems to be suitable for further ligand
exchange reactions if carried out in the latter solvents, whereas restricted solubility of 6
(moderately soluble in DMF and DMSO, insoluble in MeCN) renders it inconvenient for
further studies, although solutions of 6 are stable in DMF and DMSO for days.
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Figure 2.1: Electronic absorption spectra of 5 (black line) and 6 (red line) in DMF
solution.

Table 2.1: Spectroscopic and electrochemical data for complexes 4 - 6.

compound δ (∆EQ) [mm/s] λmax [nm] (ε [m−1cm−1]) J [cm−1] e E1/2 [V]

4[141, 142] 0.26 (0.49) a 370 (8330), 490 (sh, 3290), not −1.30 f

550 (sh, 2480) c reported

5 0.27 (0.61)b 281 (' 50000), 288 (' 50000), −159 −1.24 g

410 (sh, 12225), 520 (16200) d

6 0.30 (0.60)b 293 (' 35000), 324 (11000), 337 −199 −1.19 g

(10900), 360 (7700), 548 (9800) d

(a) 57Fe Mössbauer parameters at 77 K, relative to Fe metal at room temperature. (b) 57Fe Mössbauer
parameters at 80 K, relative to Fe metal at room temperature. (c) Recorded in MeCN solution at room
temperature. (d) Recorded in DMF solution at room temperature. (e) Values obtained from fits to SQUID
data, see Chapter 9.6. (f) Cathodic peak potential of the irreversible process in DMF/0.1 m NBu4ClO4

at a scan rate of 200 mV/s vs. SCE is −1.28 V, corresponding to −1.30 V vs. the Cp∗2Fe / Cp∗2Fe+

couple.[145, 146] (g) Cathodic peak potential of the irreversible process in DMF / 0.1 m NBu4PF6 at a scan
rate of 200 mV/s vs. the Cp∗2Fe / Cp∗2Fe+ couple.

2.3 Ligand Exchange Reactivity of (NEt4)2[Fe2S2(in-

dolate)4] 5

Substitution of the indolates in 5 by different thiophenolates is straight forward and was
performed by simply mixing both reactants in MeCN (Scheme 2.2, bottom right). Stirring
over night, removal of the solvent and separation of free indole by washing with THF / Et2O
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(1 / 3) affords the pure cluster products as black powders. Compared to the most prominent
and frequently used synthetic approaches to [2Fe–2S] clusters (Scheme 2.2), this procedure
involves several advantages: (i) No salt species are present, except the starting and the
target material. This significantly simplifies the work-up procedure since separation of the
product cluster salt can be rather cumbersome, involving numerous recrystallization steps
if by-products are salts as well (e.g. alkali metal chlorides in the salt metathesis approach,
Scheme 2.2, top right).[147] (ii) In contrast to the previously reported ligand exchange strat-
egy starting from (NEt4)2[Fe2S2(StBu)4] (Scheme 2.2, top left), no [4Fe–4S] side products
are observed.[148] (iii) Compared to the thiophenolate-to-thiophenolate exchange pathway
(Scheme 2.2, top center), no large excess of the thiophenol is required (20 eq vs. 4.4 eq).[132]

This fact seems to be of minor importance, if cheap commercially available thiophenols are
applied, but becomes crucial in cases of expensive or unavailable thiophenols, especially if
synthesized prior to reaction in multi-step procedures. In this context it should be noted
that both approaches starting from monomeric compounds (Scheme 2.2, bottom left and
bottom center) also suffer from substantial loss of the free thiophenolate ligand.[22, 135] (iv)
In contrast to the latter monomer-to-cluster pathways, only one single starting material is
suitable for conversion to a variety of products.[149] (v) The progress of those conversions
can be monitored conveniently by the naked eye. Prior to conversion soluble amounts of
5 cause a reddish purple coloration of the reaction mixture with most of the starting mate-
rial still undissolved in MeCN (suspension), whereas after complete reaction the deep red
color of the products shows up with no insoluble material present any more (clear solution).

2.4 Selected Examples, Scope of the Ligand Exchange

Reaction and Limitations

In order to probe the scope of the reaction, thiophenol, a few methyl-substituted thio-
phenols (varied with respect to the steric bulk) as well as the electron deficient para-
fluorthiophenol were tested as substrates. Applying the general protocol led to successful
isolation of the corresponding [2Fe–2S] cluster compounds (NEt4)2[Fe2S2(SPh)4] 7a,[135, 150]

(NEt4)2[Fe2S2(SC6H4Me-4)4] 7b,[135] (NEt4)2[Fe2S2(SC6H3Me2-2,6)4] 7c, (NEt4)2[Fe2S2-
(SC6H3Me2-3,5)4] 7d, (NEt4)2[Fe2S2(SC6H3Me2-2,4)4] 7e and (NEt4)2[Fe2S2(SC6H4F-4)4]
7f [151] without difficulties (Scheme 2.3).

Black crystals of 7c - 7f suitable for X-ray diffraction were obtained from MeCN / Et2O so-
lutions at room temperature. ORTEP diagrams of their molecular structures are shown in
Figure 2.2 (molecular structures for clusters 7a[152] and 7b[132] have been reported earlier).
Selected atom distances and bond angles for 7c - 7f are listed in Table 2.2 (the corre-
sponding values for 7a and 7b are provided in Appendix A). All compounds are sulfur-
bridged dimeric molecules in the solid state. The unit cells contain negatively charged
[Fe2S2(SAr)4]2− ions which are well separated from the charge compensating NEt+

4 cations.
Except for 7f all complexes have crystallographically imposed inversion symmetry with
one (7c, 7d) or two half molecules (7e) in the asymmetric unit. The four-membered Fe2S2
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Scheme 2.2: Synthetic pathways to [2Fe–2S] clusters.

rings of 7c - 7e are therefore perfectly planar and the sum of the Fe-(µ-S)-Fe and (µ-S)-Fe-
(µ-S) angles is almost 360◦. Although there is no crystallographically imposed symmetry
in 7f, the sum of the Fe-(µ-S)-Fe and (µ-S)-Fe-(µ-S) angles again is close to 360◦. All
iron atoms are four-coordinate (in a distorted tetrahedral geometry), with the two {FeS4}
tetrahedra sharing one edge. Regardless of the electron pushing or withdrawing character
of the terminal ligands the distances between the iron and the bridging sulfur atoms differ
only slightly among the series, but are approximately 0.1 Å shorter than the Fe-SR bonds.
The corresponding (µ-S)-Fe-(µ-S) and RS-Fe-SR angles show an analogous behaviour. Sim-
ilar metric parameters were reported for [Fe2S2(SC6H4R-4)4]2− (R = H 7a,[152] Me 7b,[132]

Cl 7g[153]), [Fe2S2(SC6H2Me3-2,4,6)4]2− 7h,[154] [Fe2S2(SC6H3(NHC(O)tBu)2-2,6)4]2− 7i[155]
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Scheme 2.3: Thiophenolate-coordinate [2Fe–2S] clusters synthesized starting from 5.

and [Fe2S2(C6H4-1,2-(CH2S)2)2]2− 1[132] (see Appendix A, structural drawings for 7g, 7h
and 7i are depicted on page 190). The average distances between the iron and the bridging
(2.20 Å) and terminal sulfur atoms (2.31 Å) as well as the average (µ-S)-Fe-(µ-S) (104.4◦)
and RS-Fe-SR (108.6◦) angles of all those known compounds agree well with the values
determined for 7c - 7f. Only the RS-Fe-SR angle of [Fe2S2(SC6H4Cl-4)4]2− (100.26(10)◦)
is somewhat smaller than the mean value. The Fe· · ·Fe separations for 7c - 7f lie in the
narrow range 2.69-2.72 Å that is common to most [2Fe–2S] model complexes. Rhomb
dimensions in synthetic [2Fe–2S] have been discussed earlier.[150]

Table 2.2: Selected bond distances [Å] and angles [ ◦] for 7c - 7f.

compound 7c 7d 7ea 7fa

Fe· · ·Fe 2.716(19) 2.6996(10)
2.7020(5) / 2.6875(4) /
2.7175(6) 2.6975(4)

Fe-SR
2.311(13) / 2.3023(10) / 2.3225(6) to 2.2968(6) to
2.324(17) 2.3279(9) 2.3313(6) 2.3196(6)

Fe-(µ-S)
2.19(2) / 2.2018(10) / 2.1969(9) to 2.1942(6) to
2.196(13) 2.2043(10) 2.2158(5) 2.2062(6)

RS-Fe-SR 105.3(6) 110.52(4)
110.367(17) / 108.91(2) to
112.159(15) 111.28(2)

Fe-(µ-S)-Fe 76.6(2) 75.57(3)
75.42(3) / 75.195(19) to
76.02(3) 75.672(19)

(µ-S)-Fe-(µ-S) 103.4(2) 104.43(3)
103.98(3) / 104.18(2) to
104.58(3) 104.83(2)

(a) Two crystallographically independent molecules.

All complexes have been further characterized by UV-Vis spectroscopy, 1H NMR spec-
troscopy, ESI MS spectrometry, elemental analysis or HRMS ESI spectrometry and cyclic
voltammetry. Selected experimental data are summarized in Table 2.3 (additional data are
provided in the experimental section, Chapter 9). Analytical data for the literature-known
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Figure 2.2: ORTEP plots (50 % probability thermal ellipsoids) of the molecular structures
of the dianions of 7c - 7f. All hydrogen atoms have been omitted for clarity.

compound 7a,[150] 7b[132] and 7f [151] were found as previously reported and added to Table
2.3 for completeness.

Aliphatic thiols and aliphatic alcohols are unreactive in the above ligand exchange reaction,
even if chelating derivatives (e.g. 1,2-phenylenedimethanethiol I) were used. Phenols how-
ever are suitable substrates with certain limitations. Acidic phenols (e.g. para-fluorphenol)
assumingly protonate the bridging sulfides of 5 and therefore promote its’ decomposition,
whereas usual phenols can be applied. However, reactions proceed not as clean as observed
for the corresponding thiophenols, with certain amounts of unidentified insoluble material
forming as by-product. Nevertheless, chelating phenolic substrates react straight forward,
as demonstrated by the preparation of (NEt4)2[Fe2S2(1,1′-(o-O-C6H2Cl2)2)2] 8a. Single
crystals of 8a suitable for X-ray diffraction were obtained after several days by cooling a
saturated MeCN solution of the compound to −20 ◦C (Figure 2.3). Cluster 8a represents
the third example of a crystallographically characterized {O}-coordinate [2Fe–2S] system,
besides the corresponding unsubstituted cluster (NEt4)2[Fe2S2(1,1′-(o-O-C6H4)2)2] 8b and
the oxo-analogue of 7b – (NEt4)2[Fe2S2(OC7H7)4] 9[141] (structural drawings of 8b and
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Table 2.3: Mössbauer, UV-Vis and electrochemical data of complexes 7a - 7f.

compound λmax [nm] (ε [m−1cm−1]) a Ec
p [V]b

7a[150] 265 (' 41500), 330 (21300), 481 (12000) c −1.22 c

7b[132] 265 (' 42000), 335 (20400), 488 (12000) c −1.22 c

7c 265 (' 40200), 287 (32000), 333 (13000), 418 (10800) −1.35

7d 263 (' 40000), 332 (20300), 473 (7800) −1.08

7e 262 (' 44700), 340 (21600), 432 (13100) −0.99

7f [151] 257 (sh, ' 44200), 310 (22400), 460 (sh, 10400) c −1.25 c

(a) Recorded in MeCN solution at room temperature. (b) Cathodic peak potential recorded in
MeCN / 0.1 m NBu4PF6 solution at a scan rate of 100 mV/s vs. the Cp∗2Fe / Cp∗2Fe+ couple. (c) Val-
ues are identical or – in case of different experimental conditions – in agreement with those reported in
literature.[132, 150, 151]

9 are depicted on page 191, selected structural parameters of 8b and 9 are provided in
Appendix A). In this context it seems to be noteworthy that the related 3,3′,5,5′-tert-
butyl-substituted derivative 8c could not be isolated in numerous attempts – via none of
the synthetic routes outlined in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.3: ORTEP plot (50 % probability thermal ellipsoids) of the molecular structure
of the dianion of 8a. All hydrogen atoms have been omitted for clarity. Two crystallo-
graphically independent molecules were found in the asymmetric unit. Equivalent atoms
are generated by the 1− x+ 1,−y,−z and the −x+ 1,−y + 1,−z + 1 symmetry transfor-
mation. Selected atom distances [Å] and interatomic angles [ ◦] for the depicted molecule:
Fe1· · ·Fe1′ 2.6688(8), Fe1-O1 1.8992(17), Fe1-O2 1.9112(19), Fe1-S1 2.2129(7), Fe1-S1′

2.2073(8), O1-Fe1-O2 96.31(8), O1-Fe1-S1′ 109.50(6), O2-Fe1-S1′ 119.50(6), O1-Fe1-S1
115.12(6), O2-Fe1-S1 110.96(6), S1′-Fe1-S1 105.72(3). Selected atom distances [Å] and
interatomic angles [ ◦] for the second molecule: Fe2· · ·Fe2 ′ 2.7146(7), Fe2-O11 1.8976(18),
Fe2-O12 1.8996(17), Fe2-S2 2.2207(7), Fe2-S2 ′ 2.2179(7), O11-Fe2-O12 95.29(7), O11-
Fe2-S2 ′ 113.79(6), O12-Fe2-S2 ′ 115.99(6), O11-Fe2-S2 116.43(6), O12-Fe2-S2 111.13(6),
S2-Fe2-S2 ′ 104.59(2).
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Aromatic thiols containing heteroatoms proved to be reactive as well, as demonstrated
by the preparation of the 2-mercaptothiophene derivative (NEt4)2[Fe2S2(2-S-C4H3S)4] 10
(structural drawing depicted on page 191). Basic analytical data (NMR, MS, elemental
analysis) for 8a and 10 are provided in the experimental section, electrochemical, zero-
field Mössbauer and SQUID data are summarized in Table 2.4. Electrochemical potentials,
magnetic coupling constants and isomer shifts for 10 and 8a are unexceptional (compare
to data listed in Chapter 9.5 - 9.7). The quadrupole splitting for 8a is in the typical range
for phenolate-coordinate [2Fe–2S] clusters and increased by ' 0.3 mm/s compared to the
related 2,2′-dithiobiphenyl-ligated clusters (see Chapter 3). The quadrupole splitting for
10 indicates the absence of secondary bonding interactions between the thiophene-sulfurs
and the iron atoms (see Chapter 5).

Table 2.4: Spectroscopic and electrochemical data for complexes 8a and 10.

compound δ (∆EQ) [mm/s] a λmax [nm] (ε [m−1cm−1]) J [cm−1]b Ec
p [V] c

278 (' 26000), 315 (' 27000),
8a 0.33 (1.15) 413 (9700), 492 (sh, 4500), −188 −1.12 d

552 (sh, 2900)d

287 (27000), 333 (' 35000),
10 0.30 (0.40) 453 (8700), 468 (9300), −176 −1.05 e

697 (sh, 2500) e

(a) 57Fe Mössbauer parameters at 80 K, relative to Fe metal at room temperature. (b) Values obtained
from fits to SQUID data, see Chapter 9.6. (c) Cathodic peak potential recorded in presence of NBu4PF6

(0.1 m solution) at a scan rate of 100 mV/s vs. the Cp∗2Fe / Cp∗2Fe+ couple.(d) Recorded in MeCN solution
at room temperature. (e) Recorded in DMF solution at room temperature.

2.5 Conclusions

Three homoleptic [2Fe–2S] cluster compounds – coordinated by the monodentate N-hetero-
aromatic amides pyrrolate, indolate and carbazolate – were examined with respect to their
ligand exchange reactivity. The indolate-ligated cluster was discovered as a suitable pre-
cursor for the intended ligand exchange, affording a novel convenient pathway for the
preparation of thiophenolate-coordinate [2Fe–2S] ferredoxin analogues. Six thiophenolate
derivatives, 2-mercaptothiophene and a chelating biphenol were utilized as substrates in
order to explore the scope of this conversion. No difficulties were encountered in the lat-
ter reactions, indicating that the reported method is of general use in synthetic [2Fe–2S]
chemistry.



Chapter 3

Ligand Effects on Prominent
Spectroscopic Properties of [2Fe–2S]
Clusters

Abstract

In order to examine electronic effects of coordinated thiolate ligands on the [2Fe–2S] cluster
core, three chelating 2,2′-dithiobiphenyl ligands with electronically different substituents
were prepared and coordinated to the cluster core. Spectroscopy in solution and in the
solid state (including X-ray diffraction) was utilized to demonstrate that the different ligand
environments indeed cause significant changes of the clusters’ properties (e.g. the redox
potentials).

23
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3.1 Introduction

Although various thiophenolate coordinated [2Fe–2S] clusters were reported in literature
already,[150, 151, 154–156] a systematic study with respect to the influence of the ligands elec-
tronic properties was not presented so far.[129] As almost all of the literature-known thiophe-
nolate ligated [2Fe–2S] clusters bear monodentate ligands, especially the examination of the
redox potentials as a function of the ligand environment is difficult, due to the irreversibility
of their reduction processes (formation of [4Fe–4S] clusters upon reduction).[52, 53] One of
the best studied clusters is the xylyl-{S2}-ligated ferredoxin analogue 1 with 7-membered
chelate rings (Scheme 1.5) that stabilizes the system to an extent that decomposition
upon electrochemical reduction is negligible on the timescale of the cyclic voltammetry
experiment.[132] Assuming that the 7-membered chelate rings in general afford relatively
stable [2Fe–2S] clusters, it was intended to transfer this motive to the thiophenolate-
coordinate clusters by application of 2,2′-dithiobiphenyl ligands. Thus, three biphenyl-
based ligands with electronically different substituents (Cl, H, tBu) were prepared and
coordinated to the cluster core affording compounds 11a, 11b and 11c (Scheme 3.1). Li-
gand syntheses, cluster syntheses and spectroscopic characterizations of the clusters are
described in detail in this chapter.

Scheme 3.1: [2Fe–2S] clusters 11a, 11b and 11c coordinated by the electronically dif-
ferent biphenyl-based ligands Va, Vb and Vc.

3.2 Ligand Synthesis

In order to access the sought-after substituted 2,2′-dithiobiphenyl ligands via a Miyazaki-
Newman-Kwart rearrangement strategy[157] (it was recently suggested to use this term
instead of Newman-Kwart rearrangement, taking important studies of Miyazaki et al.[158]

on the mechanism of thione-to-thiol rearrangements into account),[159] the biphenols IIa -
IIc serve as convenient starting material available commercially or according to literature
methods.[160, 161] The corresponding dithiols could be obtained in a three step synthetic
sequence (Scheme 3.2, preparation of IIb - Vb is literature-known and added to the scheme
for completeness.[162] The given yields for these compounds are those obtained in this
work – literature yields are slightly different). After deprotonation with sodium hydride,
the biphenolates were treated with dimethylcarbamothioic chloride. Although an excess
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of both base and dimethylcarbamothioic chloride was used, the reactions afforded the
desired bis-O-thiocarbamate ester IIIa only in moderate yields of around 30 %, as an
equal amount of mono-O-thiocarbamate ester remains. In case of IIIb and IIIc formation
of the corresponding mono-O-thiocarbamate esters was observed as well, but yields of the
desired products were somewhat higher. After purification, the neat compounds IIIa -
IIIc were heated to 320 ◦C for up to 4 h. At this temperature, a Miyazaki-Newman-Kwart
rearrangement takes place to give the bis-S-thiocarbamate esters IVa - IVc in yields of 71
to 85 %. Formation of the free dithiols Va - Vc was achieved by reduction with LiAlH4

and subsequent acidic work-up. To prevent possible oxidation to internal disulfides, the
work-up was carried out under inert dinitrogen atmosphere.

Scheme 3.2: Synthesis of substituted 2,2 ′-dithiobiphenyl ligands Va, Vb and Vc.

In the 1H and 13C NMR spectra of the O-carbamate ester compounds IIIb and IIIc,
two signals are found for the methyl groups attached to the carbamate nitrogen atoms.
This indicates a slow rotation around the C-N bond, probably due to delocalization of
the carbamate double bond. The corresponding spectrum of compound IIIa shows even
four methyl signals, indicating that a barrier also exists for the rotation of the entire
ester group around the aryl-O bond. At low temperature (−60 ◦C), three distinct sets
of signals (i.e. 6 methyl signals) are observed for IIIa. The observations in the NMR
spectra are in agreement with crystal structures of related compounds,[157] where both
the aryl-aryl and aryl O-carbamate ester groups are twisted nearly 90◦ with respect to
each other, resulting in two sterically favored (racemic) diastereomers: A C2-symmetric
species with the same relative orientation of the ester groups, producing one set of NMR
peaks, and a completely asymmetric species with opposite orientation of the ester groups,
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producing a split set of peaks with a 1:1 integral ratio. At −60 ◦C, the signals of the split
set slowly interconvert through rotation of the ary-aryl bond, while at room temperature
most of them have coalesced, as expected for an energetic barrier of about 60 kJ/mol.[163]

The barriers for rotation of the ester group and the carbamate C-N bond are much higher
(both about 75 kJ/mol), so that separate, albeit broad, signals are still observable at room
temperature. At closer inspection, three sets of peaks are also observed in the NMR
spectra of IIIc, but with a very minor population (about 6 %) of the asymmetric isomer.
None of the peaks shows dynamic exchange up to 50 ◦C, presumably due to the steric
bulk of the tert-butyl groups which locks the molecules in their individual conformations.
After the Miyazaki-Newman-Kwart rearrangement, only one single signal is found for the
N-bound methyl groups, which is in agreement with earlier reports for S-thiocarbamate
esters.[164] Also, the 13C resonance of the thione carbon undergoes a large upfield shift from
about 186 to about 166 ppm. Thus, formation of the bis-S-thiocarbamate esters IVa -
IVc can be monitored by NMR and IR (thione bands at 1530 cm−1 to 1550 cm−1versus
carbonyl bands at ' 1670 cm−1) spectroscopy. As expected, bond rotations in the free
dithiols Va - Vc are not hindered, which is evident from sharp 1H NMR signals for all
aromatic resonances. The coordination chemistry of Va and Vc was examined by the
preparation of their zinc complexes as described in Appendix B. Compound Va could be
crystallized from THF / pentane to give single crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction. This is
a rare example of a structurally characterized 2,2′-dithiobiphenyl derivative (Figure 3.1; at
present 4,4′-diamino-2,2′,6,6′-tetrathio-1,1′-biphenyl is the only other crystallographically
characterized biphenyl derivative with two free thiol groups in 2,2′-position[165]). The 1,1′-
linked phenyl rings are found perpendicular to each other with a dihedral angle C2-C1-
C1′-C2′ of 90.61(19)◦.

Figure 3.1: ORTEP plot (50 % probability thermal ellipsoids) of the molecular structure
of Va. Selected atom distances [Å] and angles [ ◦]: S1-H1 1.02(4), S2-H2 1.02(4), S1-C2
1.7581(16), S2-C2 ′ 1.7565(16), C1-C1′ 1.498(2), H1-S1-C2 94.6(19), H2-S2-C2 ′ 106(2),
C2-C1-C1′-C2 ′ 90.61(19).

3.3 Cluster Synthesis and Structural Characterization

Clusters 11a and 11c were synthesized using standard salt metathesis reactions, starting
from (NEt4)2[Fe2S2Cl4] 2, whereas 11b was more conveniently obtained on a ligand ex-
change pathway (see Chapter 2), starting from the indolate coordinated cluster precursor
(NEt4)2[Fe2S2(indolate)4] 5 (the existance of 11b was previously mentioned in literature[139]

– a synthetic procedure and spectroscopic characteristics however were not reported). An
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alternative synthesis of 11a using the latter ligand exchange approach is possible as well
and described in the experimental part (Chapter 9). Compound 11a and 11b were isolated
in good yields (> 50 %), 11c however only in 23 %, probably due to the sterically bulky
tert-butyl ortho-substituents, disfavoring the coordination of two ligands to one cluster
core. Single crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction were grown for all three compounds by
slow diffusion of Et2O into MeCN solutions of the beforehand isolated and purified clusters
(ORTEP plots depicted in Figure 3.2).

Figure 3.2: ORTEP plots (50 % probability thermal ellipsoids) of the molecular structures
of 11a (top), 11b (middle) and 11c (bottom). The NEt+

4 counter ions and all hydrogen
atoms have been omitted for clarity. Prominent structural parameters are summarized in
Table 3.1.
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All three cluster compounds crystallize as (pseudo-)C2h symmetric molecules with the C2-
axis through both iron atoms and the perpendicular mirror plane through the bridging
sulfides. Thus, one of the 2,2′-dithiobiphenyl ligands in each cluster is axial-R and the
other axial-S configured. Most likely, these meso-compounds preferably crystallize with
tetraethylammonium counter ions, whereas the RR, SS -pairs precipitate as powders or
remain dissolved until internal racemisation to the RS, SR-meso-pairs took place. This
seems not be the case if other counter ions are used. Accidentally, the dianion of 11a crys-
tallized in C1 symmetry with one NEt+

4 and one Cp2Co+ counter ion (11a′) during an
unsuccessful reduction attempt (to the mixed-valent species using cobaltocene as reduc-
tant). The molecular structure of 11a′ (Figure 3.3) with both ligands axial-R or axial-S
configured (independent RR- and SS -enantiomers are present in the asymmetric unit, both
inter-convertible by a mirror plane) supports the latter assumption regarding the favored
crystallization of the meso-diastereomers of 11a - 11c with two NEt+

4 counter ions.

Figure 3.3: ORTEP plot (50 % probability thermal ellipsoids) of the molecular structure of
(NEt4)(Cp2Co)[Fe2S2(3,3 ′,5,5 ′-tetrachloro-1,1′-biphenyl-2,2 ′-dithiolate)2] (11a′). All hy-
drogen atoms are omitted for sake of clarity. Selected atom distances [Å] and interatomic
angles [ ◦]: Fe1· · ·Fe2 2.6936(14), Fe1-S1 2.187(2), Fe1-S2 2.2004(18), Fe1-S3 2.3111(19),
Fe1-S4 2.318(2), Fe2-S1 2.1952(18), Fe2-S2 2.219(2), Fe2-S6 2.301(2), Fe2-S5 2.3239(18),
S1-Fe1-S2 104.92(8), S1-Fe1-S3 114.20(7), S2-Fe1-S3 108.73(7), S1-Fe1-S4 109.09(8),
S2-Fe1-S4 115.30(8), S3-Fe1-S4 104.89(7), S1-Fe2-S2 104.04(8), S1-Fe2-S6 109.23(7),
S2-Fe2-S6 115.42(8), S1-Fe2-S5 115.13(8), S2-Fe2-S5 108.03(7), S6-Fe2-S5 105.33(7).

Although eight chlorine atoms in 11a or eight tert-butyl groups in 11c are expected to
significantly influence the electronic structure of the central [2Fe–2S] core compared to the
parent 11b, only minor structural changes of the corresponding core geometries[150] are
observed (prominent atom distances and angles are summarized in Table 3.1). Thus, the
Fe· · ·Fe distances in 11a and 11b are qualitatively identical (' 2.67 Å), while a slightly
elongated inter-metallic distance is found in 11c (' 2.72 Å). Accordingly the bond lengths
to the bridging sulfides (' 2.21 Å) and the angles at those sulfides Fe-(µ-S)-Fe (' 75.9◦) in
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11c are increased to some extent. Ligand bite angles RS-Fe-SR, distances to the terminal
thiolates Fe-SR and geometric distortions at the iron sites (semi-quantified by τ4 values)[166]

are in a similar range for all three clusters.

Table 3.1: Selected structural parameters for clusters 11a - 11c. Interatomic distances
are given in [Å] and angles in [ ◦].

compound 11a 11b 11c

Fe· · ·Fe 2.6748(7) 2.6722(4) 2.7212(5)

2.3080(8) 2.2864(4) 2.3002(5)

Fe-SR
2.3051(7) 2.2989(4) 2.2983(5)
2.3121(8) 2.2864(4) 2.3002(5)
2.3112(8) 2.2989(4) 2.2983(5)

2.1964(7) 2.2094(5) 2.2113(5)

Fe-(µ-S)
2.1925(7) 2.1969(5) 2.2152(5)
2.2010(7) 2.2094(5) 2.2113(5)
2.2037(7) 2.1969(5) 2.2152(5)

Fe-(µ-S)-Fe
74.93(3) 74.665(15) 75.866(16)
74.95(2) 74.665(15) 75.866(16)

RS-Fe-SR
103.51(3) 103.684(16) 104.735(18)
105.55(3) 103.684(16) 104.735(18)

τ4
0.874 0.878 0.884
0.895 0.878 0.884

3.4 Spectroscopy in Solution

In order to elucidate whether the ligand substitutions indeed do effect the electronic prop-
erties of the cluster cores, regardless of their rigid geometry, all new complexes were char-
acterized in solution by several spectroscopic methods. Positive and negative ion ESI mass
spectrometry proved to be a valuable analytical tool to confirm formation and intactness
of the anticipated complexes since spectra of MeCN solutions show dominant signals for
[Fe2S2L2(NEt4)3]+ and [Fe2S2L2(NEt4)]−, respectively (the positive ion ESI spectrum of
11a is shown in Figure 3.4 as an example). The absence of possible diamagnetic impurities
(e.g. free ligands) was proven by proton NMR spectroscopy in MeCN-d3 at room tem-
perature. Due to the strong antiferromagnetic coupling between both irons (as generally
observed in all synthetic [2Fe–2S] cluster reported so far), reasonable resolved, but broad-
ened signals were recorded for 11a - 11c, with dominant NEt+

4 resonances in the aliphatic
regime and characteristic signals for the aromatic 4,4′,6,6′-protons at ' 9 and ' 10 ppm. In
contrast to those lucid NMR spectra, interpretation of the UV-Vis absorptions in MeCN
solution is challenging. Each complex exhibits three distinct absorption bands at ' 257 -
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260 nm, ' 420 - 450 nm and ' 520 - 550 nm (for 11b and 11c additional bands or shoulders
are observed at 336 nm and 383 nm, respectively). Theoretically, electron donating sub-
stituents as the tert-butyl moieties in 11c are expected to lower the transition energies
for the main visible bands, which previously were assigned to thiophenolate-to-core charge
transfer transitions.[150] Indeed, a red-shift of those absorptions is apparent for compound
11c relative to the unsubstituted cluster 11b. However, the chlorine substituted cluster
11a deviates form the expected behavior, to some extent. Its energetically lowest absorp-
tion at 523 nm matches the theoretical assumptions and indeed is blue-shifted compared to
11b, whereas both energetically higher bands do not shift or even shift to lower energies
compared to 11b. A possible explanation for this observation is that the latter absorption
bands partially correspond to charge transfer transitions between the bridging inorganic
sulfides and the iron atoms as a reverse trend would be expected for these transition ener-
gies.

Figure 3.4: Positive ESI-MS spectrum of 11a in MeCN solution. The insets show the
experimental and expected isotopic distribution pattern for [M + NEt4]+.

In order to probe the electronic structure of all clusters, electrochemical studies were
conducted (i.e. cyclic voltammetry in MeCN solution at room temperature, utilizing the
Cp∗2Fe / Cp∗2Fe+ couple as internal standard). Assuming that electron withdrawing ligand
substituents lower the electron density at the cluster core and electron donating ligand
substituents higher the electron density at the core position, a decreasing redox potential
was predicted in the row E1/2(11a)>E1/2(11b)>E1/2(11c). As anticipated, the electron
poor cluster core in 11a readily accepts a further electron and consequently converts to the
mixed-valent state at a relatively high potential of −0.96 V, whereas the corresponding half-
wave potential for the parent compound 11b is found at a lower potential (E1/2 =−1.14 V).
As a result of the electron rich cluster core in 11c, generated by the overall eight σ-electron
donating tert-butyl substituents, its reduction wave is shifted significantly to a more nega-
tive region (compared to 11b) and found at −1.43 V (Figure 3.6).
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Figure 3.5: Electronic absorption spectra of 11a (black line), 11b (red line) and 11c (blue
line) in MeCN solution.

Figure 3.6: Cyclic voltammograms of 11a (black line), 11b (red line) and 11c (blue line)
recorded in MeCN / 0.1 m NBu4PF6 solution at a scan rate of 100 mV/s referenced vs. the
Cp∗2Fe / Cp∗2Fe+ couple.
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3.5 Spectroscopy in the Solid State

In order to gain further insight into the electronic structure of the cluster cores, compounds
11a - 11c were additionally characterized by zero-field Mössbauer spectroscopy and tem-
perature dependent magnetic susceptibility measurements. Spectral fits to the Mössbauer
data were obtained by using Lorentzian line doublets with isomer shifts δ and quadrupole
splittings ∆EQ summarized in Table 3.2 (the spectrum of 11b is shown in Figure 3.7 as
an example). Unexpectedly, neither δ-values nor ∆EQ-values show a clear trend while
going form electron-withdrawing ligand substituents to electron-donating groups. Instead,
isomer shifts are positioned in a range of δ= 0.30± 0.02 mm/s and quadrupole splittings
found in a range of ∆EQ = 0.82± 0.04 mm/s for all three cluster compounds. Thus, iso-
mer shifts only confirm the ferric oxidation states s= 2.825± 0.05 (calculated from the
empirical correlation δ= 1.43 - 0.40 s between oxidation state s and δ applicable for tet-
rahedral {FeS4} sites)[167], but do not reflect the electronic influences of the distinctive
ligand environments on the iron-sulfur cores. Compared to 11a (∆EQ = 0.77 mm/s) and
11c (∆EQ = 0.83 mm/s), 11b (∆EQ = 0.86 mm/s) exhibits the largest quadrupole splitting
of the three clusters reported herein. Currently, no persuasive explanation for this finding
can be provided, but an involvement of solid state effects might play a role. In this context
it seems to be noteworthy that each angle C-S-Fe in 11a and 11c is found in the range
100± 3◦, whereas only one angle C-S-Fe in 11b is found in this range and the other widened
to ' 109◦. As the latter geometric parameters are expected to directly control the irons’ d-
electron delocalisation over the ligand systems,[155] an indirect influence on the correspond-
ing isomer shifts and a direct influence on the corresponding quadrupole splittings seems
to be possible. Dynamic processes in solution (interconversion of the ligand-diastereomers
is discussed above) however would certainly overtop those effects and consequently cause
the substitution-dependent properties of 11a - 11c as observed in solution.

Figure 3.7: Zero-field Mössbauer spectrum of 11b recorded at 80 K. The red curve is fitted
to the experimental values (crosses) with δ= 0.28 mm/s and ∆EQ = 0.86 mm/s.
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Table 3.2: Spectroscopical and electrochemical data for 11a - 11c.

compound δ (∆EQ) [mm/s] a λmax [nm] (ε [m−1cm−1]) b J [cm−1] c E1/2 [V]d

260 (sh, ' 34000), 350
11a 0.28 (0.77) (' 25000), 424 (17800), −177 −0.96

523 (6050)

257 (' 47500), 336 (' 33400),
11b 0.28 (0.86) 425 (29500), 520 (13250), −158 −1.14

547 (13500)

260 (sh, ' 45000), 345 (26500),
11c 0.29 (0.83) 383 (23600), 443 (22000), −141 −1.43 e

550 (sh, 12000)

(a) 57Fe Mössbauer parameters at 80 K, relative to Fe metal at room temperature. (b) Recorded in MeCN
solution at room temperature. (c) Values obtained from fits to SQUID data, see Chapter 9.6. (d) Half-
wave potential of the (quasi)-reversible process in MeCN / 0.1 m NBu4PF6 at a scan rate of 100 mV/s vs.
the Cp∗2Fe / Cp∗2Fe+ couple.(e) Potential determined in MeCN / 0.1 m NBu4PF6 solution at a scan rate of
100 mV/s vs. the Cp2Fe/Cp2Fe+ couple is −1.94 V, corresponding to −1.43 V vs. the Cp∗2Fe / Cp∗2Fe+

couple.[145, 146]

Magnetic susceptibility measurements for compounds 11a - 11c were carried out at 0.5 T
from 2 K to 295 K. Magnetic moments µeff at room temperature are in the range 1.9 - 2.7µB

and decrease towards zero upon cooling, indicating significant antiferromagnetic coupling
as is commonly observed for the Fe2S2 core (S= 0 ground state). Coupling constants J
were determined using a fitting procedure to the appropriate Heisenberg spin Hamiltonian
for isotropic exchange coupling and are summarized in Table 3.2 (details are provided in
Chapter 9.6). In contrast to the Mössbauer parameters δ and ∆EQ, coupling constants
J obtained from the SQUID data clearly show a considerable trend, i.e. values are de-
creasing in the row J(11a)>J(11b)>J(11c). As these parameters are expected to di-
rectly correlate with the Fe· · ·Fe separations and the Fe-(µ-S)-Fe angles, a distinct trend
J(11a)' J(11b)>J(11c) would have been predicted on the basis of the molecular struc-
tures, as nearly identical core geometries for 11a and 11b are evident from X-ray diffraction
analysis. Thus, results from both spectroscopic techniques that require solid state samples
– Mössbauer and magnetic susceptibility measurements – disagree with common expecta-
tions. As powdered samples were used in the latter experiments, the simplest explanation
for these observations arises from a contribution of RR, SS -configured forms in addition
to the RS, SR-diastereomers of 11a - 11c. Since crystallization of the RS, SR-meso-pairs
is persistently accompanied by the precipitation of some powdered material and crystalli-
zation of the RR, SS -pairs of 11a - 11c is unfeasible in case of the NEt+

4 salts, neither an
experimental separation nor a theoretical analysis of the expected spectroscopic properties
of these RR, SS -pairs could be performed (manual separation of crystals from powdered
material is not considered as an appropriate experimental technique and was not carried
out). In this context, it seems to be noteworthy that the mixed NEt+

4 -Cp2Co+ salt of
11a (RR, SS -11a′) exhibits an elongated Fe· · ·Fe separation of 2.6936(14) Å (compare to
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11a: d (Fe· · ·Fe) = 2.6748(7) Å), whereas a shortened one would fit to the observed trend
in coupling constants J . Also line width parameters from the Mössbauer spectra do not
indicate the presence of additional cluster species (as the RR, SS -forms) with significantly
different coordination environments at the iron atoms.

3.6 Conclusions

In summary, three electronically different dithiolates were applied as terminal ligands
on [2Fe–2S]2+ cores. Upon coordination, significant changes of the clusters’ properties
have been detected. Although interpretation of the acquired Mössbauer and SQUID
data is speculative to some extent, the observed characteristics in solution reflect the ex-
pected trend: Electron-withdrawing ligand substituents lower the total electron density
at the cluster cores and consequently shift the corresponding have-wave potentials for the
[2Fe–2S]2+ / [2Fe–2S]+ couple to a more positive region. Reduction of those systems be-
comes facilitated compared to systems with electron-donating ligand substituents. As the
isolation of mixed-valent [2Fe–2S]+ ferredoxin-analogues is generally considered as pending
task to be achieved by synthetic bioinorganic chemists, future efforts will focus on the
preparative chemical reduction of electron-deficient all-{S}-ligated clusters. Thus, the syn-
thesis of a per-fluorinated 2,2′-dithio-1,1′-biphenyl derivative and its coordination to the
cluster core is planed as well in order to position the clusters redox potential as suitable as
possible for the latter challenge.



Chapter 4

The Quest for Neutral [2Fe–2S]
Clusters

Abstract

Three different strategies towards neutral [2Fe–2S] cluster compounds utilizing a zwit-
terionic, a dithiolene and a monoanionic dipyrrine ligand are discussed in this chapter.
Unfortunately, the experimental realization of those approaches afforded monomeric or in-
soluble compounds instead of the intended neutral [2Fe–2S] clusters. Nevertheless, these
findings are documented herein, in order to facilitate future efforts in uncovering (novel)
pathways to neutral cluster compounds.
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4.1 Introduction

So far, approximately forty {S}-coordinate [2Fe–2S] clusters,[132, 143, 148, 168, 169] less than fif-
teen {N}-coordinate[141, 142, 170, 171] and a few {O}-,[141, 172–174] mixed-[171] or halide-coordi-
nate[137] [2Fe–2S] species have been reported in literature.[129] All of them have dicationic
all-ferric cores ligated by four negatively charged donor atoms with the only exception
(reported by Tatsumi et al.[34]) shown in Scheme 4.1 (the formally all-ferrous Fe2S2(CO)6

system reported by Hieber et al.[175, 176] differs significantly from the usual [2Fe–2S] core
geometries,[177] most likely due to a bonding Fe-Fe interaction – therefore it was not con-
sidered as neutral [2Fe–2S] cluster in the above sense).

Scheme 4.1: Neutral [2Fe–2S] cluster 3 reported by Tatsumi and co-workers.

A drastic change of physiochemical properties, as reported for 3[34] is generally expected
for neutral clusters of this type compared to the usual ionic ones. An improved solubility
of such neutral compounds in normally unreactive solvents (e.g. benzene or THF) is antici-
pated as main advantage. This would significantly widen the scope for reactivity studies, as
e.g. powerful reductants like KC8 or NaC10H8 could be used in the latter solvents. At this
point it should be mentioned that reduction of neutral compounds commonly is facilitated
over the addition of extra-electrons to negatively charged species. Thus, chelate-stabilized
analogues of 3 would be desired starting materials in the search for isolable mixed-valent
[2Fe–2S] clusters (unfortunately, 3 exhibits two irreversible cathodic peaks in the cyclic
voltammogram, as often observed for systems with monodentate terminal ligands).

4.2 Attempts to Synthesize Zwitterionic Ferredoxin

Analogues

In the first approach towards a neutral [2Fe–2S] clusters, a dipolar ligand with the counter
ions embedded in the organic backbone was designed. The potentially chelating dithiol
X with two anionic sulfur donor atoms and an incorporated, but peripheral cationic tetra-
alkylammonium moiety was considered suitable since its coordination would certainly re-
sult in an unshielded central cluster core (Scheme 4.2). Synthesis of the desired ligand was
straight forward affording its hexafluorophosphonium salt on a 5 g scale (preparation of VII
and VIII was inspired by synthetic procedures reported for related compounds[178, 179]).
Deprotonation with potassium hydride (or n-BuLi) and subsequent salt metathesis with
(NEt4)2[Fe2S2Cl4] 2[138] resulted in the precipitation of a dark brown powder, insoluble in
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all common organic solvents. Thus, it remains unclear whether cluster 12 or any kind
of polymeric species was formed. No further affords to clarify this concern were made
since the material (even if it is cluster 12) is useless for whichever reactivity, due to its
insolubility.

Scheme 4.2: Examined synthetic approach to the zwitterionic [2Fe–2S] cluster 12.

4.3 On the Application of Redox-non-innocent Di-

thiolenes in Fe/S Chemistry

In 1966 Schrauzer et al. examined the reaction of 1,2-diphenylethylen-1,2-dithiol (regu-
larly abbreviated by “S-S,Ph”) with Fe(CO)5 or Fe3(CO)12 and reported on a compound
with Fe2S2(S-S,Ph)2 stochiometry.[180] Three years later, A. L. Balch mentioned, that this
compound might be a neutral [4Fe–4S] cluster.[181] Assuming that the compound could as
well be a neutral [2Fe–2S] cluster, the original procedure of Schrauzer et al. was repro-
duced, affording the described compound as a dark purple-blue powder. Unfortunately,
this solid again is insoluble in all organic solvents (slightly blue “solutions” can be obtained
by stirring the compound over CS2 for 24 h; concentrations however are insufficient for
any spectroscopic characterization). Reduction of a methanolic suspension of this material
with hydrazine and precipitation of the soluble reduced species with Ph4PCl afforded the
[4Fe–4S] cluster (Ph4P)2[Fe4S4(S-S,Ph)4] 13 (identified by X-ray diffraction, Figure 4.1).
Therefore it is assumed that the starting material actually was the corresponding neutral
[4Fe–4S] cluster. Although dimerisation during reduction would be a possible scenario
as well, existence of the [4Fe–4S] species is more likely since a similar literature-known
compound, i.e. [Fe4S4Cp∗2(S-S,Ph)2] was prepared accordingly and characterized by X-ray
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diffraction.[182–184] Again, no further experiments with respect to the true nuclearity of the
neutral compound were conducted, due to its restricted solubility and therefore limited
suitability in subsequent reactivity studies.

Figure 4.1: ORTEP plot (50 % probability thermal ellipsoids) of the molecular structure
of 13. Only atoms of one asymmetric unit are labeled, equivalent atoms are generated
by the 1 − x + 2, y − z + 3/2 symmetry transformation. The PPh+

4 counter ions and all
hydrogen atoms have been omitted for clarity. Selected atom distances [Å] and interatomic
angles [ ◦]: Fe1-S2 2.1455(6), Fe1-S3 2.1837(6), Fe1-S4 2.1901(6), Fe1-S1 2.2439(6),
Fe1-S2 ′ 2.2500(6), Fe1· · ·Fe1′ 2.7382(6), Fe1· · ·Fe2 2.7572(4), Fe2-S1 2.1747(6), Fe2-S6
2.1930(6), Fe2-S5 2.1997(6), Fe2-S1′ 2.2481(6), Fe2-S2 2.2484(6), Fe2-Fe2 ′ 2.7066(6),
S1-Fe2 ′ 2.2481(6), S2-Fe1′ 2.2500(6), S2-Fe1-S3 111.62(2), S2-Fe1-S4 104.87(2), S3-
Fe1-S4 88.02(2), S2-Fe1-S1 102.83(2), S3-Fe1-S1 144.95(3), S4-Fe1-S1 89.30(2), S2-Fe1-
S2 ′ 102.51(2), S3-Fe1-S2 ′ 86.96(2), S4-Fe1-S2 ′ 152.09(3), S1-Fe1-S2 ′ 79.36(2), S1-Fe2-
S6 105.79(2), S1-Fe2-S5 113.67(2), S6-Fe2-S5 87.52(2), S1-Fe2-S1′ 103.99(2), S6-Fe2-
S1′ 149.67(3), S5-Fe2-S1′ 85.73(2), S1-Fe2-S2 101.75(2), S6-Fe2-S2 89.17(2), S5-Fe2-S2
143.96(2), S1′-Fe2-S2 79.31(2), Fe2-S1-Fe1 77.20(2), Fe2-S1-Fe2 ′ 75.44(2), Fe1-S1-Fe2 ′

91.66(2), Fe1-S2-Fe2 77.69(2), Fe1-S2-Fe1′ 77.02(2), Fe2-S2-Fe1′ 91.49(2).

In this context it seems to be noteworthy that a dianionic [2Fe–2S] cluster coordinated by
capping benzenedithiolates was reported by Nakamura et al. with insufficient charac-
terization data (especially no X-ray diffraction and no Mössbauer data were provided).[185]

Several attempts to reproduce the experimental procedure failed (as well as numerous mod-
ifications of the original protocol and approaches on the standard salt metathesis route
and the indolate-ligand exchange pathway). The existence of this compound is doubtful.
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All-{S}-coordinate clusters with terminal six-membered chelate rings, however, seem to
be stable, although only a single example ligated by the uncommon S2−

5 -ligand – namely
(PPh4)2[Fe2S2(S5)2] 14 – has been reported (selected structural parameters are listed in
Appendix A).[169]

4.4 Attempts to Synthesize Analogues of Cluster 3

As mentioned above, cluster 3 exhibits the desired properties of neutral [2Fe–2S] clusters
with respect to its solubility, although it is certainly unsuitable for chemical reduction.
Unfortunately, no detailed experimental procedure for the synthesis of 3 is provided in
literature,[34] but it is mentioned in the manuscript that addition of sulfur to a toluene
solution of {Fe[N(SiMe3)2]}2 15[186, 187] in the presence of tetramethylthiourea affords 3
(Scheme 4.3).

Scheme 4.3: Synthesis of 3.

Thus, a solution of sulfur (sublimed prior to use) in toluene was added dropwise to a cold
toluene solution of {Fe[N(SiMe3)2]}2 15 and tetramethylthiourea. Subsequent warming to
room temperature (cyclic voltammetry of 3 was performed at ambient temperature, indi-
cating that the compound is stable under these conditions[34]) and removal of the solvent
afforded a dark brown oily residue. Proton NMR analysis of this material revealed nu-
merous non-assignable aliphatic singlets (no reference NMR data reported), that do not
significantly change in intensity upon changing the reaction stochiometry (equivalents of
added sulfur and present tetramethylthiourea were varied). Crystallization efforts from var-
ious solvent mixtures afforded oily precipitates in most cases, with a handful tiny crystals
(insufficient in size for X-ray diffraction) sometimes present in those oils. Thus, it re-
mains unclear, whether compound 3 is feasible in reasonable yields (or at least reasonable
amounts), although its’ existence was unambiguously demonstrated by X-ray diffraction.[34]

In order to avoid the highly reactive iron precursor and the commonly unselective elemental
sulfur as reagent, attempts to obtain 17 – the iodine-substituted analogue of 3 – were
conducted. Disappointingly, the defined and stable one-to-one adduct of tetramethylthio-
urea and iron(III)-iodide 16[188] was not reactive towards the chosen sulfur sources Li2S
and Na2S (Scheme 4.4, hexamethyldisilathiane was not tested as sulfur-transferring agent,
due to the inadequate difference in bond enthalpies, i.e. Si-I vs . Si-S).

Bearing in mind that only one hexamethyldisilazane is lost during the synthesis of 3 and
that substitution of the remaining terminal ligands in 3 for a chelating capping ligand would
probably result in a superior cluster stability, analogues of compound 18[189] (Scheme 4.5)
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Scheme 4.4: Failed synthesis of 17.

were considered as suitable starting materials in a sulfur-incorporating oxidative dimer-
isation to the corresponding neutral [2Fe–2S] clusters.

Holland et al. reported that compound 18[190] readily forms the mono-µ-sulfido bridged
species 19 (rationally synthesized through reaction of sulfur with the related dinitrogen-
bridged NacNac-coordinate iron(I) precursor[191]) and that a reproducible synthesis for the
corresponding bis-µ-sulfido bridged species 20 is not available so far, although serendipi-
tously obtained single crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction revealed the existence of this
species (unpublished results, private communication). Synthetic approaches starting from
19[190] or 21[189] (synthesis of the required ligand XI is described in literature[192]) accor-
ding to Scheme 4.6 however were unsuccessful with respect to the isolation of the neutral
[2Fe–2S] cluster 20. Taking into account that dipyrromethane ligands were successfully ap-
plied in the synthesis of dianionic [2Fe–2S] clusters,[170] their oxidized dipyrrine derivatives
seemed to be suitable for stabilizing neutral type-20 clusters. Moreover, an approach via
an analogue of the 3-coordinate compound 18 and subsequent oxidation with elemental
sulfur appeared reasonable, as a diminished sterical demand of the dipyrrine moiety was
expected to facilitate the latter conversion. Unfortunately, the desired three-coordinate
complex 22 was neither obtained through conversion according to Scheme 4.5, nor through
transference of the reaction into a toluene solution at room temperature (Scheme 4.7).

Scheme 4.5: Solvent-free synthesis of 18 (Ar = 2,6-di-iso-propylphenyl).

Instead, large green block-shaped crystals of the bis-substituted complex 23 were isolated
in good yields (with respect to the dipyrrine starting material) from the latter experiment
(heating both reactants in vacuum without solvent led to a black oily mixture of unidenti-
fied compounds, as indicated by 19F NMR spectroscopy). Single crystals (beautiful green
colored, twinkling in all spectral colors) of 23 suitable for X-ray diffraction were obtained
by cooling a saturated benzene/pentane or toluene/pentane solution (both intensively red
colored) of the complex to −30 ◦C (Figure 4.2). Most likely, 22 is an intermediate in
the formation of 23, but by far more reactive towards the free ligand XII[193, 194] than
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Scheme 4.6: Failed syntheses of 20 (Ar = 2,6-di-iso-propylphenyl).

Scheme 4.7: Synthesis of 23 and 24.

{Fe[N(SiMe3)2]2}2 15, even at low temperatures and under dropwise addition of a highly
diluted solution of the dipyrrine.

Nevertheless, elemental sulfur was added to 23 assuming that oxidative dimerisation to
the neutral [2Fe–2S] cluster might proceed under elimination of one {N2}-ligand (compare
to the elimination of I during the first synthesis of 1[131]). However, inspection of the
crude product of this reaction by proton and fluorine NMR spectroscopy revealed that the
obtained material was identical with product 24 arising from aerial oxidation (observed
accidentally by exposure of an NMR sample of 23 to air). Based on the molecular struc-
ture obtained from low-quality single crystals by X-ray diffraction (collected data were
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insufficient for appropriate refinement) and the NMR data, compound 24 was identified
as octahedral tris-substituted iron (III) complex (Figure 4.3, synthesis of this compound
– starting from FeCl3 and XII – was previously reported in literature[195]).

Figure 4.2: ORTEP plot (50 % probability thermal ellipsoids) of the molecular struc-
ture of 23. Hydrogen atoms and encapsulated benzene molecules have been omitted for
clarity. Selected atom distances [Å] and interatomic angles [ ◦]: Fe1-N1 2.0258(12), Fe1-
N2 2.0283(12), Fe1-N4 2.0295(13), Fe1-N3 2.0347(14), N1-Fe1-N2 91.55(5), N1-Fe1-N4
107.77(5), N2-Fe1-N4 136.36(5), N1-Fe1-N3 128.68(6), N2-Fe1-N3 105.64(5), N4-Fe1-N3
92.38(5).

Figure 4.3: ORTEP plot of the molecular structure of 24. Only atoms of one asymmetric
unit are labeled, equivalent atoms are generated by the 1 − y + 1, x − y, z and the −x +
y + 1,−x + 1, z symmetry transformation. Hydrogen atoms have been omitted for clarity.
Note: Quality of single crystals and collected crystallographic data were insufficient for
refinement. Therefore only a picture is shown as an “educated guess” for the molecular
structure of 24. Further interpretation or analysis is inappropriate.
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4.5 Conclusions

Discrete approaches towards neutral [2Fe–2S] cluster were examined utilizing a zwitterionic,
a dithiolene and a monoanionic dipyrrine ligand. In the case of the zwitterionic and the
dithiolene ligand, insoluble iron-containing solids were isolated, but only identified in the
latter case as a [4Fe–4S] cluster. Both strategies are unsuitable for the isolation of the
desired neutral [2Fe–2S] cluster compounds. In contrast, reactions of (low-coordinate)
ferrous iron complexes with elemental sulfur definitely can afford sulfur-bridged dinuclear
compounds with high solubility, but products strongly depend on the ligand environment
(NacNac-coordinate [2Fe–1S] vs. (Me3Si)2N-coordinate [2Fe–2S] systems). Thus, sterically
bulky substitution in both dipyrrine α-positions might afford three-coordinate type-22
intermediates, that possible prefer oxidative sulfur-incorporation (to form the [2Fe–1S] or
[2Fe–2S] compounds) over formation of octahedral complexes (as observed here for the
unsubstituted dipyrrine ligands).
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Chapter 5

Secondary Bonding Interactions in
Biomimetic [2Fe–2S] Clusters

Abstract

A series of synthetic [2Fe–2S] complexes with terminal thiophenolate ligands and tethered
ether or thioether moieties has been prepared and investigated in order to provide models
for the interaction of additional donor atoms with the Fe atoms in biological [2Fe–2S] clus-
ters. Structural consequences of the secondary bonding interactions were analyzed in detail,
and effects on the spectroscopic and electronic properties probed by UV-Vis, Mössbauer,
and 1H NMR spectroscopy, as well by SQUID measurements and cyclic voltammetry. The
potential relevance of the findings for biological [2Fe–2S] sites is considered.
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5.1 Introduction

The recent crystallographic analysis of biotin synthase revealed a unique coordination en-
vironment of the enzymes’ [2Fe–2S] cluster, with three terminal cysteine-S ligands and an
unprecedented terminal arginine-N (d(Fe-N) = 2.40 Å) that causes a noticeable distortion of
the local cluster symmetry (Scheme 5.1).[97] Interestingly, a second N-atom of the arginine
residue appears to be located relatively close to the Fe at d(Fe· · ·N) = 3.07 Å, suggesting
that secondary bonding interactions, a possible bidentate coordination or most likely a
hydrogen-bridging interaction to one of the µ-sulfides of the cluster core might play a role.
While the arginine residue does not seem to be essential for the catalytic reaction of biotin
synthase,[196] the biological relevance of this very unusual cluster coordination remains to
be elucidated. One should note that arginine is a very rare ligand in metallobiosites,[197]

although guanidine-metal interactions are quite flexible and may comprise syn, anti and
chelating coordination.

Scheme 5.1: Selected natural [2Fe–2S] sites.

In another new turn in biological [2Fe–2S] cluster chemistry, considerable conformational
differences have recently been reported for a [2Fe–2S] ferredoxin from Rhodobacter cap-
sulatus in its oxidized and reduced forms.[63] Upon reduction the [2Fe–2S] core switches
from a planar to a distorted lozenge geometry, and the movement of a methionine side
chain results in the methionine-Sδ atom approaching a bridging sulfide of the cluster at
less than 2.9 Å (Scheme 5.1). The functional significance of these changes is still un-
clear, but it has been speculated that the proximity of the electron-rich thioether-S may
contribute to controlling the redox potential of the cluster by modulating the overall elec-
trostatic environment. In the context of those new developments in iron-sulfur cluster
chemistry,it was realized that geometric distortions and consequences of secondary bond-
ing interactions have only been scarcely addressed for synthetic [2Fe–2S] complexes.[155]

Holm and co-workers had previously studied the occurrence of secondary bonding inter-
actions in [4Fe–4S] clusters,[144] where the terminal thiolate ligands contained potentially
coordinating ortho-substituents, [Fe4S4(SC6H4-o-X)4]2− with X = OH, OMe, NH2 (NH· · · S
hydrogen bonding interactions in synthetic [2Fe–2S] clusters were reported in literature
as well[198]). Indeed, unique Fe-site chemistry during catalytic turnover has recently been
demonstrated for the [4Fe–4S] cluster in ferredoxin:thioredoxin reductase (FTR), which
involves interaction of a disulfide with one Fe, followed by breaking of the disulfide bond
and five-coordination of that unique Fe site with two cysteinate ligands.[199] In order to
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assess whether such interactions are feasible in syntethic [2Fe–2S] systems and to evaluate
possible effects on spectroscopic and electronic properties of the cluster, a series of synthetic
[2Fe–2S] clusters coordinated by thiophenolate derivatives bearing additional donor sites
has been examined. Some particularly preorganized chelate ligands have been employed
to enforce additional bonding interactions, and DFT calculations have been carried out to
corroborate the structural and spectroscopic findings.

5.2 Ligand Synthesis

Two of the three monodentate thiophenols utilized in the present study are commercially
available, namely 2-ethyl-thiophenol XIIIC and 2-metoxy-thiophenol XIIIO. The third
one, 2-mercaptomethyl-thiophenol XIIIS was synthesized via mono-methylation of iron-
coordinate 1,2-benzene-dithiolate and subsequent acid hydrolysis of the complex accor-
ding to literature methods.[200–202] The chelating ligands 2,2′-oxydibenzenethiol XIVO[203]

and 2,2′-thiodibenzenethiol XIVS[204] were synthesized according to published procedures
as well, starting from diphenylether and diphenylthioether, respectively. In both cases,
TMEDA-assisted twofold ortho-lithiation, prior to reaction with elemental sulfur and re-
ductive cleavage of the generated polysulfide species with LiAlH4 afforded the air-sensitive
ligands in one-pot reactions. The third chelating ligand – 2,2′-methylenedibenzenethiol
XIVC – was previously unknown in literature and synthesized in a five step procedure
according to Scheme 5.2. Condensation of 2,4-di-tert-butylphenol XV with para-form-
aldehyde by modified literature methods resulted in the formation of 6, 6′-methylenebis-
(2, 4-di-tert-butylphenol) XVI.[205] Subsequent stepwise removal of all tert-butyl protective
groups by modifications of previously reported procedures afforded the required unsubsti-
tuted 2,2′-methylenediphenol XVII.[206, 207] Preparation of the bis-O-thiocarbamate ester
XVIII and separation from the undesired mono-O-thiocarbamate ester was straight for-
ward (74 % yield). Rearrangement to the bis-S -carbamate ester XIX and reductive carba-
mate cleavage using the standard protocol for Miyazaki-Newman-Kwart rearrangements af-
forded the free dithiol XIVC(a crystallographically characterized tert-butyl-substituted de-
rivative of this ligand was previously reported without explicit experimental procedure,[208]

the coordination chemistry of XIVC was examined by the preparation of a {N2S2}-ligated
zinc complex as described in Appendix B).

5.3 Cluster Synthesis and Structural Characterization

With the latter monodentate ligands at hand, a series of new [2Fe–2S] clusters has been
synthesized by means of standard salt metathesis reactions starting from the readily avail-
able (NEt4)2[Fe2S2Cl4] 2 (Scheme 5.3). Complexes 25C, 25O and 25S were obtained in
moderate to good yields, and crystalline material could be obtained by diffusion of Et2O
into DMF solutions (25O, 25S) or by slowly cooling a saturated MeCN solution from
room temperature to −20 ◦C (25C). The ether or thioether substituents in 25O and 25S,
respectively, were anticipated to potentially interact with the Fe centers, and the alkyl-
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Scheme 5.2: Synthesis of ligand XIVC.

substituted 25C was prepared to allow accurate structural comparison with an analogous
system that lacks the additional donor groups. Molecular structures of 25C, 25O, and
25S are quite similar, and the anions of all three complexes are shown in Figure 5.1 for
comparison. Selected structural parameters are listed in Table 5.1.

Scheme 5.3: Synthesis of complexes 25C, 25Oand 25S.
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In all cases, the tetraethylammonium cations are well separated from the [2Fe–2S] dianions.
Compound 25O crystallizes in the monoclinic space group P21/c with four formula units
per unit cell. The asymmetric unit contains two crystallographically independent anion-
fragments, and each [2Fe–2S] dianion consists of two fragments as a centrosymmetric dimer
with crystallographically imposed Ci symmetry. 25S crystallizes in the monoclinic space
group P21/n with two molecules per unit cell and also features crystallographically imposed
Ci symmetry. The cores of both 25O and 25S are close to effective C2h symmetry due to the
only marginal differences between the Fe1-S2 and Fe1-S3 bond lengths. The alkyl derivate
25C crystallizes in the monoclinic space group C2/c with four formula units and eight
MeCN molecules per unit cell. In contrast to 25O and 25S, the anions of 25C are perfectly
C2-symmetric molecules, with the C2-axis along Fe1 and Fe2. Bond lengths Fe1-S1 and
Fe1-S6 and all bond lengths between the iron atoms and the terminal thiophenolate sulfur
atoms are almost identical for 25C, but in this case differences in the angles S2-Fe1-S3
and S4-Fe2-S5 cause deviations from an effective C2h-symmetry. The Fe· · ·Fe distances
of 25O, 25S and 25C resemble those of the other [Fe2S2(SR)4]2− clusters with terminal
thiophenolate derivatives that have been characterized to date (around 2.67 - 2.70 Å). All
type 25 complexes contain symmetric (Fe2S2)2+ cores with a perfectly planar structure
(dihedral angles Fe1-S1-Fe2-S6 = 0◦). Distances Fe-SR and Fe-(µ-S) as well as angles RS-
Fe-SR and (µ-S)-Fe-(µ-S) are in the usual range (Table 5.1).
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Figure 5.1: ORTEP plot (50 % probability thermal ellipsoids) of the molecular structures
of the dianions of 25C (top), 25O (middle), and 25S (bottom). All hydrogen atoms have
been omitted for clarity.
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It is obvious from the X-ray structural analyses of 25O and 25S that no interaction between
the Fe atoms and the ether or thioether groups occurs in the solid state, and both molecules
adopt conformations very similar to that found for the alkyl analogue 25C. The substit-
uents do not induce any significant structural distortion, as evaluated by the τ4-values
(Table 5.1).[166, 209] In order to enforce secondary interactions with the ether or thioether
moiety in a more rigid chelate situation, the related systems 26C, 26O and 26S were syn-
thesized starting from the tethered bis(benzenethiolato) ligands (Scheme 5.4). Here the
yield decreased in the order 26C > 26O > 26S due to the formation of significant amounts
of mononuclear complexes (see Chapter 6). It should be noted that these mononuclear
compounds become the preferred products with increasing donor strength of the poten-
tially tridentate ligands, and no type 26 [2Fe–2S] cluster could be isolated for the related
systems with amine- or phosphine-based linkers (X = NMe, PPh).[210, 211]

Scheme 5.4: Synthesis of complexes 26C, 26O and 26S.

Single crystals suitable for X-ray analysis were obtained by diffusion of diethyl ether into
a saturated solution of the complex in MeCN (26C) or by slow diffusion of diethyl ether
into DMF solutions (26O and 26S). Molecular structures of the anions of 26C, 26O and
26S are depicted in Figure 5.2, and selected structural parameters are included in Table
5.1. Clusters 26C and 26O crystallize in the monoclinic space group P21/c with two or four
formula units per unit cell, respectively, while 26S crystallizes in P21 with two molecules
per unit cell. In contrast to complexes 25C, 25O, 25S and 26C, the asymmetric units of
26O and 26S each contain one complete dianion and two well-separated tetraethylammo-
nium cations. In both latter cases the point group symmetries of the clusters are reduced
from apparent C2h (with the horizontal mirror planes through Fe1, Fe2, S1, S2, X1 and X2
(X = ether-O or thioether-S atoms) and the perpendicular C2 axes though the centroids of
the Fe2S2-cores). Bond lengths Fe-SR and Fe-(µ-S) are not drastically different from those
of other [2Fe–2S] clusters coordinated by thiophenolate derivatives (summarized in Table
5.1), but a slight bond elongation is discernible for 26S. Differences are more significant
for the Fe· · ·Fe separations and the angles (µ-S)-Fe-(µ-S). While the elongation of the
Fe· · ·Fe distance by approximately 4 pm is still moderate in 26O (2.738(1) Å versus 2.683 -
2.704 Å for type 25 complexes and 26C), it is much more pronounced for 26S (2.802(2) Å).
This goes along with a decrease in the (µ-S)-Fe-(µ-S) angles and a corresponding in-
crease of the Fe-(µ-S)-Fe angles, as well as some distortion of the (Fe2S2)2+ cores away
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from planarity (dihedral angles Fe1-S1-Fe2-S2 are 0.71◦ for 26O and 2.61◦ for 26S). It
is interesting to note that [2Fe–2S] clusters in proteins also tend to have longer Fe· · ·Fe
than typical synthetic [Fe2S2(SR4)]2− complexes such as the above type 25 systems, e.g.,
d(Fe· · ·Fe) = 2.733(7) Å in the oxidized from of a green algae ferredoxin.[212]

Figure 5.2: ORTEP plots (50 % probability thermal ellipsoids) of the molecular structures
of the dianions of 26C (top), 26O (middle) and 26S (bottom). All hydrogen atoms have
been omitted for clarity.
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Inspection of the τ4 values reveals an increasing deviation from tetrahedral geometry for the
{FeS4} in the order 26C (τ4 = 0.960) < 26O (τ4 = 0.914/0.892) < 26S (τ4 = 0.876/0.866),
signifying involvement of the additional ether or thioether donor in metal coordination
and a gradual transition to trigonal bipyramidal iron environment within this series of
complexes. For 26S a τ4 value close to the theoretical value of 0.85 for an ideal tri-
gonal bipyramid is observed, with the additional donor site in an axial position. The
distances Fe· · ·X (X = CH2, O, S) decrease in the order 26C [d(Fe· · ·C) = 3.335(2)] >
26O [d(Fe· · ·O) = 2.813(2)/2.679(2)] ' 26S [d(Fe· · · S) = 2.914(4)/2.777(4)], which is ac-
companied by decreasing distances between the iron atoms and the equatorial planes
(which for 26S are given by S1/S3/S5 and S2/S7/S9) in the series 26C [0.6798(2) Å] >
26O [0.5811(2)/0.5110(2) Å] > 26S (0.403(2)/0.375(2) Å]. The approach of the additional
donor atoms in 26O and 26S causes a significant “out-of-plane distortion” compared to
26C (Figure 5.3). This distortion can be quantified by comparing the angles between the
planes through RS-Fe-SR and the planes perpendicular to the Fe2S2-diamond (construc-
ted from the centroid of the Fe2S2-core and the vector through the bridging sulfides as
normal of the plane; see Figure 5.3). These angles increase in the row 26C (3.51(1)◦)
< 26O (13.52(3)◦) < 26S (23.79(11)◦), whereas type 25 complexes are only slightly dis-
torted. Taken together, the structural features strongly suggest an increase in coordination
number for the Fe atoms and significant structural distortion of the [Fe2S2(SR)4]2− cores
in 26O and 26S due to secondary bonding interactions with the ether-O or thioether-S
atoms, respectively, in particular in the latter case. In order to probe the nature of these
interactions and consequences for electronic structures of the [2Fe–2S] clusters, detailed
spectroscopic and DFT studies have been performed.

5.4 Spectroscopy and Magnetic Properties in the Solid

State

Zero-field Mössbauer spectra for all clusters have been recorded at 80 K. Spectral fits to
the data were obtained by using Lorentzian line doublets with isomer shifts δ and quad-
rupole splittings ∆EQ summarized in Table 5.3. It should be noted that Mössbauer data
for synthetic [2Fe–2S] compounds with purely thiolato terminal ligation are still quite
scarce.[129] Mössbauer spectra of 25S and 26S are representative examples for type 25 and
type 26 cluster compounds and are depicted in Figure 5.4. All six compounds exhibit
isomer shifts δ in the range 0.29 - 0.39 mm/s, which is typical for high-spin ferric ions.
Whereas δ parameters for type 25 systems and 26C are comparable to those of parent
[Fe2S2(SPh)4]2− 7a and the related [Fe2S2(S2-o-xyl)2]2− 1, values for type 26 complexes
are clearly increasing in the order 26C < 26O < 26S. Isomer shifts have been empirically
related to the oxidation state s of the iron atoms according to δ= 1.43 - 0.40 s (correlation
found for tetrahedral {FeS4} sites at 77 K by linear regression analysis).[167] Applying this
equation to 25C, 25O, 25S and 26C reveals formal oxidation states s between 2.825 and
2.850 since the coordinated electron-donating thiophenolates increase the electron densities
at the iron sites. Significantly lower values are found for 26O (s= 2.78) and 26S (s= 2.60),
however, suggesting that additional interactions between the ether-O or thioether-S and
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Figure 5.3: Illustration of increasing “out-of-plane distortion” in the order 26C (top),
26O (middle) and 26S (bottom). Counterions, protons and peripheral aromatic carbons
are omitted for clarity.

the iron atoms are present, thus further increasing the electron densities at the ferric ions.
Hence the above equation seems to be invalid for 26O and 26S, due to the presence of
{FeS4O} or {FeS5} motives rather than tetrahedral {FeS4}. Quadrupole splittings ∆EQ

are similar in the series 25C (0.44 mm/s), 25O (0.42 mm/s), and 25S (0.44 mm/s) and
in the series 26C (0.56 mm/s), 26O (0.56 mm/s) and 26S (0.61 mm/s). Values for type
25 complexes are comparable to those reported previously for synthetic {S}-coordinated
[2Fe–2S] clusters ([Fe2S2(S2-o-xyl)2]2− 1: δ= 0.28 mm/s, ∆EQ = 0.36 mm/s, recorded at
4.2 K; [Fe2S2(SPh)4]2− 7a: δ= 0.28 mm/s, ∆EQ = 0.32 mm/s, recorded at 77 K)[134], whereas
quadrupole splittings for type 26 complexes are augmented by ≥ 0.2 mm/s compared to
1 and 7a. It is interesting to note that oxidized ferredoxins exhibit quite large quadru-
pole splittings ∆EQ in the range 0.6 mm/s - 0.8 mm/s,[140] which is significantly larger than
for previously synthesized [2Fe–2S] model systems but similar to ∆EQ values of the dis-
torted type 26 clusters (spinach Fdox: δ= 0.22 mm/s, ∆EQ = 0.65 mm/s[134] and IscA1 :
δ= 0.27 mm/s, ∆EQ = 0.57 mm/s[213]).
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Table 5.3: Spectroscopic, magnetic and electrochemical data for the new complexes.

compound δ (∆EQ) [mm/s] a λmax [nm] (ε [m−1cm−1])b J [cm−1] c Ec
p [V]d

294 (14500), 338 (16200), 414
1[134] 0.28 (0.36) e (11000), ' 455 (sh, 9200), −149± 8 −1.51 f

590 (4800)

7a[134] 0.28 (0.32) g 333 (19500), 490 (11200) n / a −1.11 h

25C 0.30 (0.44) 331 (29000), 476 (15000) −197 −1.24

25O 0.29 (0.42)
296 (sh, 58000), 336 (33000), −180 −1.32

509 (15000)

25S 0.29 (0.44)
307 (50000), 350 (sh, 27000), −181 −1.14

491 (12000)

26C 0.30 (0.56)
291 (16000), 352 (20500), 444 −204 −1.24

(10000), 547 (10500), 616 (6500)

26O 0.32 (0.56) 329 (19000), 486 (9000) −158 −1.48

26S 0.39 (0.61)
288 (59000), 322 (sh, 37000), −126 −0.99

475 (11000)

(a) 57Fe Mössbauer parameters at 80 K, relative to Fe metal at room temperature. (b) Recorded in DMF
solution at room temperature. (c) values obtained from simulation of SQUID data, see Chapter 9.6. (d)
Cathodic peak potentials in DMF / 0.1 m NBu4PF6 at a scan rate of 100 mV/s vs. the Cp∗2Fe / Cp∗2Fe+

couple. (e) Recorded at 4.2 K. (f) Half-wave potential E1/2 of the reversible process in DMF vs. SCE
is −1.09 V, corresponding to −1.11 V vs. the Cp∗2Fe / Cp∗2Fe+ couple.[145, 146] (g) Recorded at 77 K (h)
Half-wave potential E1/2 in DMF vs. SCE is −1.49 V, corresponding to −1.51 V vs. the Cp∗2Fe / Cp∗2Fe+

couple.[145, 146]

Magnetic susceptibility measurements for all new complexes were carried out at 1 T from
2 K to 290 K. Magnetic moments µeff at room temperature are in the range 1.7 - 2.6µB,
i.e., much lower than expected for two uncoupled ferric (S= 5/2) ions, and they rapidly
decrease upon lowering the temperature. This behavior is in accordance with significant
antiferromagnetic coupling between the two ferric ions to give an S= 0 ground state, as is
usually observed for [2Fe–2S] clusters. Coupling constants J (Table 5.3, Chapter 9.6) were
determined by using a fitting procedure to the appropriate Heisenberg spin Hamiltonian
for isotropic exchange coupling and Zeeman interaction:

H = −2J ~S1 · ~S2 + gµB( ~S1 + ~S2) · ~B.

For type 25 complexes the coupling is very strong (J '−180 cm−1) and is slightly higher
than those observed for, e.g., dipyrromethane coordinated clusters (see Chapter 7) with
terminal {N2} ligation (J '−170 cm−1).[170] Complex 26C exhibits the highest antiferro-
magnetic exchange constant J =−204 cm−1 reported so far for synthetic [2Fe–2S] clus-
ters. The lower J value for compound 26O (J =−158 cm−1) is comparable to that of
(NBu4)2[Fe2S2(S2-o-xyl)2] 1 (J '−150 cm−1),[134] whereas 26S (J =−126 cm−1) exhibits
the weakest antiferromagnetic coupling reported for synthetic [2Fe–2S] clusters until now.
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Figure 5.4: Zero-field Mössbauer spectra of 25S (top) and 26S (bottom) at 80 K. The
solid lines are Lorentzian doublets fitted to the experimental values (crosses).

It is likely that the decrease in antiferromagnetic coupling in the sequence 26C < 26O <
26S is caused by the widening of the Fe-(µ-S)-Fe angles and the increasing Fe· · ·Fe distance.
A coupling constant of −183 cm−1 was reported for spinach Fdox.[214]

5.5 Spectroscopy in Solution

All new complexes were characterized by NMR, cyclic voltammetry and UV-Vis spec-
troscopy in order to clarify whether the situation observed in the solid state is preserved
in solution and whether secondary interactions are present or absent in polar solvents.
Electronic absorption spectra in DMF solution are shown in Figure 5.5a for clusters 25C,
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25O and 25S, and in Figure 5.5b for 26C, 26O and 26S. Spectral data are also compiled
in Table 5.3.

Figure 5.5: (a) Absorption spectra of (NEt4)2[Fe2S2(SC6H4-o-X)4], X = CH2Me (25C),
OMe (25O), SMe (25S) in DMF; (b) Absorption spectra of (NEt4)2[Fe2S2(SC6H4-X-
C6H4S)2], X = CH2 (26C), O (26O), S (26S) in DMF (wavelengths of visible band maxima
are given in parentheses).

Compared to (NEt4)2[Fe2S2(SC6H4-o-Et)4] (25C), the π-electron donating methoxy (25O)
and thiomethyl substituents (25S) are expected to lower the energies for the visible ab-
sorptions, which were assigned previously to thiophenolate-to-core charge transfer trans-
itions.[144] Indeed a red-shift by 15 nm (25S) or 33 nm (25O) relative to 25C is observed.
Any additional interaction of the ether or thioether functions with the iron atoms of the
[2Fe–2S] core should decrease the substituent’s electron donating ability towards the ben-
zenethiolate but increase the electron density at the iron atoms, resulting in a blue shift
of the ligand-to-metal charge transfer bands. Such trends have also been discussed for
[4Fe–4S] clusters with substituted thiophenolate ligands and potential secondary bonding
interactions.[144] Therefore the observed spectral shifts for 25O and 25S implicate that
no chelate rings are formed in DMF solution, similar to the situation in the solid state.
Consistent with these observations, the 1H NMR spectra of 25O and 25S in DMSO-d6 show
relatively sharp resonances for the methyl groups that are only slightly shifted with respect
to the resonances for the free ligand, whereas secondary bonding interactions with the iron
atoms should significantly broaden these signals. In contrast to type 25 complexes, a blue
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shift of the ligand-to-metal charge transfer bands is observed for 26O and 26S relative to
26C. Since the trend in solution optical properties is in accordance with what is expected
from the solid-state structures, it can be assumed that secondary bonding interactions are
also present in solution for 26O and 26S. The 1H NMR spectrum for 26O in deuterated
DMSO is shown in Figure 5.6 as an example. Reasonably resolved spectra are obtained
because of the strong antiferromagnetic coupling between the two ferric ions (S= 0 ground
state), and all resonances appear as broad singlets. In addition to signals for the tetra-
ethylammonium cations, isotropically shifted signals for the aromatic protons are observed.

Figure 5.6: 1H NMR spectrum (500 MHz, 25 ◦C) of 26O recorded in DMSO-d6 (residual
DMF signals are marked by *).

Redox properties of all clusters have been examined by cyclic voltammetry in DMF / 0.1 m
NBu4PF6 at room temperature. The coumpounds 25C, 25O and 25S all exhibit an irrevers-
ible reduction process with cathodic peak potentials around −1.2 V vs. the Cp∗2Fe / Cp∗2Fe+

couple at scan rate 100 mV/s (Table 5.3) followed by a second irreversible process at even
lower potentials. The first reduction is assigned to formation of the mixed-valent FeIIFeIII

species, but these are not stable since the cathodic peak and the anodic response in the
reverse scan are separated by more than 600 mV at a scan rate of 100 mV/s. It is interest-
ing to note, however, that reduction of 25S (Ec

p =−1.14 V) seems to be more facile than
reduction of 25O (Ec

p =−1.32 V), which is presumably due to a higher degree of electron
delocalization in the thioether derivative. This observation is in accordance with the op-
tical spectra, from which it was concluded that the p-OMe group in 25O transfers more
electron density towards the {Fe2S2} core than the p-SMe group in 25S. Electrochemical
measurements for 26C, 26O and 26S under identical conditions revealed two sequential
reduction processes with broadened anodic reverse peaks (Table 5.3). Again the thioether
derivative 26S is easier to reduce than the ether analogue 26O, and furthermore 26S has
the lowest Ec

p (−0.99 V) of all complexes studied here.
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5.6 DFT Calculations

In order to corroborate the conclusions from structural and spectroscopic findings and to
gain insight into the nature of the secondary bonding interactions in 26O and 26S, DFT
calculations were performed for complexes 25S, 26O and 26S. The pure BP86 functional
(which for open-shell systems usually favors the low-spin state) has been used for both the
antiferromagnetically coupled 1X as well as the ferromagnetically coupled 11X states, and
the hybrid B3LYP functional (which usually predicts the high-spin state) has been tested
for the ferromagnetically coupled state for comparison (technical details are provided in
Chapter 9.4). In accordance with the experimental findings, the BP86 results confirm
that the singlet state is lower in energy (by 136, 110 and 66 kJ/mol for 25S, 26O and
26S, respectively) than the high-spin state for all three models (Table 5.2). Calculated
spin densities on the ether-O and thioether-S atoms are considered for evaluating the
secondary interactions in 26O and 26S, in comparison to 25S where no such interaction is
present. The results collected in Table 5.2 show that there is no spin density on the pendent
thioether groups for the 25S model, which confirms the expectation that there is no bonding
interaction between those atoms. This is also validated by the atoms-in-molecules (AIM)
analysis, which cannot detect any Fe-thioether bond in 25S.

Table 5.4: Calculated eigenvalues of the field gradient tensor for the singlet states of
25S, 26O and 26S at the BP86/SVP level of theory, and calculated and experimental ∆EQ

values.

compound calculated EFG a
∆EQ calculated

[mm/s] b

∆EQ experimental
[mm/s] c

25S 0.169 /−0.0487 /−0.120 (Fe1) 0.28
0.44

0.168 /−0.0464 /−0.121 (Fe2) 0.28

26O 0.263 /−0.00184 /−0.261 (Fe1) 0.49
0.56

0.266 /−0.0858 /−0.180 (Fe2) 0.44

26S 0.330 /−0.110 /−0.220 (Fe1) 0.54
0.61

0.275 /−0.0765 /−0.199 (Fe2) 0.46

(a) The three eigenvalues of the field gradient tensor given in atomic units (1 a.u. = 9.72·1021 V/m2). (b)
∆EQ calculated according to ∆EQ = 1

2eQVzz · (1 + η2/3)1/2, where the quadrupole moment Q is 0.16 barn
(0.16·10−28 m2) for 57Fe, Vzz is the main value of the EFG, η= (Vxx − Vyy)/Vzz (with |Vxx| < |Vyy| <
|Vzz|) and 1 mm/s = 4.8075·10−8 eV. (c) Data from Table 5.3.

On the other hand, for the 26S model, significant spin density is found on the two thioether-
S atoms (Figure 5.7), and non-negligible spin density is also found on the ether-O atoms
of the 26O model. While the spin density on the thioether-S atoms (' 0.04 e) is much
lower than that on the thiolate (0.10 e) atoms, suggesting that the thioether bonds are
weaker than the bonds to the other two groups, the density is still large enough to indicate
a connection between the ferric ions and the thioether-S. This is also confirmed by the
AIM analysis, which clearly detects a bond between the Fe ions and the thioether groups.
The electronic density in the middle of these bonds (at the bond critical point) amounts
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Figure 5.7: Spin densities (0.0035 a.u. level) for the 25S (top), 26O (middle) and
26S (bottom) models, calculated at the BP86/def2-SVP level.

to 0.03 e, which again is slightly lower than that of the Fe-sulfide and Fe-thiolate bonds
(0.09 and 0.07 e, respectively). For the 26O model, the spin density on the ether-O atoms
(0.01 e) is appreciably smaller than on the thioether atoms in the 26S model, but still
significant. Likewise, the AIM analysis identifies a bond between the Fe ions and the O
atoms, with an electronic density (0.02 e) that is slightly lower than for the 26S model.
Thus, the calculations unambiguously confirm the existence of a Fe-thioether interaction
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in the 26S model, albeit this is a relatively weak bond, and an even weaker bond in the
26O model. In order to rationalize the trend in the quadrupole splittings ∆EQ observed
in the Mössbauer spectra, eigenvalues of the electric field gradient (EFG) tensor have been
calculated for the singlet states of the 25S, 26O and 26S models. Quadrupole splittings
∆EQ derived from those values are compared with experimental data in Table 5.4. While
the calculated values appear to be systematically too low by ' 0.12 mm/s, the overall
agreement with experimental values is quite satisfying, and most importantly the trend for
∆EQ (25S < 26O < 26S) is almost quantitatively reproduced.

5.7 Conclusions

Secondary interactions between the ferric ions and added ether or thioether moieties do
occur in oxidized [2Fe–2S] clusters if the additional O or S donor atoms are suitably po-
sitioned in proximity to the cluster core. In the case of [2Fe–2S] clusters with capping
thiophenolate ligands this situation has to be enforced by a confined chelate arrangement
since no bonding interaction is observed when the tethered ether or thioether groups are
free to rotate away from the metal. Due to the secondary interaction, which is clearly
more pronounced for a thioether-S compared to an ether-O, the Fe atoms approach a tri-
gonal bipyramidal coordination geometry with the additional donor atom and one of the
bridging sulfides in apical positions. This gives rise to significant structural distortion of
the cluster core with increasing Fe· · ·Fe distances and widened Fe-(µ-S)-Fe angles, which
is reflected by marked changes in the spectroscopic and magnetic properties, in particular
a distinct decrease in antiferromagnetic coupling and an increase in the Mössbauer quad-
rupole splitting. Considerable spin density is found on the fifth donor atom, and reduction
is facilitated for the system with additional thioether-Fe bonds. Taken together, these
findings show that secondary bonding interactions can modulate the electronic properties
of biological [2Fe–2S] clusters, which may well play a role for, e.g., the unique [2Fe–2S]
cluster in biotin synthase with its unusual (and potentially chelating) arginine ligand.



Chapter 6

Switching the Spin State in {S4X2}-
Coordinated Iron(III) Complexes
by Variation of X = N, O, P, S

Abstract

A series of {S4X2}-coordinate iron complexes (NEt4)[(1,1′-X-(o-C6H4S)2)2Fe] (X = NMe,
O, PPh, S) was prepared and comprehensively characterized. A correlation between the
experimental spin state and the tethered neutral donor atom (S= 5/2 for X = NMe, O
and S= 1/2 for X = PPh, S) is evident from magnetic susceptibility measurements. In
contrast to the low spin complexes, incomplete spin relaxation is observed for both high spin
complexes, as indicated by broadened Mössbauer absorptions at 80 K (magnetic subspectra
detected at 7 K). DFT calculations agree well with the experimental findings.
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6.1 Introduction

Compounds (NEt4)[(1,1′-X-(o-C6H4S)2)2Fe] 27 (X = NMe, O, PPh, S) were initially obser-
ved as byproducts in the synthesis of the [2Fe–2S] clusters 26 (see Chapter 5),[143] where the
potentially tridentate bis-(benzenethiols) ligands 1,1′-X-(o-C6H4SH)2 (X = NMe,[210] O,[203]

PPh,[211] S[204]) XIV were applied as capping terminal chelates. Separation of these mo-
nomeric compounds 27 from the [2Fe–2S] cluster species could not be performed by a
standard protocol since solubilities of 27 are strongly dependent on the tethered donor-
functionality: Complexes 27N (X = NMe) and 27O (X = O) are readily soluble in MeCN
forming intensive green-blue solutions, whereas 27P (X = PPh) and 27S (X = S) are only
sparingly soluble in MeCN, but dissolve readily in DMF forming intensive purple-red so-
lutions. As convincing explanations for this observation were missing a priori, a more
detailed study of these complexes and their properties was conducted.

6.2 Synthesis and Structural Characterization

In order to facilitate isolation and purification of complexes 27, a rational synthesis for the
complete series was developed utilizing standard salt metathesis reactions starting from
(NEt4)[FeCl4] 28[215] (Scheme 6.1). During the course of those reactions, crude complexes
27 precipitated from the reaction media (THF) as main products and were subsequently
purified by crystallization from MeCN / Et2O (27N, 27O) or DMF / Et2O (27P, 27S).

Scheme 6.1: Synthesis of complexes 27.

Single crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction were obtained by slow diffusion of Et2O into
MeCN or DMF solutions of 27 (Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2). As expected, molecular struc-
tures of 27P and 27S are almost ideally octahedral with the weaker phosphine and thioether
donors (compared to the monoanionic thiophenolates) cis to each other. Interestingly, this
is not the case for 27N and 27O – their structures are found in an intermediate geometry
between tetrahedral and octahedral with both additional donor sites orientated again in a
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(pseudo-)cis fashion. Their structural distortions are intuitively rationalized by compari-
son of the Fe-S and Fe-X distances as well as the S-Fe-S and X-Fe-X angles (Table 6.1). For
27P and 27S all bond distances to the iron centers are in a range of 2.26± 0.05 Å, whereas
distances for the iron-thiolate bonds in 27N and 27O are significant enlarged by approx-
imately 0.1 Å compared to those in 27P and 27S. The additional nitrogen and oxygen
donor sites in 27N and 27O occupy positions in typical distances for secondary bonding
interactions (Fe1-N1 = 2.4232(17) and Fe1-N2 = 2.4581(17) for 27N, Fe1-O1 = 2.5696(41)
and Fe1-O2 = 2.6341(35) for 27O).

Figure 6.1: ORTEP plot (50 % probability thermal ellipsoids) of the molecular structures
of the anions of 27N (left) and 27O (right). All hydrogen atoms and counter ions have
been omitted for clarity reasons. Selected interatomic distances and angels are summarized
in Table 6.1.

Figure 6.2: ORTEP plot (50 % probability thermal ellipsoids) of the molecular structures
of the anions of 27P (left) and 27S (right). All hydrogen atoms and counter ions have been
omitted for clarity reasons. Selected interatomic distances and angels are summarized in
Table 6.1.

A qualitative interpretation of the angles S-Fe-S is obvious for 27S only, where one angle
is found close to 180◦ and the remaining five close to 90◦, as expected for a cis-configured
octahedral site. For 27N, 27O and 27P the semi-quantitative τ4 value can be employed to
estimate their internal geometric distortion. This parameter has been proposed as a simple
geometry index to quantify the distortion from tetrahedral geometries (τ4 = 1) and is calcu-
lated by τ4 = 1/141◦·(360◦−α−β), with α and β defined as the two largest angles (ligand)-
(metal)-(ligand) in a four-coordinate complex.[166] This concept is readily transferred and
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valid for octahedral complexes as well if two of the six coordinating atoms are distinguish-
able from the remaining donor atoms. Angles for the latter two donor sites are simply
disregarded in those cases. Thus, τ4 values are expected to be zero for trans-configured
octahedral geometries, whereas perfectly cis-configured sites are supposed to exhibit τ4

values of approximately 0.638. Applying this methodology indeed reveals intermediate
geometries (between tetrahedral and octahedral structures) for 27N (τ4 = 0.785) and 27O

(τ4 = 0.834), and confirms an octahedral coordination environment for 27P (τ4 = 0.654) and
27S (τ4 = 0.624).

Table 6.1: Selected structural parameters for complexes 27. Interatomic distances are
given in [Å] and angles in [ ◦] (S = thiophenolate sulfur atoms).

compound 27N 27O 27P 27S

2.3635(6) 2.3572(17) 2.2831(4) 2.2288(9)

Fe-S
2.3756(6) 2.3603(16) 2.2860(4) 2.2605(9)
2.3775(6) 2.3747(16) 2.2948(4) 2.2743(9)
2.3884(6) 2.3749(16) 2.3217(4) 2.3199(9)

Fe-X
2.4232(17) 2.6341(35) 2.2101(4) 2.2472(9)
2.4581(17) 2.5696(41) 2.2117(4) 2.2784(9)

139.03(2) 130.26(7) 167.628(16) 173.23(4)
110.23(2) 112.17(7) 100.063(15) 85.71(3)

S-Fe-S
99.28(2) 101.13(6) 100.098(15) 98.84(3)
99.38(2) 100.39(6) 89.753(15) 87.68(3)
109.97(2) 110.07(6) 88.198(14) 87.30(3)
87.45(2) 98.81(6) 85.812(15) 95.66(3)

X-Fe-X 121.68(5) 116.857(113) 108.183(15) 93.36(3)

τ4 0.785 0.834 0.654 0.624

6.3 Spectroscopy and Magnetic Properties in the Solid

State

Magnetic susceptibility measurements for all new complexes were carried out at 0.2 T and
0.5 T from 2 K to 295 K. Magnetic moments µeff are almost constant over the complete
temperature range for all complexes, but significantly different in magnitude (Figure 6.3).
For 27N and 27O an effective moment of ' 6.0µB is found, indicating the presence of high
spin ferric (S= 5/2) central ions. In contrast, µeff values of ' 2.0µB and ' 2.2 - 2.5µB are
observed for 27P and 27S, respectively. Thus, low spin configured ferric (S= 1/2) ions are
present in these compounds. No dependence of the magnetic susceptibilities on the applied
magnetic field was found for any of the complexes 27.

Zero-field Mössbauer spectra for all complexes have been recorded at room temperature,
80 K, 20 K and 7 K and fitted by using Lorentzian line doublets. Isomer shifts δ and
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Figure 6.3: Plots of µeff vs. temperature for 27N (blue), 27O (red), 27P (violet) and
27S (yellow) at a magnetic field B= 0.2 T.

quadrupole splittings ∆EQ (determined at 80 K) are summarized in Table 6.2. Significant
differences between the collected data for the high spin complexes (27N and 27O) and the
low spin complexes (27P and 27S) are evident over the entire temperature range. In case
of 27P and 27S (spectra shown in Appendix C), comparatively sharp quadrupole doublets
(Γ' 0.3 mm/s) were obtained form 80 K to 7 K and even at room temperature, indicating a
usual spin relaxation behavior (fast and therefore unresolved on the timescale of the Möss-
bauer experiment) for both complexes. Isomer shifts (δ= 0.25 mm/s for 27P, δ= 0.32 mm/s
for 27S) and quadrupole splittings (∆EQ = 1.81 mm/s for 27P, ∆EQ = 1.82 mm/s for 27S)
at 80 K are unexceptional for low spin ferric ions in an octahedral coordination environ-
ment. However, additional signals were detected in the Mössbauer spectra of 27P and 27S,
assumingly due to co-crystallized impurities. In the case of 27P, temperature-independent
shoulders close to the baseline – distal to the dominant quadrupole absorption of the
complex were observed and fitted with δ= 0.11 mm/s, ∆EQ = 3.17 mm/s. For 27S, mi-
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nor broadened absorptions (< 10 %, δ' 0.38 mm/s) needed to be included in the fitting
procedure for those spectra recorded at room temperature, 80 K and 20 K – this signal
however disappeared at 7 K (identical sample measured, decomposition of the sample can
be excluded as a reason for this phenomenon – alternating measurements at RT and 7 K
afforded reproducible results with the latter signal appearing at RT and disappearing at
7 K). Interestingly, a temperature-dependence of the quadrupole splitting was observed in
the case of 27S, i.e. ∆EQ is increasing upon cooling from 1.16 mm/s (RT) to 1.81 mm/s
(80 K) and finally to 1.97 mm/s (7 K). Corresponding isomer shifts δ increase as well from
0.22 mm/s (RT) to 0.36 mm/s (7 K). While the latter temperature-dependence of δ is quite
common and also evident for 27P, quadrupole splittings are commonly constant vs. tem-
perature. Zero-field Mössbauer spectra for 27Nand 27Oare relatively uncommon, with
unusually broad quadrupole doublets (δ= 0.34 mm/s for 27N, δ= 0.27 mm/s for 27O, val-
ues for ∆EQ not fitted in both cases) detectable at room temperature (Γ> 0.7 mm/s). The
spectra of 27Nat room temperature, 80 K, 20 K and 7 K are collected in Figure 6.4. Upon
cooling from RT to 20 K, the quadrupole doublet coalesces to a central broad singlet. The
spectrum at 80 K represents an intermediate situation. As only the quadrupole doublet
could be included in the fitting procedure, considerable discrepancies between the experi-
mental and the fitted curves are unavoidable in this case. The important area around the
signal pivot however is well reproduced with ∆EQ = 0.70 mm/s (manually fitted by trial-
and-error procedure). At 7 K spin relaxation is slowed down further – changes in the electric
and magnetic fields of the involved electron configurations are no longer distinguishable in
the Mössbauer experiment. Therefore Zeeman-splitted magnetic subspectra are observed
at this temperature (usually, Zeeman splittings are only detectable for particular polyme-
ric materials or if external B-fields are applied perpendicular to the γ-ray). This sextet
was fitted with δ= 0.47 mm/s, ∆EQ = 0.49 mm/s and B= 40.4 T. A similar phenomenon is
evident for 27O as well. In this case, however, an additional quadrupole doublet is present
in the spectra (at all temperatures), which increases in intensity upon cooling (spectra at
RT, 80 K and 7 K are depicted in Appendix C). Although independently prepared samples
afforded reproducible results, this signal most likely accounts to an impurity and does not
reflect an intrinsic property of 27O (the origin of this doublet, however, remains to be
clarified).

Solid state EPR measurements indicate considerable differences between both high spin
configured and both low spin configured complexes. In addition to the main signal at
' 350 mT (detected for all complexes), intense low-field signals at ' 80 G were observed for
27N and 27O (spectra for all complexes 27 provided in Appendix C). Those signals might
either originate form considerable large zero-field splitting parameters in both high spin
complexes or correspond to higher aggregated forms of the latter compounds (compare:
half-field signals in dimeric complexes). EPR Spectra in frozen solution might clarify
this concern and need to be recorded yet. As additional spectroscopic techniques for the
required temperature range (20 K to 7 K) are rare, it remains doubtful if a more detailed
picture of the latter findings can be obtained.
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Figure 6.4: Zero-field Mössbauer spectra of 27N recorded at RT, 80 K, 20 K and 7 K.

6.4 Spectroscopy in Solution

All new complexes were studied in solution by ESI mass spectrometry, cyclic voltamme-
try, UV-Vis and 1H NMR spectroscopy. ESI mass spectroscopy in MeCN indicates, that
all four complexes 27 are preserved in solution as mononuclear coordination compounds,
with prominent peaks for [M + NEt4]+ (ESI(+)-MS) and [M−NEt4]− (ESI(−)-MS). Pro-
ton NMR spectra at room temperature could only be recorded for 27P and 27S suggesting
that these complexes retain their low spin configuration in solution, whereas samples of
27N and 27O gave broad baseline modulations, due to their S= 5/2 ground state. Tak-
ing the observations from ESI-MS and NMR analysis together, one can conclude that
complexes 27 are stable in solution preserving their spin state as it was observed for the
corresponding solid state samples. In order to clarify whether the magnetic properties of
27 are temperature dependent in solution, UV-Vis spectra for all complexes were recorded
in EtCN solution at −80 ◦C, 0 ◦C and +80 ◦C (spectra are shown in Appendix C). Broad-
ened absorption bands were observed in all cases at +80 ◦C, but no significant shift of any
transition occurred, implying the absence of spin crossover activity in solution. Electro-
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chemical analysis by cyclic voltammetry was carried out in MeCN or DMF solution using
the Cp∗2Fe / Cp∗2Fe+ couple as internal reference. As expected, a (quasi-)reversible peak in
the cathodic regime (measured from zero to minus two volts) is observed for all complexes
27 and assigned to formation of the corresponding ferrous forms of complexes 27 (electro-
chemical potentials are summarized together with other spectroscopic data in Table 6.2).
As a general rule, reduction from ferric to ferrous complexes is favored (found at higher
potentials) for electron poor ferric ions. Thus, measured potentials indicated an increasing
electron density on the iron centers in the order 27O < 27N < 27S < 27P. This trend
is qualitatively reproduced by the distances of the electron donating X-atoms to the cen-
tral iron, decreasing in that order with Fe-O = 2.6341(35), 2.5696(41) > Fe-N = 2.4232(17),
2.4581(17) > Fe-S = 2.2472(9), 2.2784(9) > Fe-P = 2.2101(4), 2.2117(4).

Table 6.2: Spectroscopic and electrochemical data for complexes 27.

compound δ (∆EQ) [mm/s] a λmax [nm] (ε [m−1cm−1]) b E1/2 [V]

27N 0.45 (0.70) 340 (sh, 15000), 580 (5150) −1.30 c

27O 0.35 (0.83) 359 (12500), 603 (7920) −0.95 c

27P 0.25 (1.81) 579 (1730), 753 (1550) −1.64 d

27S 0.32 (1.82) 504 (1580), 842 (940) −1.37 d

(a) 57Fe Mössbauer parameters at 80 K, relative to Fe metal at room temperature. (b) Recorded in DMF
solution at room temperature. (c) Potentials in MeCN / 0.1 m NBu4PF6 at a scan rate of 100 mV/s vs.
the Cp∗2Fe / Cp∗2Fe+ couple. (d) Potentials in DMF / 0.1 m NBu4PF6 at a scan rate of 100 mV/s vs. the
Cp∗2Fe / Cp∗2Fe+ couple.

6.5 DFT Calculations

In order to corroborate the conclusions from structural and spectroscopic findings and
to elucidate the influence of the different tethered donor groups X on the spin state of
the corresponding complexes 27, DFT calculations were performed, using the BP86 func-
tional. All complexes 27 were studied in both the singlet and sextet spin states for sake of
comparison. In accordance with the experimental findings, the BP86 results confirm that
the singlet state is lower in energy by 265 and 199 kJ/mol for 27P and 27S, respectively,
whereas the sextet state is energetically favored for 27N and 27O by 48 and 91 kJ/mol,
respectively (Table 6.3).

Spin densities ρ on all atoms were calculated for all complexes 27 for either the high spin or
low spin states. For all sextet states a significant delocalization of the overall five electrons
on the thiolates (approximately 0.17 - 0.26 electrons on each sulfur atom) is observed. In
contrast, unpaired electron densities are found localized on the central iron for all low spin
configurations. Interestingly, virtually no spin density on the neutral donor atoms X is
found in all cases. In this context it should be noted that ρ values on X are of opposite
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Table 6.3: Relative energies and atomic spin densities ρ on the various atoms obtained
at the BP86/SVP level of theory for either the high spin (HS) or low spin (LS) state
of 27 (X = N, O, P, S) utilizing the corresponding atom coordinates obtained from X-ray
diffraction.

compound
spin
state

Erel

[kJ/mol]
spin densities ρ

Fe S (thiolate) X

27N HS 0.0 3.8858 0.2317 0.2315 0.1787 0.1721 0.0443 0.0438
LS +48 1.1037 −0.0462 −0.0465 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01

27O HS 0.0 3.9102 0.2061 0.2035 0.2252 0.2317 0.0149 0.0194
LS +91 1.1903 −0.0203 −0.0384 −0.0318 −0.0525 < 0.01 < 0.01

27P HS +265 3.4012 0.2458 0.2486 0.2645 0.2311 0.0723 0.0670
LS 0.0 0.9555 0.0187 0.0419 0.0268 < 0.01 −0.0535 −0.0511

27S HS +199 3.6331 0.2445 0.2581 0.2356 0.2202 0.0890 0.0832
LS 0.0 0.9306 0.0347 0.0296 −0.0139 < 0.01 −0.0130 −0.0169

sign for singlet 27P and 27S (even so their magnitude is negligible), indicating a bonding
Fe-X interaction. In order to gain further insight into the nature of this interaction, total
d-electron densities were analyzed for all complexes (Table 6.4). Obviously, population of
d-shells plays a minor role for all thiolate atoms since corresponding density values are
diminutive in a range of 0.063± 0.01 for all complexes in both multiplicities. However,
this is not the case for the thioether sulfurs in 27S and the phosphor atoms in 27P, each
accepting significant d-electron density in either the singlet or sextet state. As expected,
d-electron densities on the nitrogen (27N) or oxygen (27O) atoms are negligible. Thus,
results from the DFT calculations suggest that complexes 27 prefer singlet configurations
in cases of the tethered π-acceptor atoms P or S (in 27P or 27S, respectively) and sex-
tet configurations in cases of the tethered purely σ-donating atoms N or O (in 27N or
27O, respectively). Qualitatively identical results are obtained, when all calculations were
performed on optimized geometries.

In order to address the question whether any of the complexes might be in close proximity
to a spin crossover situation, at least two issues, the energy difference between both mul-
tiplicities and the corresponding activation barrier should be taken into account. The first
aspect – the energy difference – was already discussed and summarized in Table 6.3: Both
spin states are closer in energy for 27N and 27O than for 27P and 27S. The second aspect
– the activation barrier – can be estimated from the structural rearrangements necessary
when switching between both multiplicities. Therefore, experimental structures (from X-
ray diffraction) and optimized structures for the singlet and sextet states were aligned and
superimposed as shown in Figure 6.5. It is obvious from this illustration that significant
structural changes would be expected for 27O (and 27S). Thus, modifications on 27N (e.g.
by substituents in para-position to the thiolates) are most promising, when trying to ob-
tain type 27 complexes with spin crossover characteristics. In order to rationalize the trend
in the quadrupole splittings ∆EQ observed in the Mössbauer spectra, eigenvalues of the
electric field gradient (EFG) tensor have been calculated for the singlet and sextet states
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Table 6.4: Atomic populations from total densities in n(d)-shells on the various atoms
obtained at the BP86/SVP level of theory for either the high spin (HS) or low spin (LS)
state of 27 (X = N, O, P, S) utilizing the corresponding atom coordinates obtained from
X-ray diffraction.

compound
spin
state

total electron densities in n(d)-shells

Fe S (thiolate) X

27N HS 6.18203 0.05685 0.05598 0.05763 0.05881 0.02812 0.02832
LS 6.46832 0.05876 0.05769 0.05960 0.06089 0.02823 0.02843

27O HS 6.20152 0.05632 0.05757 0.05534 0.05443 0.01605 0.01592
LS 6.47204 0.05827 0.05963 0.05796 0.05712 0.01599 0.01587

27P HS 6.35396 0.06474 0.06740 0.06301 0.06901 0.24268 0.25075
LS 6.62901 0.06742 0.07020 0.06528 0.07172 0.25398 0.25956

27S HS 6.32963 0.06575 0.06741 0.06794 0.06583 0.12422 0.12769
LS 6.64275 0.07038 0.07265 0.06943 0.06672 0.12947 0.13330

of compounds 27. Quadrupole splittings ∆EQ derived from those values are compared
with the experimental data in Table 6.5 (As data at RT interfere with thermal background
noise and data below ' 40 K are disturbed by signal coalescence in the case of 27N and
27O, ∆EQ values from fits to the spectra at 80 K were used for this comparsion). While
the calculated ∆EQ values for LS-27P and LS-27S appear to be systematically too low
by 0.50 mm/s and 0.65 mm/s, a satisfying agreement between the calculated and experi-
mental quadrupole splittings is observed for both high spin complexes. Most importantly,
the trend ∆EQ (27, HS) < ∆EQ (27, LS) is reproduced at the applied BP86/SVP level
of theory.

Table 6.5: Calculated eigenvalues of the field gradient tensor for the singlet and sextet
states of 27 at the BP86/SVP level of theory, and calculated and experimental ∆EQ values.

compound calculated EFG a
∆EQ calculated

[mm/s] b
experimental

spin state
∆EQ experimental

[mm/s] c

27N 0.159 / 0.163 /−0.323 (HS) 0.52 (HS)
HS 0.70−0.000936 /−0.0790 / 0.0800 (LS) 0.15 (LS)

27O 0.231 / 0.262 /−0.492 (HS) 0.80 (HS)
HS 0.83

0.00352 / 0.0292 /−0.0327 (LS) 0.06 (LS)

27P 0.0349 / 0.196 /−0.231 (HS) 0.40 (HS)
LS 1.81−0.306 /−0.501 / 0.807 (LS) 1.32 (LS)

27S −0.0736 /−0.194 / 0.268 (HS) 0.45 (HS)
LS 1.82−0.119 /−0.552 / 0.671 (LS) 1.16 (LS)

(a) the three eigenvalues of the field gradient tensor given in atomic units (1 a.u. = 9.72·1021 V/m2). (b)
∆EQ calculated according to ∆EQ = 1

2eQVzz · (1 + η2/3)1/2, where the quadrupole moment Q is 0.16 barn
(0.16·10−28 m2) for 57Fe, Vzz is the main value of the EFG, η= (Vxx − Vyy)/Vzz (with |Vxx| < |Vyy| <
|Vzz|) and 1 mm/s = 4.8075·10−8 eV. (c) data from Table 6.2.
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Figure 6.5: Superposition of experimental structures (black) and optimized structures for
high spin (red) and low spin (blue) states for 27N, 27O, 27P and 27S together with spin
densities (opaque: 0.025 a.u. level, translucent: 0.0075 a.u. level) for the sextet (27N and
27O) and singlet (27P and 27S) states calculated at the BP86/def2-SVP level.
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6.6 Conclusions

In summary, unexpected structural and magnetic characteristics of the readily synthesized
mononuclear ferric complexes (NEt4)[(1,1′-X-(o-C6H4S)2)2Fe] 27 (X = NMe, O, PPh, S)
were illuminated to some detail. S= 5/2 spin states for 27P and 27S and S= 1/2 spin
states for 27N and 27O were unambiguously manifested for the solid samples of 27 by
magnetic susceptibility measurements. DFT calculations revealed that d-electron shells
of the phosphine and thioether moieties in 27P and 27S are in conjugation with the d-
orbitals of the central ferric ion. In contrast to 27N and 27O, low spin configurations
are energetically favored for the latter systems. Akin to π-acceptor ligands that usually
enforce low spin configurations, the d-acceptor character of the third row elements phosphor
and sulfur might account for the established S= 1/2 ground state in 27P and 27S. The
observed incomplete spin relaxation features of 27N and 27O however remain curious to
some extent, especially as no drastic changes in the SQUID data were recorded in the
crucial temperature range from 80 K to 7 K.



Chapter 7

Synthetic [2Fe–2S] Clusters with
Chelating N-Donor Capping Ligands

Abstract

Five new [2Fe–2S]2+ clusters with different 1,1′-dipyrromethane and 1,2-bis-benzimidazole-
benzene derivatives as chelating terminal ligands have been prepared and fully charac-
terized, including X-ray diffraction analyses. These systems represent rare examples of
synthetic [2Fe–2S] complexes with {N}-donor capping ligands. While geometric parame-
ters as well as spectroscopic and electrochemical characteristics of the new complexes were
found as anticipated, the chelating nature of the terminal ligands imparts a relatively high
stability that permitted the generation and EPR characterisation of a [2Fe–2S]+ species
ligated by benzene-1,2-bis-benzimidazolate.
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7.1 Introduction

Proteins, including a [2Fe–2S] moiety with terminal {N}-ligation (His, Arg) are increas-
ingly recognized in biological systems due to their unique functions .[17, 216–221] The Rieske
center – with two imidazole ligands from histidine residues bound to one iron atom of the
cluster core – probably represents the most prominent example. Interestingly, no accurate
structural analogue of the Rieske-type [2Fe–2S] clusters with mixed {N2/S2} ligation has
been reported prior to the present contribution (see Chapter 8). In this context it should
be noted that only very few synthetic [2Fe–2S] clusters with terminal {N}-donor ligands
are known altogether,[34, 141, 142, 171, 222] with 4[141, 142] and the more recently reported 3[34]

(Scheme 7.1) being the only examples that have been characterized crystallographically.

Scheme 7.1: Rare examples of (partially) {N}-coordinate [2Fe–2S] model compounds.

This chapter describes the synthesis and structural characterization of a series of new
[2Fe–2S] clusters with bidentate dipyrromethane[194, 223–225] and 1,2-bis-benzimidazole-benz-
ene[226] capping ligands (Scheme 7.2). Due to the chelating nature of these ligands, their
complexes exhibit comparatively high stabilities. The availability of the new complexes
and the examination of their reactivity finally paved the way for the synthesis of the asym-
metrically coordinated model compound for the Rieske site.

Scheme 7.2: Utilized dipyrromethane and 1,2-bis-benzimidazole-benzene derivatives.
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7.2 Dipyrromethane-Coordinate [2Fe–2S] Cluster

Compounds

7.2.1 Synthesis and Structural Characterisation

Deprotonated dipyrromethane derivatives XXa - XXc[194, 223–225] have been applied as bi-
dentate {N}-donor ligands in salt metathesis reactions with (NEt4)2[Fe2S2Cl4] 2[138] to
afford dark brown solutions of the respective iron-sulfur clusters (NEt4)2[Fe2S2{N2}2] 29a -
29c (Scheme 7.3), which precipitate from saturated MeCN or DMF solutions upon cooling.

Scheme 7.3: Dipyrromethane-coordinate clusters 29a, 29b and 29c.

Positive ion ESI mass spectrometry proved to be a valuable analytical tool to confirm
formation of the anticipated complexes since spectra of MeCN solutions show dominant
signals for the ions [M + NEt4]+ comprising one additional NEt+

4 counter cation, as well
as further signals for [2 M + NEt4]+. All complexes could be obtained as black crystals
suitable for X-ray analysis from MeCN (29b) or DMF (29a, 29c) solutions. The crystal
structures of 29a - 29c consist of discrete cations and anions. The molecular structures of
the anions are depicted in Figure 7.1, selected atom distances and bond angles are sum-
marized in Table 7.1. All bis-µ-sulfido [Fe2S2{N2}2]2− cores of 29a - 29c contain two four-
coordinate iron atoms in a distorted tetrahedral coordination environment, with the two
{FeN2S2}-tetrahedra sharing one edge. The [Fe2S2{N2}2]2− moieties of 29b and 29c have
crystallographically imposed inversion symmetry with a half molecule in the asymmetric
unit – therefore their rhomb-like Fe2S2-rings are perfectly planar. The Fe2S2-ring of 29a,
however, deviates from planarity, which causes the S-Fe-S planes to intersect at 17.48(3)◦.
Distances Fe-S (2.202(1) - 2.227(2) Å) and Fe-N (1.966(1) - 1.988(6) Å) as well as the S-Fe-S
angles (' 104◦) are comparable to those reported for the parent bis-µ-sulfido complex 4 (Fe-
S 2.18 Å, Fe-N 1.96 and 2.09 Å, S-Fe-S 104.3◦).[141, 142] Interestingly, complex 4 is the only
other crystallographically characterized [2Fe–2S] cluster with four terminal {N}-donors re-
ported in literature. As expected, the N-Fe-N angle for the monodentate pyrrolato ligands
in 4 (110.6◦) differs somewhat from the values determined for the less flexible chelate li-
gands in 29a - 29c (92.2(1) - 94.8(3)◦), whereas the Fe· · ·Fe distance is slightly shorter in
4 (2.677 Å) compared to 29a - 29c (2.692(1) - 2.724(1) Å). Rhombs of [2Fe–2S] with termi-
nal thiolato ligands, [Fe2S2(SR)4]2−, usually feature similar metal-metal separations in the
narrow range 2.69 - 2.72 Å,[129] i.e. replacement of the thiolates by anionic {N}-ligands does
not cause any major geometric changes in the central core.
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Figure 7.1: ORTEP plots (50 % probability thermal ellipsoids) of the molecular structures
of 29a (top), 29b (middle) and 29c (bottom). For the sake of clarity all hydrogen atoms
and NEt+

4 counter ions have been omitted.

Table 7.1: Selected structural parameters for clusters 29a - 29c. Interatomic distances
are given in [Å] and angles in [ ◦].

compound 29a 29b 29c

Fe· · ·Fe 2.6916(9) 2.7235(6) 2.722(2)

Fe-N
1.984(1) / 1.966(1) 1.981(2) 1.970(7)
1.970(1) / 1.987(1) 1.972(2) 1.988(6)

Fe-(µ-S)
2.2193(7) / 2.2149(7) 2.2021(6) 2.215(3)
2.2121(7) / 2.2151(7) 2.2215(7) 2.227(2)

(µ-S)-Fe-(µ-S) 104.13(3) / 104.17(3) 104.00(2) 104.40(8)

N-Fe-N 93.97(6) / 94.40(6) 92.19(7) 94.8(3)
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7.2.2 Spectroscopy in the Solid State

Mössbauer spectra of the three new synthetic clusters were recorded at 80 K and the spec-
trum of 29b is shown in Figure 7.2 as an example. Spectral fits to the data are obtained
by using Lorentzian line doublets with isomer shifts δ and quadrupole splittings ∆EQ sum-
marized in Table 7.2. The empirical correlation δ= 1.43− 0.40 s between oxidation state
s and isomer shift δ was found for tetrahedral {S4}-ligated iron sites at 77 K by linear
regression analysis.[167, 227] Applying the experimental δ values for the {FeN2S2} systems
29a - 29c to this equation reveals the expected oxidation state of s= 3, suggesting that the
above correlation is valid not only for all-sulfur sites. Quadrupole splittings for 29a - 29c
are somewhat larger than for the parent complex 4 (Table 7.2), which is in accordance
with greater distortion of the tetrahedral coordination environment that is imposed by the
chelating ligands. It should also be noted that Mössbauer spectra of the oxidized Rieske
centre isolated from Thermus thermophilus recorded at 4.2 K show values δ (∆EQ) of 0.24
(0.52) and 0.32 (0.91) mm/s at pH 10.[4]

Figure 7.2: Zero-field Mössbauer spectrum of 29b at 80 K. The solid line is a Lorentzian
doublet fitted to the experimental values (crosses).

Magnetic susceptibility measurements for complexes 29a - 29c were carried out at 1 T from
2 K to 290 K. Magnetic moments µeff at room temperature are in the range 1.8 - 2.4µB,
i.e. much lower than the values expected for two uncoupled iron(III) ions, indicating
significant antiferromagnetic coupling as is commonly observed for the Fe2S2 core. This
is confirmed by the temperature dependence of µeff for 29c shown in Figure 7.3. Upon
cooling µeff decreases and tends towards zero at very low temperatures, in accordance with
an S= 0 ground state. Coupling constants J were determined to '−167 cm−1 (Table
7.2) using a fitting procedure to the appropriate Heisenberg spin Hamiltonian for isotropic
exchange coupling (detailed information is provided in Chapter 9.6). Magnetic data have
been determined for only few synthetic [2Fe–2S] clusters in their diferric form,[129] and the
magnitude of the antiferromagnetic coupling in 29a - 29c is at the upper end of what has
previously been reported (e.g. J '−150 cm−1 for 1[134], see Chapter 9.6).
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Table 7.2: Analytical data for complexes 29a - 29c.

compound δ (∆EQ) [mm/s] a λmax [nm] (ε [m−1cm−1]) b J [cm−1] c E1/2 [V]d

29a 0.22 (0.90)
335 (sh, 5000), 393 (9500), −165 −1.19

522 (4600)

29b 0.24 (0.97)
330 (sh, 6100), 388 (10500), −167 −1.25

523 (5800)

29c 0.23 (0.89)
335 (sh, 6100), 397 (10400), −168 −1.31

526 (5500)

4[141, 142] 0.26 (0.49) e 370 (8330), 490 (sh, 3290),
not reported −1.30 f

550 (sh, 2480)

(a) 57Fe Mössbauer parameters at 80 K. (b) Recorded in MeCN solution at room temperature. (c) Values
obtained from fits to SQUID data, see Chapter 9.6. (d) Potentials in DMF / 0.1 m NBu4PF6 at a scan
rate of 100 mV/s vs. the Cp∗2Fe / Cp∗2Fe+ couple. (e) 57Fe Mössbauer parameters at 77 K. (f) Cathodic
peak potential of the irreversible process in DMF/0.1 m NBu4ClO4 at a scan rate of 200 mV/s vs. SCE is
−1.28 V, corresponding to −1.30 V vs. the Cp∗2Fe / Cp∗2Fe+ couple.[145, 146]

Figure 7.3: Plot of µeff (µB) versus temperature for 29c at a magnetic field B= 1 T. The
solid line represents the best fit to the experimental values (circles).

7.2.3 Spectroscopic and Electrochemical Characterization in So-
lution

The stability of compounds 29a - 29c was also confirmed in solution. Proton NMR spec-
troscopy established that [Fe2S2{N2}2]2− clusters are intact in DMSO-d6. The resulting
spectra are reasonably well-resolved due to the strong antiferromagnetic coupling between
the two ferric ions. Protons of the pyrrole moieties give rise to broadened resonances in a
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range between 9 and 11 ppm. Signals of α-pyrrolic protons are not detected for any of the
three compounds. The spectrum of 29b is shown in Figure 7.4 as an example.

Figure 7.4: 1H NMR (500 MHz, 25 ◦C) of 29b recorded in DMSO-d6.

All three complexes exhibit similar electronic spectra with prominent bands at ' 525 nm
(ε' 5000 m−1cm−1) and' 390 nm (ε' 10000m−1cm−1). Based on previously reported data
for complexes 4[141] and (NEt4)2[Fe2S2({N2}-bbzimp)2] 30[222] ({N2}-bbzimp = dianion of
2,2-bis-(benzimidazolyl)-propane, structural drawing depicted on page 193), the former
absorption is assigned, at least in part, to charge transfer transitions within the [2Fe–2S]
core, while the latter is attributed to terminal ligand-to-metal charge transfer transitions.
The oxidized Rieske iron sulfur protein from Thermus thermophilus shows electronic ab-
sorption bands at 560 nm (sh, ε' 3000 m−1cm−1), 458 nm (ε' 6000± 200 m−1cm−1) and
325 nm (ε' 11500m−1cm−1).[4] Redox properties of 29a - 29c have been examined by cy-
clic voltammetry in DMF / 0.1 m NBu4PF6 at room temperature. All clusters exhibit a
quasi-reversible reduction process in the range −1.19 to −1.31 V vs. the Cp∗2Fe / Cp∗2Fe+

couple (Figure 7.5, Table 7.2) assigned to the formation of the mixed-valent FeIIFeIII spe-
cies, followed by an irreversible second process at much lower potentials. These values
(corresponding to around −1.38 to −1.50 V vs. SCE[145, 146]) are similar to the value re-
ported for the parent pyrrolato complex 4[141] (irreversible reduction with Ec

p =−1.28 V
vs. SCE in DMF/0.1 m NBu4ClO4 at 200 mV/s) and are even more negative than typical
reductions for [2Fe–2S] clusters with terminal thiophenolate ligands.[129] It is interesting
to note that complex 29c that incorporates backbone cyclohexyl substituents is closest to
approaching reversibility of the electrochemical process.

Electrochemical bulk reduction using constant potential coulometry at −25 ◦C however
failed to generate the corresponding one-electron reduced species 29ared - 29cred, indicating
that those [2Fe–2S]+ compounds are stable on the timescale of the cyclic voltammetry
experiment (' 20 s) but not on the timescale of the coulometry experiment (' 15 minutes).
Thus, 29ared - 29cred are certainly not isolable as solids that could then be recrystallized for
X-ray diffraction. In the search for such isolable [2Fe–2S]+ systems, the exploration of {N}-
ligated [2Fe–2S] clusters was extended to 1,2-bisbenzimidazole-benzene ligands (forming
7-membered instead of 6-membered chelate rings) as described in the following section.
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Figure 7.5: Cyclic voltammograms of 29a (bottom), 29b (middle), and 29c (top) in
DMF at scan rates of 100 mV/s (solid line) and 500 mV/s (dashed line). Potentials are
given in volts vs. the Cp∗2Fe / Cp∗2Fe+ couple.

7.3 [2Fe–2S] Clusters Coordinated by 1,2-Benzene-

Bis-Benzimidazolate

7.3.1 Synthesis and Structural Characterization

Both 1,2-benzene-bis-benzimidazolate coordinated [2Fe–2S] cluster compounds 31a and
31b (Scheme 7.4) were synthesized using a standard salt metathesis reaction, starting
from (NEt4)2[Fe2S2Cl4] 2[138]. The corresponding ligands were deprotonated with potas-
sium hydride in THF and the cluster precursor 2 added subsequently. The required free
ligands XXIa and XXIb (Scheme 7.2) were obtained by condensation of phthalic acid
and tetrafluor-phthalic acid with excess of 1,2-phenylenediamine according to literature
methods.[226] After purification, the target cluster 31a was crystallized for X-ray diffraction
by slow diffusion of Et2O into a MeCN solution of the compound (Figure 7.6). Unfortu-
nately, single crystals of 31b could not be obtained in sufficient quality. However, several
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crystallization attempts from DMF / Et2O, MeCN / Et2O and saturated MeCN solutions
afforded some crystalline material that in one attempt gave a picture of the molecular
structure, although refinement was impossible (ORTEP plot depicted in Figure 7.7). Even
if ligand orientation and therefore cluster symmetry apparently is different in 31a and 31b,
only the appropriately refined molecular structure of 31a can be discussed here. Compound
31a crystallizes in black blocks in the triclinic space group P1 with a single molecule per
unit cell. Due to an inversion centre in the middle of the central Fe2S2-diamond, both irons
are in geometrically equal coordination environments, with all intra-core parameters found
in the typical range for synthetic [2Fe–2S] clusters. The overall symmetry is reduced from
C2h, with the horizontal mirror plane through Fe1, Fe1′, S2 and S2′ and a perpendicular
C2 axis through the centroid of the Fe2S2-core.

Scheme 7.4: Synthetic [2Fe–2S] clusters coordinated by 1,2-benzene-bis-benzimidazolate
derivatives.

7.3.2 Spectroscopy in Solution

Solutions of both new clusters were characterized by positive and negative ESI mass spec-
trometry, 1H NMR (and 19F NMR for 31b) spectroscopy and UV-Vis spectroscopy. Espe-
cially ESI mass analysis is a powerful tool in the examination of initial crude reaction mix-
tures, since prominent peaks for [M + NEt4]+ and [M−NEt4]− can be detected, indicating
a successful cluster formation. Identity of the compounds is substantiated by an excellent
agreement between the experimental and the simulated isotopic distribution patterns, and
was further proven by high resolution ESI(+) mass spectrometry. Proton NMR spectra
of the compounds could be recorded, due to the strong antiferromagnetic coupling of the
iron atoms. However, magnetic moments at room temperature differ from zero and cause
modest signal broadening of all resonances (even for the NEt+

4 counter ions). A detailed
signal assignment was not performed, integrals from aromatic resonances and signals from
the counter ions, however, were found in the expected ratio (overall four benzimidazole
protons – pointing towards the [2Fe–2S] core – are obscured in 31a, as previously observed
for the related dipyrromethane-ligated clusters 29a - 29c). Electronic absorption spectra
for both clusters show a similar curvature in DMF solution, with a dominant band at
' 290 nm. Visible – less intensive – transitions in the range of 400 nm - 550 nm are present
in each case as well. The latter transitions are particularly valuable in reaction monitoring,
as demonstrated by tracking an electrochemical reduction of 31a (see below).
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Figure 7.6: ORTEP plot (50 % probability thermal ellipsoids) of the molecular structure of
31a. The NEt+

4 counter ions and all hydrogen atoms have been omitted for clarity. Selected
interatomic distances [Å] and angles [ ◦]: Fe1· · ·Fe1 2.683(2), Fe1-N1 1.992(6), Fe1-N2
2.004(6), Fe1-S2 2.190(2), Fe1-S2 ′ 2.199(2), N1-Fe1-N2 96.9(2), N1-Fe1-S2 113.8(2), N1-
Fe1 S2 ′ 113.68(18), N2-Fe1-S2 113.22(19), N2-Fe1-S2 ′ 114.98(18), S2-Fe1-S2 ′ 104.64(8),
Fe1-S2-Fe1′ 75.36(8).

Figure 7.7: ORTEP plot of the molecular structure of 31b. The NEt+
4 counter ions and

all hydrogen atoms have been omitted for clarity. Note: Quality of single crystals and
collected crystallographic data were insufficient for refinement. Therefore only a picture is
shown as an “educated guess” for the molecular structure of 31b. Further interpretation
or analysis (e.g. distances, angles etc.) is inappropriate.
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7.3.3 Spectroscopy in the Solid State

Both new complexes 31a and 31b were further examined in the solid state by Möss-
bauer spectroscopy at 80 K. Spectral fits to the data are obtained by using Lorentzian line
doublets with isomer shifts δ and quadrupole splittings ∆EQ summarized in Table 7.3.
Surprisingly, neither isomer shifts nor quadrupole splittings are significantly different, al-
though the eight fluorine atoms present in 31b were expected to considerably decrease the
d-electron density at the iron cores in 31b and therefore lower its isomer shift compared
to 31a. As previously shown,[170] the empirical correlation δ= 1.43− 0.40 s[167, 227] between
oxidation state s and isomer shift δ is not only valid for tetrahedral {S4}-coordinate Fe
sites, but also for {FeN2S2}-coordinate complexes. Applying the experimental δ values
to the latter equation reveals the expected oxidation states s' 3 for both all-ferric clus-
ters with s (31a) = 2.90 and s (31b) = 2.93. Comparing the ligand orientation in both
compounds (comparison of the overall structure including ligand-to-core alignment is rea-
sonable, despite the insufficient X-ray refinement of the molecular structure of 31b) a note-
worthy dissimilarity in quadrupole splittings would intuitively be expected. Interestingly,
values for both clusters were found in the range of ∆EQ = 0.83± 0.01 mm/s, thus positio-
ned in between those values obtained for the monodentate homoleptic {N}-ligated clus-
ter 4[141, 142] (∆EQ = 0.49 - 0.61 mm/s) and the {N}-homoleptic diyprromethane-chelated
clusters 29a - 29c[170] (∆EQ = 0.89 - 0.97 mm/s). A closer inspection of all the structur-
ally characterized all-{N}-ligated clusters points towards the existence of a correlation
between ligand bite angles N-Fe-N (ϕ) and corresponding quadrupole splittings (∆EQ).
Even though a plot of the available data couples ∆EQ/ϕ spontaneously suggests a linear
relationship (see Figure 7.8), additional data and evaluating theoretical studies are defi-
nitely required in order to confirm the empirically equation obtained by linear regression
analysis: ∆EQ = 3.31(± 8.4·10−2)− 0.0255(± 8.6·10−4)·ϕ.

Reliable magnetic susceptibility data were only obtained for 31a. Paramagnetic impurities
present in samples of 31b significantly perturbed the fitting procedure of the SQUID data
and consequently gave incorrect magnetic coupling constants J for this cluster. The mag-
netic moment µeff for 31a was found to rapidly decrease upon lowering the temperature
from 300 K (1.9µB) to 5 K (' 0.8µB). This behavior is in accordance with an antiferro-
magnetic coupling between the two ferric ions to give an S= 0 ground state, as commonly
observed for [2Fe–2S] clusters. A coupling constant J =−199 cm−1 was determined by using
a fitting procedure to the appropriate Heisenberg spin Hamiltonian for isotropic exchange
coupling and Zeeman interaction:

H = −2J ~S1 · ~S2 + gµB( ~S1 + ~S2) · ~B.

This value indicates an amplified antiferromagnetic coupling compared to the related all-
{N}-ligated clusters 29a - 29c (see Table 7.2). The most negative coupling constant for
synthetic [2Fe–2S] systems, however, was detected for an all-{S}-ligated system, namely
for compound 26C (see Chapter 5, compare to Table 9.5).[134, 143, 170]
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Figure 7.8: Possible correlation between ligand bite angles N-Fe-N (ϕ) and quadrupole
splittings (∆EQ) for homoleptic {N}-coordinate [2Fe–2S] cluster compounds. Error bars in
x-direction are adopted from X-ray diffraction error-values. Compound 34 is described in
Chapter 8.

Table 7.3: Spectroscopic and electrochemical data for complexes 31a and 31b.

compound
δ (∆EQ)
[mm/s] a λmax [nm] (ε [m−1cm−1])b J [cm−1] c E1/2 [V]d

31a 0.27 (0.82)
290 (20500), ' 406 (sh, ' 3200), −199 −0.84
482 (2600), ' 550 (sh, ' 1200)

31b e 0.26 (0.84)
289 (13000), 408 (2000),

n / a −0.73
468 (2000), ' 550 (sh, ' 1200)

(a) 57Fe Mössbauer parameters at 80 K, relative to iron metal at room temperature. (b) Recorded in MeCN
solution at room temperature. (c) Values obtained from fits to SQUID data, see Chapter 9.6. (d) Half-wave
potentials of the (quasi)-reversible process in DMF / 0.1 m NBu4PF6 at a scan rate of 100 mV/s vs. the
Cp∗2Fe / Cp∗2Fe+ couple (recorded at room temperature vs. the Cp2Fe / Cp2Fe+ couple and recalibrated to
the Cp∗2Fe / Cp∗2Fe+ couple).[145, 146] (e) Complex purity determined by Mössbauer spectroscopy is 92 %
only. Isomer shift of the 8 % impurity (not detectable in the proton and fluorine NMR) suggests this specie
to correspond to a ferric salt (chloride, sulfide or oxide). Extensive purification affords were unsuccessful,
due to the unpleasant crystallization properties and the low yielding synthesis of the cluster. Magnetic
susceptibility measurements were not performed for this reason.

7.3.4 Electrochemistry and Constant Potential Coulometry

Redox properties of both clusters 31a and 31b were studied by cyclic voltammetry in
DMF solution at room temperature. A quasi-reversible one-electron reduction process to
the corresponding mixed-valent species 31ared and 31bred was found in addition to an
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irreversible reduction to the all-ferrous state of each cluster at much lower potential. As
anticipated, the redox potential for the 31b / 31bred couple (E1/2 =−0.84 V) is somewhat
less negative than the potential for the 31a / 31ared couple (E1/2 =−0.73 V), due to the
electron withdrawing effect of the overall eight fluorine substituents in 31b (Table 7.3).

Figure 7.9: Cyclic voltammogram (bottom) and square wave plot (middle) of 31a in
MeCN / 0.2 m NBu4PF6 at scan rate of 100 mV/s at −25 ◦C vs. the Cp∗2Fe / Cp∗2Fe+ couple
(recorded vs. the Cp2Fe / Cp2Fe+ couple and recalibrated to the Cp∗2Fe / Cp∗2Fe+ couple).
The dashed line (top) arises from a summation of the square wave data for the forward
and the reverse scan.

For practical reasons however, compound 31a was chosen for further reduction studies since
its synthesis could be carried out in 30 % yield, while 31b was obtained in 7 % yield and 92 %
purity only. Thus, only 31a was examined with respect to an electrochemical reduction by
constant potential coulometry in MeCN solution at −25 ◦C. The corresponding cyclic and
square wave voltammograms recorded for 31a at the latter conditions are depicted in Figure
7.9. Compared to room temperature measurements, both reduction waves are closer to
reversibility at −25 ◦C. However, only the first electron transfer process to the mixed-valent
system was suitable for coulometric bulk reduction of 31a. In a representative experiment,
the electrochemical cell was charged with 8 ml of a 1.13·10−4 m solution of 31a (0.9µmol) in
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MeCN / 0.2m NBu4PF6 under an argon atmosphere and voltage impressed on the sample
at a potential of −0.89 V vs. the Cp∗2Fe / Cp∗2Fe+ couple (corresponding to −1.4 V vs. the
Cp2Fe / Cp2Fe+ couple)[145, 146].

Figure 7.10: Plot of current I (black line / ordinate) and charge Q (blue line / ordinate)
consumed during the bulk reduction of 31a versus time t.

Figure 7.11: UV-Vis spectra during constant potential coulometry of 31a at −25 ◦C,
−1.4 V, black line: t0 = 0 minutes, colored lines: t0 +n · ∆t, ∆t= 2 minutes, n= 1 - 9,
c= 1.13·10−4 m in MeCN / 0.2 m NBu4PF6.

The course of the reduction was monitored by UV-Vis spectroscopy, the decreasing current
I consumed by the sample and the charge Q taken up during the time (integral of cur-
rent I over time t, see Figure 7.10). A decreasing intensity of all bands between ' 400 nm
and ' 650 nm and an increasing intensity of the shoulder at ' 360 nm was observed in
the electronic absorption spectra (recorded every 2 minutes), with two isosbestic points (at
' 380 nm and 730 nm) present in the superimposed plot of the individual spectra (Figure
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7.11). After 18 minutes, essentially no further changes are noticeable. At this point, an
electrical charge close to the expected one for one-electron reduction was consumed by the
sample (Qexp. = 83 mC, Qcalcd. = 87 mC). Therefore, the coulometric reduction was termi-
nated at this stage, keeping the solution of 31ared cooled and under an argon atmosphere.

7.3.5 Spectroscopy on the Mixed-Valent [2Fe–2S]+ Cluster

Directly after completed reduction a sample of 31ared was transferred to an EPR tube un-
der an argon atmosphere and rapidly frozen in liquid dinitrogen affording a vitreous solvent
matrix. The obtained rhombic EPR spectrum (spectrometer settings: 8.1 K, 1.0 mW,
23 dB, 9.4467 GHz, 25.0 G modulation amplitude) was fitted with g1 = 2.019, g2 = 1.917
and g3 = 1.821 (Figure 7.12).

Figure 7.12: EPR spectrum of 31ared in frozen MeCN solution (c= 1.13·10−4 m) recorded
at 8.1 K (1.0 mW, 23 dB, 9.4467 GHz, 25.0 G modulation amplitude). The solid red line is
fitted to the experimental values (dotted black line) with g1 = 2.019, g2 = 1.917, g3 = 1.821.

As expected, the averaged gav-value = 1
3
·(g1 + g2 + g3) for 31ared (gav = 1.919) is signifi-

cantly lower than the values usually obtained for reduced ferredoxins (gav' 1.96), due to
the orthorhombic C2v distortion at the iron sites. A ligand field model with a detailed
analysis of the possible distortions at the EPR-active ferrous site, based on a correlation
of the main components of the g-tensor (g1, g2, g3) with the (g2−g3)-function was reported
earlier for the gav' 1.91 class of [2Fe–2S]+ species.[222, 228] Assuming the absence of vitrifica-
tion and solvent dependencies, as previously concluded for [2Fe–2S]+ clusters coordinated
by chelating capping ligands,[139] the determined g-factors for 31ared are somewhat lower
than those reported earlier for the reduced homoleptic {N}-ligated cluster [Fe2S2({N2}-
bbzimp)2]3− 30red.[222] EPR data for selected biological [2Fe–2S]+ sites are listed in Table
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7.4 together with the data for the reduced synthetic clusters 30red, 1red and 31ared. Inter-
estingly, 31ared exhibits a gav-value in the range of those values observed for the natural
Rieske sites, whereas 30red and 1red display gav-values comparable to reduced Fd sites.

Table 7.4: Previously reported g values for [2Fe–2S]+ clusters compared to 31ared.

[2Fe–2S]+ cluster in g1 g2 g3 gav

parsley (Fd site)[229] 2.049 1.954 1.897 1.967

spinach (Fd site)[230] 2.045 1.947 1.881 1.958

Spirulina maxima (Fd site)[231] 2.051 1.958 1.887 1.965

yeast (Rieske site) [4] 2.025 1.890 1.810 1.908

Thermus thermophilus (Rieske site)[132] 2.020 1.900 1.800 1.907

chloroplasts (Rieske site)[232] 2.020 1.890 1.780 1.897

1red ({S4}-coordinate) a, [136] 2.010 1.940 1.930 1.960

30red ({N4}-coordinate)b, [222] 2.012 1.933 1.875 1.940

31ared ({N4}-coordinate) c 2.019 1.917 1.821 1.919

(a) Recorded in DMF / 0.1 m NBu4ClO4 at 100 K. (b) Recorded in MeCN / HMPA (7 / 3) at 80 K. (c)
Recorded in MeCN / 0.2 m NBu4PF6 at 8 K.

7.4 Conclusions

As series of new [2Fe–2S]2+ clusters with bidentate {N2}-ligands was prepared and fully
characterized. Their structural, spectral and electrochemical properties are similar to those
few related [2Fe–2S] complexes with {N}-donor ligands reported previously. Considerable
distinctions resulting from the distortion of the tetrahedral coordination sphere (imposed
by the chelating caps) cause a significant increase of their quadrupole splittings. Complexes
29a - 29c, 31a and 31b exhibit very negative reduction potentials, while their stability is
enhanced due to the chelating nature of the terminal ligands. Generation and examination
of the corresponding reduced specie in solution could be carried out for 31a. EPR char-
acteristics of the [2Fe–2S]+ system are in agreement with previous studies on mixed-valent
synthetic and biological [2Fe–2S] clusters featuring terminal {N}-ligation.



Chapter 8

A Synthetic Analogue of Rieske-Type
[2Fe–2S] Clusters

Abstract

An accurate synthetic model for Rieske-type [2Fe–2S] cluster has been prepared that emu-
lates structural and spectroscopic features of the natural protein sites, including the char-
acteristic low gav value in the EPR spectra of the reduced [2Fe–2S]+ species. A dichloro-
substituted intermediate and a homoleptic {N}-coordinate side-product were isolated and
characterized. DFT calculations on the Rieske-type model compound are in agreement
with the experimental findings.
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8.1 Introduction

In 1964 Rieske-type [2Fe–2S] clusters were discovered in biological systems and identi-
fied as variants of [2Fe–2S] ferredoxins.[109, 233] Structurally they differ form the parent
ferredoxins by an asymmetrical terminal ligation at the [2Fe–2S] core with only one iron
coordinated by two cysteinyl thiolates but the other coordinated by two histidine nitro-
gen donors (see Chapter 1).[110, 115, 119, 234] Spectroscopic (e.g. EPR and Mössbauer) and
functional characteristics (namely the electrochemical potential) of Rieske-type [2Fe–2S]
clusters are distinct, because of this unique coordination environment.[4, 114] The investi-
gation of synthetic model complexes has provided valuable insight into the properties and
electronic structures of iron-sulfur cofactors.[129] While several biomimetic [2Fe–2S] clusters
with all-{S} or all-{N} environment have been obtained over the last decades,[129, 142, 170]

no asymmetrically ligated cluster that emulates the particular situation of the Rieske iron-
sulfur proteins could be synthesized so far (few symmetrical [2Fe-2S] clusters with mixed
{NS}-ligand set at each iron have been reported[34, 222]). This chapter describes the syn-
thesis and spectroscopic as well as crystallographic characterisation of the first accurate
structural model compound 32 for Rieske-type [2Fe–2S] clusters (Scheme 8.1).

Scheme 8.1: Structure of the natural Rieske center and the synthetic analogue 32.

8.2 Cluster Synthesis and Structural Characterization

A stepwise ligand exchange strategy starting from (NEt4)2[Fe2S2Cl4] 2[137, 138] seemed to
be a convenient and simple approach towards a synthetic analogue of Rieske-type [2Fe–2S]
sites. Closer inspection of this reaction by screening a variety of chelating {N2}- and
{S2}-donor ligands in different combinations revealed challenging difficulties, however, such
as the preferred formation of the homoleptic {N}- and {S}-coordinate compounds which
where usually observed as the only products. In some cases, the sought-after asymmetri-
cally {N2S2}-ligated species were detected by ESI mass spectrometry, but rapid equilibria
with the corresponding homoleptic clusters prevented successful isolation of the target
material. An exception was finally discovered when using a backbone phenyl-substituted
chelating diskatylmethane XXII[235] capping ligand as a mimic for the natural histidine
residues. In order to suppress cluster decomposition, the lithium salt of XXII was first
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added to a cooled solution of (NEt4)2[Fe2S2Cl4] 2 (Scheme 8.2). During optimization stud-
ies it was found advantageous to use 1.5 eq of this particular {N2}-cap to ensure complete
consumption of the cluster starting material, because some degradation to give monomeric
{N}-coordinate iron complexes could not be prevented even at −40 ◦C (fortunately, thess
monomeric species are readily extracted during workup). This led to the isolation of the
first asymmetrically ligated [2Fe–2S] cluster (NEt4)2[{N2}Fe2S2Cl2] 33. Minor amounts of
the {N}-homoleptic cluster (NEt4)2[{N2}Fe2S2{N2}] 34 were formed as a side-product
and identified by X-ray diffraction (Figure 8.1). Compound 33 was crystallized from
DMF / Et2O, affording crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction and refinement (Figure 8.2).
Prominent intra-core distances and angles, as well as distances and angles to the terminal
coordinating atoms are in agreement with the corresponding values determined for the re-
lated homoleptic {N4}- or Cl4-ligated[236] synthetic [2Fe–2S] clusters (selected interatomic
distances and angles are collected in Table 8.3).

Scheme 8.2: Synthesis of 32, 33 and 34. Conditions: (i) 1.5 eq Li2{N2},THF, MeCN,
−40 ◦C, 10 minutes; (ii) 1.0 eq Li2{S2}, 1 h, −40 ◦C to room temperature; (iii) 1.9 eq
Li2{N2},THF, MeCN, 1 h, −40 ◦C to room temperature.
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Figure 8.1: ORTEP plot (50 % probability thermal ellipsoids) of the molecular struc-
ture of 34. The NEt+

4 counter ions and all hydrogen atoms have been omitted for clar-
ity. Selected atom distances [Å] and angles [ ◦]:Fe1· · ·Fe1′ 2.7562(8), Fe1-N1 1.984(3),
Fe1-N2 1.975(2), Fe1-S1 2.2078(10), Fe1-S1′ 2.2301(9), N1-Fe1-N2 93.06(10), N1-Fe1-S1
116.09(8), N2-Fe1-S1 115.16(9), N1-Fe1-S1′ 116.02(9), N2-Fe1-S1′ 113.88(8), S1-Fe1-S1′

103.22(3), Fe1-S1-Fe1′ 76.78(3).

Figure 8.2: ORTEP plot (50 % probability thermal ellipsoids) of the molecular struc-
ture of 33. For the sake of clarity all hydrogen atoms and NEt+

4 counter ions have
been omitted. Selected atom distances [Å] and angles [ ◦]: Fe1· · ·Fe2 2.7124(9), Fe1-N1
1.965(5), Fe1-N2 1.975(4), Fe1-S1 2.2037(13), Fe1-S2 2.2129(13), Fe2-S2 2.2088(14),
Fe2-S1 2.2147(12), Fe2-Cl2 2.2490(15), Fe2-Cl1 2.2730(16), N1-Fe1-N2 93.78(17), N1-
Fe1-S1 117.18(12), N2-Fe1-S1 110.58(12), N1-Fe1-S2 115.01(12), N2-Fe1-S2 116.48(10),
S1-Fe1-S2 104.19(5), S2-Fe2-S1 103.97(5), S2-Fe2-Cl2 113.81(6), S1-Fe2-Cl2 109.80(5),
S2-Fe2-Cl1 108.60(6), S1-Fe2-Cl1 112.49(6), Cl2-Fe2-Cl1 108.22(6), Fe1-S1-Fe2 75.74(4),
Fe1-S2-Fe2 75.68(4).
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With the key-intermediate 33 in hands, the intended synthetic route via subsequent ex-
change of the remaining two chlorine substituents proved successful. o-Xylene-α,α′-dithiol
I as {S2}-ligand[132] was selected for mimicking the biological cysteinyl thiolates since
this ligand had already been applied successfully in synthetic iron-sulfur chemistry.[129]

Finally, cluster 32 was most conveniently obtained in a one-pot synthesis at −40 ◦C by
sequential addition of the deprotonated {N2}-ligand prior to addition of the Li2{S2}-ligand
salt (Scheme 8.2). After extraction of the monomeric by-products (e.g. (NEt4)[Fe{N2}2]
35 – also observed in the synthesis of intermediate 33, structural drawing depicted on
page 194), the pure target material was obtained after a single re-crystallisation from
DMF / Et2O. Once isolated, solid 32 is stable at room temperature under an atmosphere
of dry dinitrogen and can even be handled in air for short periods (ca. 30 minutes) without
decomposition. In the absence of protic solvents, solutions of 32 can be stored for weeks at
room temperature under an atmosphere of dry dinitrogen. Black plates suitable for X-ray
diffraction were obtained by slow diffusion of Et2O into a concentrated solution of 32 in
DMSO (Figure 8.3). The cluster crystallizes in the monoclinic space group C 2/c with
eight molecules per unit cell. Geometric parameters at both metal ions Fe1 and Fe2 are
similar to the corresponding values observed for the homoleptic {N4}- and {S4}-ligated[132]

compounds 34 and 1 (Table 8.1). Compared with the Rieske proteins, only the Fe-N dis-
tances and the N-Fe-N angles in 32 differ slightly – these differences most likely result from
the protonated state of the histidine moieties in the proteins compared to the dianionic
{N2}-ligand in the model complex. Other geometric parameters perfectly agree with those
found for the natural systems (see Table 8.3).[110]

Figure 8.3: ORTEP plot (50 % probability thermal ellipsoids) of the molecular structure
of 32. For the sake of clarity all hydrogen atoms and NEt+

4 counter ions have been omitted.
Selected atom distances [Å] and angles [ ◦]: Fe1· · ·Fe2 2.7027(8), Fe1-N1 1.953(4), Fe1-N2
1.975(4), Fe1-S1 2.2012(14), Fe1-S2 2.2204(12), Fe2-S1 2.2228(13), Fe2-S2 2.1995(13),
Fe2-S3 2.2969(14), Fe2-S4 2.2912(14), N1-Fe1-N2 94.14(16), N1-Fe1-S1 113.78(11), N2-
Fe1-S1 116.82(13), N1-Fe1-S2 114.75(12), N2-Fe1-S2 113.06(11), S1-Fe1-S2 104.64(5),
S2-Fe2-S1 104.61(5), S2-Fe2-S4 112.57(5), S1-Fe2-S4 108.06(5), S2-Fe2-S3 110.17(5),
S1-Fe2-S3 113.21(5), S4-Fe2-S3 108.25(5), Fe1-S1-Fe2 75.31(4), Fe1-S2-Fe2 75.39(4).
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Table 8.3: Geometric parameters of representative Rieske [2Fe–2S] proteins compared to
32.[110] Selected interatomic distances are given in [Å] and angles in [ ◦].

SOXF a RIE b RFS c 32

Fe· · ·Fe 2.72 2.71 2.72 2.70

Fe-SR 2.35 / 2.33 2.29 / 2.22 2.31 / 2.24 2.30 / 2.29

Fe-N 2.10 / 2.08 2.16 / 2.13 2.19 / 2.23 1.95 / 1.98

Fe-(µ-S)-Fe 73.86 / 73.94 74.66 / 74.04 71.67 / 71.39 75.31 / 75.39

RS-Fe-SR 109.73 105.61 110.19 108.25

N-Fe-N 92.12 90.78 90.52 94.14

(a) Rieske protein II (soxF) from Sulfolobus acidocaldarius. (b) Soluble domain of Rieske protein from
bovine mitochondrial bc1 complex. (c) Soluble domain of Rieske protein from spinach chloroplast b6f
complex.

8.3 Spectroscopy in the Solid State

In addition to X-ray diffraction, characterization in the solid state was completed by Möss-
bauer spectroscopy and magnetic susceptibility measurements. The zero-field Mössbauer
spectrum of 32 is shown in Figure 8.4 (data summarized in Table 8.2). Two distinct quad-
rupole doublets are observed for 32, with isomer shifts (0.26 mm/s and 0.27 mm/s) and
quadrupole splittings (0.49 mm/s and 0.98 mm/s) that are in the same range as observed
for the natural Rieske proteins (see Table 8.4).

Figure 8.4: Zero-field Mössbauer spectrum of 32 recorded at 80 K, relative to 57Fe at room
temperature. Isomer shifts and quadrupole splittings are summarized in Table 8.2.
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Table 8.4: 57Fe Mössbauer parameters for oxidized [2Fe–2S] proteins compared to 32.

protein / compound δ [mm/s] ∆EQ [mm/s]

ferredoxins, data from different temperatures [140] 0.2 - 0.3 0.6 - 0.8

Rieske (Thermus thermophilus), pH 7.8, 4.2 K [4] 0.24, 0.32 0.52, 0.91

Rieske (Thermus thermophilus), pH 10.4, 4.2 K [237] 0.24, 0.28 0.44, 0.70

Rieske (Pseudomonas putida), 77 K [238] 0.23, 0.33 0.45, 1.03

32, 80 K 0.26, 0.27 0.49, 0.98

As intuitively expected, previously reported for the biological systems[4, 237, 238] and ap-
parent from comparison with 1 and 34, the larger quadrupole doublet reflects the {N2}-
coordinate Fe1 and the smaller one reflects the {S2}-coordinate Fe2. Essentially the same
considerations apply to cluster compound 33, also ligated in an asymmetrical fashion (see
Table 8.2, Figure 8.5). However, magnitudes of quadrupole splittings are closer to each
other in this case, resulting in a broad combined doublet. The subsequently performed
fitting procedure revealed the two expected subspectra in a 1:1 ratio.

Figure 8.5: Zero-field Mössbauer spectrum of 33 recorded at 80 K, relative to 57Fe at room
temperature. The blue and red subspectra are fitted to the experimental values (crosses) with
isomer shifts and quadrupole splittings as summarized in Table 8.2. Fitting the experimental
curve with a single quadrupole doublet (black line) is possible, but causes increased line width
parameters ( Γ' 0.6 mm/s) and is physically not reasonable.

Magnetic susceptibility measurements for both new complexes were carried out at a mag-
netic field B= 0.5 T from 2 K to 295 K. Magnetic moments µeff were found in the range
0.8 - 2.3µB, i.e., much lower than expected for two uncoupled ferric (S= 5/2) ions, and they
rapidly decrease upon lowering the temperature (Figure 8.6). This behavior is in accor-
dance with strong antiferromagnetic coupling between the two ferric ions to give an S= 0
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ground state, as is usually observed for [2Fe–2S] clusters and proven for 32 by magnetic
Mössbauer spectroscopy (Figure 8.7). Coupling constants J (Table 8.2) were determined
by using a fitting procedure to the appropriate Heisenberg spin Hamiltonian for isotropic
exchange coupling and Zeeman interaction (see Chapter: 9.6). Interestingly, J values for
both asymmetrically coordinated compounds 32 (J =−161 cm−1) and 33 (J =−184 cm−1)
indicate an increased antiferromagnetic coupling compared to the related homoleptic {S4}-
or Cl4-ligated clusters 1 (J =−149± 8 cm−1) or 2 (J =−158 cm−1).

Figure 8.6: Plot of µeff (µB) vs. temperature for 32 with applied field B= 0.5 T. The red
solid line is fitted to the experimental values (circles), see Chapter 9.6.

8.4 Spectroscopy in Solution

All new [2Fe–2S] cluster compounds were additionally characterized in solution by UV-Vis,
1H NMR spectroscopy and ESI mass spectrometry. Assignment of the partially overlapping
electronic absorption bands remains somewhat speculative, and more detailed analyses will
be required to locate the different charge-transfer transitions. Similar curvatures of the
UV-Vis spectra for all the clusters containing the diskatyl-{N2}-ligand however indicate
that prominent bands result form electronic transitions between this ligand and the cluster
core. Reasonably well resolved 1H NMR spectra could be recorded because of the strong
antiferromagnetic coupling, and signal sets for the {N2}-ligand and the {S2}-ligand can be
clearly distinguished. Overall six resonances of the {N2}-ligand are present in the spectra
of 32, 33 and 34, with a characteristic signal at ' 5 ppm (assumingly the resonance of
the meso-proton). Two additional signals of the xylyl-{S2}-ligand at 4.1 ppm and 7.5 ppm
were detetced for 32. Positive and negative ion ESI mass spectra for all cluster compounds
show dominant signals for [M + NEt4]+ and [M−NEt4]−, respectively (as an example, the
positive ESI mass spectra of 32 is shown in Figure 8.8). The expected isotopic patterns
were observed in these spectra and in the corresponding HRMS spectra.
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Figure 8.7: Magnetic Mössbauer spectrum of 32 recorded at 4.2 K with an applied field
B= 7 T. Velocities are referenced to 57Fe at room temperature. The red solid line is a
simulation for two subspectra as found from the zero-field measurement with parameters as
given in Table 8.2, and with spin S = 0. The electric field gradient tensors are found to
be positive, but with large asymmetry parameters, η(1) = 1 and η(2) = 0.75. The satisfying
overlap with the experimental data indicates the absence of antisymmetric exchange and
confirms the S = 0 ground state for compound 32.

Figure 8.8: Positive ESI-MS spectrum of 32 in MeCN solution. The insets show the
experimental and expected isotopic distribution pattern for [M + NEt4]+.
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8.5 Electrochemistry and Generation of the Reduced

Rieske Analogue

Redox properties of all new complexes were studied by cyclic voltammetry in DMF / 0.1 m
NBu4PF6 solution at room temperature. The Rieske-type cluster 32 exhibits a reversi-
ble one-electron reduction at −1.35 V vs. decamethylferrocene and a second irreversible
reduction wave at approximately −2.0 V corresponding to formation of the all-ferrous spe-
cies. Thus, the half-wave potential corresponding to the [2Fe–2S]+/[2Fe–2S]2+ pair of 32 is
shifted slightly positive compared to the one-electron reduction wave observed for the ho-
moleptic analogue 1 (−1.51 V).[137, 236] As expected, the unusual high redox potentials of the
biological Rieske sites are not reflected by the model cluster 32, due to the dianionic charac-
ter of the coordinated {N2}-ligand compared to the protonated neutral histidine residues.
Since this first-generation synthetic system cannot undergo the same protonation-assisted
electron transfer as the natural counterpart, which relies on the peripheral histidine-N as
protonation sites,[62, 120, 123–126, 239] a dependence of the redox potential on the presence of
proton sources is ruled out. Reduction of 33 is irreversible on the timescale of the cyclic vol-
tammetry, as also observed for the homoleptic Cl4-ligated cluster 2[137, 236] (electrochemical
data are summarized in Table 8.2, the cyclic voltammogram of 32 is shown in Figure 8.9).
The one-electron reduced mixed-valent species of 32 was generated in MeCN solution by
constant potential coulometry (CPC) at −25 ◦C. Reduction was carried out at −1.9 V vs.
the Cp2Fe / Cp2Fe+ couple, corresponding to −1.39 V vs. Cp∗2Fe / Cp∗2Fe+. The progress
was followed by UV-Vis spectroscopy (Figure 8.10), recorded every 1.5 minutes directly in
the coulometric cell and stopped after a charge consumption of approximately 300 mC (cal-
culated for one-electron reduction: 304 mC). Over the time of the coulometric experiment
(overall ' 13.5 minutes), intensities of the main visible bands decreased with two isosbestic
points present. Cyclic voltammograms before and after coulometry were nearly identical in
terms of peak potentials, intensities and the overall line shapes, indicating that the redox
process is reversible on the voltammetry and the coulometry timescale.

Samples for EPR spectroscopy were taken after ' 50 % reduction (Figure 8.11) and af-
ter 100 % reduction, and were immediately frozen in liquid dinitrogen. A characteristic
low g3 value, as detected for the reduced [2Fe–2S]+ cluster in Rieske proteins[117, 127]

(g3' 1.78 - 1.81) was observed for the 50 % reduced sample by fitting the experimental
EPR data with g1 = 2.014, g2 = 1.936 and g3 = 1.804. Nevertheless, g1 is slightly lower and
g2 somewhat higher than the corresponding values found for Rieske proteins (g1' 2.02 -
2.03, g2' 1.89 - 1.90).[4, 117] The low averaged gav = 1.918 for 32 (compare gav = 1.90 - 1.91
for Rieske proteins[4, 232, 240–243] and gav = 1.95 - 1.97 for ferredoxins,[229–231, 244–246] g values
of selected proteins are collected in Table 8.5) and the wide anisotropy of the main compo-
nents of the g tensor (mainly a result of the low g3 value) suggest that reduction took place
at the {N}-ligated iron atom of 32. This lowering of g3 and gav in Rieske-type [2Fe–2S]+

species was previously attributed to a more pronounced orthorhombic C2v distortion at the
{N2S2}-surrounded tetrahedral ferrous iron.[228] An improved overlap of the experimental
values with the fit curve is observed for the 100 % reduced sample with virtually identical
g values measured for the target material (g1 = 2.015, g2 = 1.936, g3 = 1.803). However, a
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Figure 8.9: Cyclic voltammogram of 32 in DMF / 0.1 m NBu4PF6 solution at room tem-
perature at a scan rate of 100 mV/s (solid line) and 500 mV/s (dashed line) vs. the
Cp∗2Fe / Cp∗2Fe+ couple.

Figure 8.10: UV-Vis spectra during constant potential coulometry of 32 at −25 ◦C,
−1.9 V vs. Cp2Fe / Cp2Fe+, red line: t0 = 0 minutes, dotted lines and blue line (after
' 13.5 minutes): t0 +n∆t, ∆t= 1.5 minutes, n= 1 - 9, c= 3.94·10−4 m in MeCN / 0.2 m
NBu4PF6.

second, as yet unknown species (' 12 %, delocalized S= 1/2 radical, fitted with g1 = 2.096,
g2 = 2.021 and g3 = 1.906) formed during the 100 % CPC, probably due to some over-
reduction. The reduced [2Fe–2S]+ species seems to be slightly unstable, also indicated by
an increasing UV-Vis absorption after completed coulometry (measured 3.5 minutes after
100 % CPC, no electrical current applied to the sample, but kept under argon at −25 ◦C).
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Interestingly, a recently reported novel EPR spectrum of a reduced Rieske site (Thermus
thermophilus) at pH 14 with gav' 1.97 demonstrated that the usual gav' 1.91 signal (ob-
served at pH 7) is not constant over the pH range. Especially g1 is unusually large at pH 14
(and g2 is found in the range of ferredoxin-type proteins): g1 = 2.14, g2 = 1.94, g3 = 1.81. It
is stated that an antisymmetric (Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya) exchange interaction between the
high-spin (S= 5/2) Fe(III)- and the high-spin (S= 2) Fe(II)-site might be involved.[243]
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Figure 8.11: EPR spectrum of the one-electron reduced 32 (generated via CPC at −25 ◦C,
−1.9 V vs. Cp2Fe / Cp2Fe+, sample taken after ' 50 % reduction), recorded at 20 K in fro-
zen MeCN/0.2 m NBu4PF6 (c= 3.94·10−4 m, spectrometer frequency: 9.43198 GHz, modu-
lation amplitude: 25 mW). The red line is fitted to the experimental values (black line) with
g1 = 2.014, g2 = 1.936 and g3 = 1.804.

Table 8.5: Previously reported g values for the [2Fe–2S]+ clusters in Rieske proteins
compared to 32.

[2Fe–2S]+-Rieske site in g1 g2 g3 gav

yeast[232] 2.025 1.890 1.810 1.908

QH2-cytochrome c oxido-reductase (bovine heart)[240] 2.019 1.891 1.805 1.905

Rhodopseudomonas sphaeroides [241] 2.030 1.900 1.810 1.913

Thermus thermophilus [132] 2.020 1.900 1.800 1.907

chloroplasts[242] 2.020 1.890 1.780 1.897

succinate-cytochrome c reductase complex[229] 2.030 1.900 1.780 1.903

32 (100 % reduction) 2.015 1.936 1.803 1.918

32 (50 % reduction) 2.014 1.936 1.804 1.918

8.6 DFT Calculations

In order to corroborate conclusions from the EPR findings, DFT calculations were car-
ried out, using the pure BP86 functional and the def2-SVP basis set (technical details are
provided in Chapter 9.4). Both, the oxidized and reduced form of 32 were studied in the
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antiferromagnetically (AF ) coupled spin state. In accordance with the experimental find-
ings, the BP86 results confirm that the AF state of 32 (on crystal structure coordinates) is
lower in energy by 117 kJ/mol in vacuum or 111 kJ/mol in a simulated MeCN environment
(the COSMO module was utilized for the simulation of solvent effects, see Table 8.6).

Table 8.6: Selected DFT details for calculations on crystal structure coordinates of 32 in
either the ferromagnetic (F ) or antiferromagnetic (AF ) spin state.

SCF-energy (a.u.) E(AF )−E(F ) [kJ/mol]

vacuum COSMO a vacuum COSMO a

32 (11X =F ) −5502.575379057 −5502.792540809
117 111

32 (1X =AF ) −5502.619797812 −5502.834836458

(a) A dielectric constant ε= 37.5 for MeCN was used in this calculations.

Calculated quadrupole splittings for the all-ferric form of 32 validate the assignment of
the experimental Mössbauer signals (details are described in Chapter 9.4). Qualitatively
identical results have been obtained, when all calculations were performed on optimized
geometries. Analysis of the molecular orbitals revealed a localization of the LUMO in
oxidized 32 at the {N}-coordinate Fe atom. Accordingly, the HOMO in reduced 32 (Figure
8.12) is located at this unique iron, as previously concluded from DFT calculations on a
fictive mixed-valent Rieske-type model system.[247]

Figure 8.12: Illustration of the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO, contour
value = 0.06) of 32 in the one-electron reduced mixed-valent state. Hydrogen atoms are
omitted for clarity.
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8.7 Conclusions

In conclusion, the first exact synthetic model for [2Fe–2S] Rieske sites reported here ad-
equately emulates structural, Mössbauer and EPR parameters of the analogous protein-
bound clusters. Future efforts will focus on the incorporation of additional nitrogen atoms
into the {N2}-ligand backbone, in order to provide potential protonation sites that would
allow to more closely mimic the electrochemical properties of the natural enzymes and
to support the role of the iron-ligated histidines in the pH-dependence of the reduction
potential.



Chapter 9

Experimental Section

9.1 General Considerations

All manipulations were carried out under an anaerobic and anhydrous atmosphere of dry
dinitrogen by employing standard Schlenk techniques or in a glovebox, unless mentioned
otherwise. Et2O and pentane were dried over sodium benzophenone ketyl; THF, ben-
zene, toluene and hexanes over potassium benzophenone ketyl; CS2, DMF, DMSO, MeCN
and EtCN over CaH2; CH2Cl2, CHCl3, 1,1,1-trichloroethane and MeNO2 over P4O10;
MeOH and EtOH over Mg; and distilled prior to use. Deuterated solvents were dried
and distilled according to the undeuterated analogues. Glassware was dried at 120 ◦C
overnight. Elevated reaction temperatures (> 250 ◦C) were kept constant using a cali-
brated controllable resistance. 1H NMR and 13C NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker
Avance 200 MHz, 300 MHz or 500 MHz spectrometer. 19F NMR (relative to CFCl3) and
31P NMR (relative to H3PO4) spectra were recorded on a Bruker Avance 200 MHz spectro-
meter. 1H and 13C chemical shifts are reported in ppm relative to residual solvent signals of
CDCl3 (7.24 ppm and 77.1 ppm), MeCN-d3 (1.94 ppm and 118.3 ppm), C6D6 (7.15 ppm and
128.0 ppm) MeOH-d3 (3.31 ppm and 49. ppm) or DMSO-d6 (2.46 ppm and 29.9).[248] UV-Vis
spectra were recorded with an Analytik Jena Specord S 100 using Schlenk quartz cuvettes.
Microanalyses were performed by the ”Analytical Laboratory of the Institute for Inorganic
Chemistry at the University of Göttingen”. Infrared spectra were recorded on a Digilab
Excalibur FTS3000 spectrometer. Melting points were determined using a SRS OptiMelt
apparatus. EI mass spectra were measured on a Finnigan MAT 8200, ESI mass spectra on
a Thermo Finnigan Trace LCQ spectrometer and ESI HRMS spectra on a Bruker FTICR
APEX IV instrument. Mössbauer experiments are described in Chapter 9.5. Temperature-
dependent magnetic susceptibility measurements are described in Chapter 9.6. Electro-
chemical measurements are described in Chapter 9.7. X-band EPR derivative spectra were
recorded on a Bruker ELEXSYS E500 spectrometer equipped with the Bruker standard
cavity (ER4102ST) and a helium flow cryostat (Oxford Instruments ESR 910). Microwave
frequencies were calibrated with a Hewlett-Packard frequency counter (HP5352B), and
the field control was calibrated with a Bruker NMR field probe (ER035M). The spectra
were simulated with the program GFIT for the calculation of powder spectra with effec-

107
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tive g values and anisotropic line widths (Gaussian line shapes were used). NaH and KH
was purchased as dispersion in mineral oil, washed repetitively with hexanes and dried in
vacuum. Compounds o-xylene-α,α′-dithiol I,[131, 132] 3, 3′, 5, 5′-tetrachloro-2, 2′-dihydroxy-
1, 1′-biphenyl IIa,[160] 3, 3′, 5, 5′-tetrakis-tert-butyl-1, 1′-biphenyl IIc,[161] 2, 2′-bis-(N, N -di-
methylthiocarbamoyloxy)-1, 1′-biphenyl IIIb,[162] 2, 2′-bis-(N, N -dimethylcarbamoylthio)-
1, 1′-biphenyl IVb,[162] 2, 2′-dithio-1, 1′-biphenyl Vb,[162] bis-N,N ′-(2, 6-di-iso-propylphen-
yl)-2, 4-diketiminopentane XI,[192] 5-pentafluorophenyldipyrrine XII,[193, 194] 2-(methyl-
thio)-benzenethiol XIIIS,[202] 2, 2′-(methylamino)-dibenzenethiol XIVN,[210] 2, 2′-oxydi-
benzenethiol XIVO,[203] 2, 2′-(phenylphosphino)-dibenzenethiol XIVP,[211] 2, 2′-thiodiben-
zenethiol XIVS,[204] 5, 5′-dimethyldipyrromethane XXa,[223] 5, 5′-diphenyldipyrromethane
XXb,[194, 224] 1, 1′-dipyrrocyclohexane XXc,[225] 1, 2-bis-(benzimidazol-2-yl)-benzene
XXIa,[226] 1, 2-bis-(benzimidazol-2-yl)-tetrafluorobenzene XXIb,[226] 2, 2′-(phenylmethyl-
ene)-bis-(3-methyl-1H-indole) XXII,[235] bis-(tetrabutylammonium)-bis-[(o-xylyl-α,α′-di-
thiolato)-(µ-sulfido)-ferrate(III)] 1,[132, 135] bis-(tetraethylammonium)-bis-[(dichloro)-(µ-
sulfido)-ferrate(III)] 2,[138] bis-(tetraethylammonium)-bis-[(dipyrrolato)-(µ-sulfido)-fer-
rate(III)] 4,[141] tetrakis-(hexamethyldisilamido)-diiron(II) 15,[186] tri-(iodo)-(thiourea)-
iron(III) 16,[188] [bis-N,N ′-(2, 6-di-iso-propylphenyl)-pentyl-2, 4-diketiminato]-(dichloro)-
iron(III) 21,[189] [bis-N,N ′-(2, 6-di-iso-propylphenyl)-pentyl-2, 4-diketiminato]-(hexameth-
yldisilamido)-iron(II) 18[189] and tetraethylammonium tetrachloroferrate(III) 28[215] were
synthesized according to published procedures. Compounds bis-N,N -(2-chloroethyl)-N -
methylamine VII,[178, 179] 6, 6′-methylenebis-(2, 4-di-tert-butylphenol) XVI[205] and 2, 2′-
methylenediphenol XVII[206, 207] were synthesized by modifications of previously reported
procedures. All other chemicals were used as purchased.
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9.2 Synthesis of Ligands and Ligand Precursors

2,2′ -Bis-(N,N -dimethylthiocarbamoyloxy)-3,3′,5,5′ -tetrachloro-
1, 1′-biphenyl (IIIa).

To a vigorously stirred solution of 3, 3′,5, 5′-tetrachloro-1, 1′-biphenyl IIa (20.0 g, 62 mmol)
in DMF (160 ml) at 0 ◦C was added NaH (3.20 g, 133 mmol) in portions during 5 minutes.
After completed addition the reaction mixture was stirred for 3 h at room temperature.
Subsequently dimethylcarbamothioic chloride (26.8 g, 218 mmol) was added in portions and
the resulting mixture was stirred at 105 ◦C for 18 h. After cooling to room temperature,
the reaction was quenched by addition of water (650 ml) and acidified with aqueous HCl
(37 %, 15 ml) to precipitate a brownish sticky solid. The mixture was left standing at 4 ◦C
for 1 h in order to complete the precipitation (work-up procedure carried out in air). The
supernatant was decanted off and the residual solid dried in vacuum with gentle heating.
The obtained brownish solid was stirred in a mixture of hexanes (240 ml) and chloroform
(35 ml) at 70 ◦C for 6 h and cooled to room temperature again. The grey finely powdered
undissolved solid was filtered off and dried in vacuum to afford the crude product (12 g,
pure in 1H NMR, but not suitable for Miyazaki-Newman-Kwart rearrangement). Final
purification was achieved by column chromatography (silica, hexanes / EtOAc = 10 / 1,
TLCs recorded in hexanes / EtOAc = 5 / 2, Rf' 0.5) to obtain the pure product as a white
powder (10.0 g, 20 mmol, 32 %). Mp (uncorrected) 212 ◦C. 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3):
δ= 3.15 (s, 6H, NMe2), 3.26 (s, 3H, NMe2), 3.32 (s, 3H, NMe2), 7.31 (d, 1H, 4JH,H = 2.4 Hz,
Ar-H), 7.45 (dd, 2H, 4JH,H = 2.1 Hz, 4JH,H = 2.4 Hz, Ar-H), 7.51 (sbr, 1H, Ar-H). 13C NMR
(125 MHz, CDCl3): δ= 38.4 (NMe2), 38.9 (NMe2), 43.4 (NMe2), 43.5 (NMe2), 128.9 (Ar-
C), 129.3 (Ar-C), 130.0 (Ar-C), 130.0 (Ar-C), 130.0 (Ar-C), 130.1 (Ar-C), 130.8 (Ar-C),
131.6 (Ar-C), 132.1 (Ar-C), 132.9 (Ar-C), 146.1 (Ar-C), 146.4 (Ar-C), 184.7 (CO), 185.0
(CO). MS (EI+): m/z (%) = 499 (2) [M]+, 463 (38) [M−Cl]+, 427 (5) [M− 2 Cl]+, 88
(100) [Me2NC(S)]+, 72 (39) [Me2NC(O)]+. IR (KBr): ν̃ (cm−1) = 1549 (CS, s). Elemental
analysis: Calcd. (%) for C18H16Cl4N2O2S2: C 43.39, H 3.24, N 5.62. Found: C 43.72, H
3.37, N 5.71.

2,2′-Bis-(N,N -dimethylthiocarbamoyloxy)-3,3′,5,5′-tetrakis-tert -
butyl-1, 1′-biphenyl (IIIc).

To a vigorously stirred solution of 3, 3′, 5, 5′-tetrakis-tert-butyl-1, 1′-biphenyl IIc (8.5 g,
21 mmol) in DMF (70 ml) at 0 ◦C was added NaH (1.44 g, 60 mmol) in portions during
10 minutes. After completed addition, HMPA (5 ml) was added and the reaction mix-
ture stirred for 12 h at room temperature. Then dimethylcarbamothioic chloride (10.4 g,
84 mmol) was added in portions and the resulting mixture was stirred for 3 d at 100 ◦C.
After cooling to room temperature, the reaction was quenched by addition of aqueous KOH
solution (3 g KOH in 300 ml water, work-up procedure carried out in air). The precipitated
brown solid was filtered off, dissolved in dichloromethane (150 ml) and washed with water
(3× 100 ml). The organic phase was dried over Na2SO4, filtered and evaporated to dryness.
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The brown oily residue was filtered over a silica plug (hexanes / EtOAc = 10 / 1), eluting all
spots with Rf> 0.5 (TLCs recorded in hexanes / EtOAc = 5 / 1; spots of mono-substituted
compound, product and one minor unidentified compound are rather close to each other
and were separated only in small scale by elution with hexanes / EtOAc = 20 / 1). The
obtained solid pale yellow crude product (containing ' 5 % mono-substituted compound)
was recrystallized from chloroform / hexanes (30 ml / 3 ml, cooling from reflux to −20 ◦C)
to obtain the pure product as a white crystalline powder (8.0 g, 14 mmol, 65 %). Mp (un-
corrected) 170 ◦C. 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3): δ= 1.30 (s, 18H, 3, 3′-tBu), 1.37 (s, 18H,
5, 5′-tBu), 2.98 (s, 6H, NMe2), 3.03 (s, 6H, NMe2), 7.25 (d, 2H, 4JH,H = 2.7 Hz, 6, 6′-Ar-H),
7.37 (d, 2H, 4JH,H = 2.4 Hz, 4, 4′-Ar-H). 13C NMR (75 MHz, CDCl3): δ= 31.4 (3, 3′-tBu),
32.1 (5, 5′-tBu), 34.7 (5, 5′-CMe3), 35.5 (3, 3′-CMe3), 38.2 (NMe2), 42.8 (NMe2), 124.3 (4, 4′-
Ar-C), 129.3 (6, 6′-Ar-C), 132.2 (1,1′-Ar-C), 139.3 (3, 3′-Ar-C), 146.8 (5, 5′-Ar-C), 147.2
(2, 2′-Ar-C), 187.1 (CO). MS (EI+): m/z (%) = 584 (11) [M]+, 528 (33) [M− tBu]+, 88
(100) [Me2NC(S)]+, 72 (73) [Me2NC(O)]+. IR (KBr): ν̃ (cm−1) = 1531 (CS, m). Elemen-
tal analysis: Calcd. (%) for C34H52N2O2S2: C 69.82, H 8.96, N 4.79, S 10.96. Found: C
69.57, H 9.02, N 4.84, S 10.97.

2, 2′ - Bis - (N, N - dimethylcarbamoylthio) - 3, 3′, 5, 5′ - tetrachloro -
1, 1′-biphenyl (IVa).

A Schlenk flask was charged with 2, 2′-bis-(N, N -dimethylthiocarbamoyloxy)-3, 3′, 5, 5′-tet-
rachloro-1, 1′-biphenyl IIIa (7.0 g, 14 mmol) and heated to 320 ◦C without agitation for
10 minutes. The resulting yellow oil solidified at room temperature and was recrystallized
(no protective atmosphere applied during work-up procedure) from chloroform / hexanes
(100 ml / 10 ml, cooling from reflux to 4 ◦C) to obtain the product as a white crystalline
powder (6.0 g, 12 mmol, 85 %). Samples for elemental analysis were additionally purified
by repeated crystallization from chloroform / hexanes or column chromatography (silica,
hexanes / EtOAc = 5 / 2, Rf' 0.3). Mp (uncorrected) 217 ◦C. 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3):
δ= 2.91 (s, 12H, NMe2), 7.19 (d, 2H, 4JH,H = 2.4 Hz, 4, 4′-Ar-H), 7.54 (d, 2H, 4JH,H = 2.1 Hz,
6, 6′-Ar-H). 13C NMR (75 MHz, CDCl3): δ= 37.1 (sbr, NMe2), 127.0 (2, 2′-Ar-C), 128.8
(4, 4′-Ar-C), 129.7 (6, 6′-Ar-C), 135.7 (1, 1′-Ar-C), 141.5 (5, 5′-Ar-C), 148.2 (3, 3′-Ar-C),
163.9 (CO). MS (EI+): m/z (%) = 498 (0.1) [M]+, 463 (4) [M−Cl]+, 88 (4) [Me2NC(S)]+,
72 (100) [Me2NC(O)]+. IR (KBr): ν̃ (cm−1) = 1668 (CO, s). Elemental analysis: Calcd.
(%) for C18H16Cl4N2O2S2: C 43.39, H 3.24, N 5.62. Found: C 43.18, H 3.35, N 5.64.

2,2′ -Bis - (N,N -dimethylcarbamoylthio) -3,3′, 5,5′ - tetrakis - tert -
butyl-1, 1′-biphenyl (IVc).

A Schlenk flask was charged with 2, 2′-bis-(N, N -dimethylthiocarbamoyloxy)-3, 3′, 5, 5′-tet-
rakis-tert-butyl-1, 1′-biphenyl IIIc (7.0 g, 12 mmol) and heated to 320 ◦C without agitation
for 4 h. The resulting dark orange oil was dissolved in a minimum amount of dichlorometh-
ane (no protective atmosphere applied during work-up procedure) and purified by column
chromatography (silica, hexanes / EtOAc = 10 / 1, TLCs recorded in hexanes / EtOAc =
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5 / 1, Rf' 0.5) to obtain the product as a white powder (5.0 g, 8.5 mmol, 71 %). Mp (un-
corrected) 206 ◦C. 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3): δ= 1.26 (s, 18H, 3, 3′-tBu), 1.50 (s, 18H,
5, 5′-tBu), 2.65 (sbr, 12H, NMe2), 3.03 (s, 6H, NMe2), 7.12 (sbr, 2H, 6, 6′-Ar-H), 7.44 (d, 2H,
4JH,H = 2.5 Hz, 4, 4′-Ar-H). 13C NMR (125 MHz, CDCl3): δ= 31.3 (tBu), 31.5 (tBu), 34.9
(CMe3), 36.8 (sbr, NMe2) 37.1 (CMe3), 122.7 (4, 4′-Ar-C), 123.3 (6, 6′-Ar-C), 126.3 (1, 1′-Ar-
C), 150.6 (3, 3′-Ar-C), 151.1 (5, 5′-Ar-C), 152.2 (2, 2′-Ar-C), 167.1 (CO). MS (EI+): m/z
(%) = 584 (12) [M]+, 528 (32) [M− tBu]+, 88 (100) [Me2NC(S)]+, 72 (63) [Me2NC(O)]+.
IR (KBr): ν̃ (cm−1) = 1669 (CO, m). Elemental analysis: Calcd. (%) for C34H52N2O2S2:
C 69.82, H 8.96, N 4.79, S 10.96. Found: C 69.85, H 9.02, N 4.70, S 11.00.

2, 2′-Dithio-3, 3′, 5, 5′-tetrachloro-1, 1′-biphenyl (Va).

Solid, finely powdered 2, 2′-bis-(N, N -dimethylcarbamoylthio)-3, 3′, 5, 5′-tetrachloro-1, 1′-bi-
phenyl IIIa (2.0 g, 4 mmol) was added in one portion to a stirred suspension of LiAlH4

(1.0 g, 26 mmol) in THF (90 ml) at room temperature and the resulting reaction mixture
refluxed for 12 h. Excess LiAlH4 was destroyed at 0 ◦C by dropwise addition of degassed
water. After hydrogen evolution decreased, additional degassed water (30 ml) was added
and the resulting mixture was acidified to pH = 1 with aqueous HCl (37 %). Subsequently,
all volatiles were removed at 60 ◦C in vacuum and the obtained pale yellow residue was ex-
tracted with Et2O (3×75 ml) under an atmosphere of dry dinitrogen. The combined organic
phases were dried over Na2SO4, filtered and evaporated to dryness. The crude product was
stirred in boiling EtOH (25 ml) for 20 minutes and left standing over night at −20 ◦C. The
precipitate was filtered off and dried in vacuum over night to afford the product as a col-
orless microcrystalline powder (0.7 g, 2 mmol, 50 %). Mp (uncorrected) 154 ◦C. 1H NMR
(500 MHz, CDCl3): δ= 3.82 (s, 2H, SH), 7.06 (d, 2H, 4JH,H = 1.2 Hz, 4, 4′-Ar-H), 7.47 (d,
2H, 4JH,H = 1.2 Hz, 6, 6′-Ar-H). 13C NMR (125 MHz, CDCl3): δ= 128.4 (Ar-C), 129.7 (Ar-
C), 131.2 (Ar-C), 131.4 (Ar-C), 133.1 (Ar-C), 139.4 (Ar-C). MS (EI+): m/z (%) = 354
(33) [M]+, 322 (100) [M− S]+, 286 (72) [M−S−Cl]+. IR (KBr): ν̃ (cm−1) = 2577 (SH,
m). HRMS (EI+): Calcd. (m/z) for C12H6Cl4S2: 353.8665. Found: 353.8635.

2, 2′-Dithio-3,3′, 5, 5′-tetrakis-tert-butyl-1, 1′-biphenyl (Vc).

A solution of 2, 2′-bis-(N, N -dimethylcarbamoylthio)-3, 3′, 5, 5′-tetrakis-tert-butyl-1, 1′-bi-
phenyl IVc (2.0 g, 3.4 mmol) in THF (50 ml) was added dropwise during 1 h to a suspension
of LiAlH4 (0.65 g, 17 mmol) in THF (30 ml) at 0 ◦C and then refluxed for 3 h. The resulting
reaction mixture was stirred over night at room temperature, cooled to 0 ◦C and carefully
quenched by dropwise addition of degassed water. After hydrogen evolution decreased,
additional degassed water (30 ml) was added and the resulting mixture was acidified to
pH = 1 with diluted aqueous HCl (' 12 %). The reaction mixture was extracted with Et2O
(3× 100 ml) under an atmosphere of dry dinitrogen. The combined organic phases were
dried over Na2SO4, filtered and evaporated to dryness. The crude product was stirred in
boiling EtOH (30 ml) for 20 minutes and left standing over night at 4 ◦C. The precipitate
was filtered off and dried in vacuum over night to afford the product as a white powder
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(0.8 g, 1.8 mmol, 52 %). Mp (uncorrected) 173 ◦C. 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3): δ= 1.31
(s, 18H, 3, 3′-tBu), 1.55 (s, 18H, 5, 5′-tBu), 3.47 (s, 2H, SH), 7.06 (d, 2H, 4JH,H = 2.5 Hz, 2H,
6, 6′-Ar-H), 7.48 (d, 2H, 4JH,H = 2.0 Hz, 4, 4′-Ar-H). 13C NMR (125 MHz, CDCl3): δ= 30.1
(3, 3′-tBu), 31.4 (5, 5′-tBu), 34.7 (5, 5′-CMe3), 36.8 (3, 3′-CMe3), 123.6 (4, 4′-Ar-C), 125.2
(6, 6′-Ar-C), 127.8 (1, 1′-Ar-C), 142.2 (3, 3′-Ar-C), 147.2 (5, 5′-Ar-C), 148.0 (2, 2′-Ar-C).
MS (EI+): m/z (%) = 442 (3) [M]+, 409 (16) [M− S]+, 393 (10) [M−SMe]+, 353 (9)
[M−StBu]+, 57 (100) [tBu]+. IR (KBr): ν̃ (cm−1) = 2569 (SH, m). HRMS (EI+): Calcd.
(m/z) for C28H42S2: 442.2728. Found: 442.2722.

Bis-N, N -(2-chloroethyl)-N -methylamine (VII).

A solution of bis-N, N -(2-hyroxyethyl)-N -methylamine VI (60 g, 57 ml, 0.50 mol) in 1,1,1-
trichloroethane (degassed, 45 ml) was added dropwise over ' 2 h to a solution of thionyl-
chloride (138 g, 85 ml, 1.16 mol) in 1,1,1-trichlorethane (degassed, 90 ml) at 60 ◦C (Note:
A reflux condenser with oil bubbler on top is required, due to vigorous SO2 and HCl gas
formation. Utilization of a dropping funnel without pressure compensation to the flask is
recommended to avoid reaction of HCl gas with the starting material). After completed
addition, the reaction mixture was stirred for 1 h at 60 ◦C and then refluxed for 2 h at
80 ◦C. Subsequently, the reaction was carefully quenched with water (600 ml) at 0 ◦C. The
aqueous phase was separated and the organic phase extracted with water (2× 100 ml). In
order to liberate the free amine, the combined aqueous solutions of the amine-hydrochloride
were brought to pH = 12 by addition of a saturated aqueous NaOH (Caution: At this point,
the crude product should be handled with glove-protection only, due to its venomous prop-
erties upon skin contact. Fortunately, this compound – known as N-Lost – is not as volatile
and therefore not as harmful as the sulfur analogue S-Lost). Extraction with chloroform
(4× 150 ml), drying over Na2SO4 and evaporation of the solvent afforded the product as a
colorless oil (55.0 g, 0.35 mol, 30 %) pure in 1H NMR. The thus obtained compound should
be directly used in the next step since storage is forbidden by the ”Kriegswaffenkontroll-
gesetz” and preparation only allowed for academic purposes. 1H NMR (200 MHz, CDCl3):
δ= 2.31 (s, 3H, Me), 2.76 (t, 4H, 3JH,H = 6.8 Hz, CH2), 3.50 (t, 4H, 3JH,H = 7.0 Hz, CH2).

Bis -N,N - (2 - acetylthioethyl) -N,N - dimethylammonium iodide
(VIII).

Solid potassium-thioacetate (100 g, 0.88 mol) was added in portions to a stirred solution
of bis-N, N -(2-chlorethyl)-N -methylamine VII (55 g, 0.35 mol) in DMF (300 ml) at room
temperature. The reaction mixture was then heated to 90 ◦C for 2 h, cooled to 0 ◦C and
filtered (KCl precipitates during the course of the reaction as a white powder). The filtrate
was evaporated (work-up procedure carried out in air) and the residual dark orange oil
taken up in CH2Cl2/water (1 l / 3 l). The organic layer was separated and the aqueous one
extracted with CH2Cl2 (3× 500 ml). The combined organic phases were dried over Na2SO4

and the solvent evaporated to afford the crude bis-N, N -(2-acetylthioethyl)-N -methylamine
(70.0 g, 0.30 mol, 85 %) as a sticky orange solid. 1H NMR (200 MHz, CDCl3): δ= 2.28 (sbr,
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9H, NMe overlapping with Ac), 2.55 (t, 4H, 3JH,H = 7.6 Hz, CH2), 2.94 (t, 4H, 3JH,H = 7.0 Hz,
CH2). This material was taken up in toluene (2 l) and reacted with methyliodide (113 g,
50 ml, 0.80 mol), added in one portion at room temperature. The reaction mixture was
heated to 70 ◦C for 1 h, slowly cooled to room temperature and finally to 0 ◦C. Colorless
crystals of the target material precipitated. Filtration, rinsing with Et2O (2× 250 ml) and
drying in vacuum afforded the pure product (92.0 g, 0.24 mol, 81 % with respect to the
intermediate thioacetyl-substituted amine, 69 % with respect to the chlorine-substituted
starting material). 1H NMR (200 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ= 2.41 (s, 6H, Ac), 3.14 (s, 6H,
NMe2), 3.2 - 3.3 (m, 4H, CH2), 3.4 - 3.5 (m, 4H, CH2). MS (ESI+): m/z (%) = 250 (100)
[M− I]+. Elemental Analysis: Calcd.(%) for C10H20INO2S2: C 31.83, H 5.34, N 3.71, S
17.00. Found: C 31.93, H 5.27, N 3.74, 17.18.

Bis-N,N -(2-mercaptoethyl)-N,N -dimethylammonium hexafluoro-
phosphate (IX).

To a cooled solution of bis-N, N -(2-acetylthioethyl)-N, N -dimethylammonium iodide VIII
(16.0 g, 42.4 mmol) in water (degassed, 400 ml) was added aqueous hydrobromic acid (48 %,
200 ml) and the resulting reaction mixture heated to 90 ◦C for 1 h, then refluxed for
20 minutes and cooled to room temperature. Subsequently, aqueous hexafluorophosphoric
acid (tech., 65 - 68 %, 200 ml) was added in portions and the mixture left standing at 0 ◦C
for ' 4 h. The precipitated crystalline solid was filtered off and dried in vacuum over 24 h
(complete removal of water is crucial in order to prevent redissolution of the material during
the washing procedure). Rinsing with Et2O (400 ml), THF (400 ml) and another portion
of Et2O (400 ml) and subsequent drying in vacuum for 2 h afforded the product (6.20 g,
19.9 mmol, 47 %) as a white solid. 1H NMR (200 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ= 2.77 - 2.91 (m,
6H, CH2 overlapping with SH), 3.03 (s, 6H, Me), 3.38 - 3.46 (m, 4H, CH2). 1H NMR
(200 MHz, MeOH-d4): δ= 2.8 - 3.0 (mbr, 4H, CH2), 3.12 (sbr, 6H, Me), 3.4 - 3.6 (mbr,
4H, CH2). 19F NMR (188 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ= 91.7 (d, 1JF,P = 705 Hz, PF6). 31P NMR
(81 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ=−143.8 (sept, 1JF,P = 705 Hz, PF6). MS (ESI+): m/z (%) = 166
(100) [M−PF6]+. Elemental Analysis: Calcd.(%) for C6H16F6NPS2: C 23.15, H 5.18, N
4.50, S 20.60. Found: C 23.13, H 5.28, N 4.54, 20.98.

2, 2′-Methylenediphenol (XVII).

To a solution of 2, 4-di-tert-butylphenol XV (500 g, 2.42 mol) and para-formaldehyde (36 g,
1.20 mol) in xylene (260 g, mixture of isomers) was added aqueous HCl (37 %, 40 ml) and
the resulting reaction mixture was stirred for 4 d at 100 ◦C. All volatiles were distilled off,
the red-brown residue was suspended in hexanes (1 l) and vigorously stirred over night. The
undissolved white solid was filtered off and washed with hexanes (2× 450 ml) to afford the
off-white 6, 6′-methylenebis-(2, 4-di-tert-butylphenol) XVI (350 g). The combined filtrates
and washings were condensed to a volume of 1 l. The precipitate formed during condensa-
tion was filtered off and washed with hexanes (2× 150 ml) to afford a second crop of XVI
(100 g). Total yield of 6, 6′-methylenebis-(2, 4-di-tert-butylphenol) XVI: 450 g, 1.06 mol,
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87 %. Analytical data were identical to those previously reported:[205] 1H NMR (500 MHz,
CDCl3): δ = 1.27 (s, 18H, 2, 2′-tBu), 1.40 (s, 18H, 4, 4′-tBu), 3.92 (s, 2H, CH2), 4.20 - 6.20
(sbr, 2H, OH), 7.14 (d, 2H, 4JH,H = 2.4 Hz, 5, 5′-Ar-H), 7.18 (d, 2H, 4JH,H = 2.4 Hz, 3, 3′-Ar-
H). 13C NMR (125 MHz, CDCl3): δ= 30.0 (tBu), 31.6 (tBu), 32.5 (CMe3), 34.3 (CMe3),
34.6 (CH2), 122.5 (Ar-C), 125.2 (Ar-C), 126.1 (Ar-C), 135.5 (Ar-C), 143.0 (Ar-C), 149.9
(Ar-C). MS (EI+): m/z (%) = 424 (100) [M]+.
To a stirred solution of XVI (42.4 g, 0.10 mol) in toluene (500 ml) at 0 ◦C was added a so-
lution of anhydrous AlCl3 (26.6 g, 0.20 mol) in toluene (400 ml) and nitromethane (60 ml).
The reaction mixture was allowed to warm to room temperature over night and quenched
with diluted aqueous HCl (1 l, prepared from 500 ml water and 500 ml 37 % aqueous HCl).
No protective atmosphere was applied during the work-up procedure. The resulting mix-
ture was stirred at room temperature until two clear phases were obtained. The organic
layer was separated and the aqueous phase was extracted with Et2O (3× 400 ml). The
combined organic phases were dried over Na2SO4, filtered and evaporated to dryness. The
byproduct (tert-butyltoluene) was distilled off at 70 ◦C / 10−3 mbar to obtain the interme-
diate crude 2, 2′-methylenebis-(4-tert-butylphenol) (30 g).[206] 1H NMR (200 MHz, CDCl3):
δ= 1.25 (s, 18H, tBu), 3.89 (s, 2H, CH2), 6.72 (d, 2H, 3JH,H = 8.4 Hz, 6, 6′-Ar-H), 7.10
(dd, 2H, 3JH,H = 8.2 Hz, 4JH,H = 2.4 Hz, 5, 5′-Ar-H), 7.28 (d, 2H, 4JH,H = 2.4 Hz, 3, 3′-Ar-H)).
The crude 2, 2′-methylenebis-(4-tert-butylphenol) was redissolved in dry toluene (300 ml)
and the solution added dropwise during 10 minutes to a stirred suspension of anhydrous
AlCl3 (32.2 g, 0.24 mol) in toluene (150 ml). The resulting reaction mixture was stirred
at 50 ◦C for 18 h, cooled to room temperature and quenched with diluted aqueous HCl
(600 ml, 10 %). No protective atmosphere was applied during the work-up procedure. The
organic layer was separated and the aqueous layer was extracted with Et2O (2× 300 ml).
The combined organic phases were washed with water and the solvent evaporated. The
byproduct (4-tert-butyltoluene) was removed together with remaining amounts of water by
distillation (70 ◦C / 10−3 mbar). Distillation in high vacuum (170 ◦C / 10−6 mbar) afforded
a yellow-grey sticky crude product. It was suspended in hexanes (400 ml) and vigorously
stirred for 4 h at 50 ◦C, cooled to room temperature, filtered off and dried in vacuum to
afford the off-white product XVII as a fine powder (15.0 g, 0.75 mol, 78 %). Analytical
data were identical to those previously reported:[207] 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3): δ= 3.92
(s, 2H, CH2), 5.20 - 6.30 (sbr, 2H, OH), 6.80 (m, 2H, Ar-H), 6.88 (m, 2H, Ar-H), 7.07 (m,
2H, Ar-H), 7.25 (m, 2H, Ar-H). 13C NMR (125 MHz, CDCl3): δ= 30.8 (CH2), 115.7 (Ar-
C), 121.5 (Ar-C), 126.8 (Ar-C), 128.0 (Ar-C), 130.8 (Ar-C), 152.5 (Ar-C). MS (EI+): m/z
(%) = 200 (80) [M]+, 107 (100) [M−C6H5OH]+.

2,2′ -Methylenebis-(2,1-phenylene)-bis-O,O ′ -(dimethylcarbamo-
thioate) (XVIII).

To a stirred solution of 2, 2′-methylenediphenol XVII (12.5 g, 62 mmol) in DMF (175 ml)
was added NaH (4.25 g, 177 mmol) in portions during 15 minutes. HMPA (25 ml) was
then added and the reaction mixture stirred at room temperature for 2.5 h. Dimethyl-
carbamothioic chloride (27.0 g, 220 mmol) was then added in one portion and the result-
ing yellow suspension stirred at 80 - 85 ◦C for 36 h. The resulting reaction mixture was
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cooled to room temperature, quenched with water (1 l) and extracted with a mixture of
chloroform / pentane (4 / 1, 4× 200 ml). No protective atmosphere was applied during the
work-up procedure. The combined organic phases were washed with aqueous NaOH (10 %,
2× 100 ml) and brine (200 ml), dried over MgSO4, filtered and evaporated to dryness.
The resulting brown liquid was treated with methanol (250 ml), causing the crude pro-
duct to precipitate as a yellow powder. It was filtered off and recrystallized from meth-
anol (200 ml, cooling from reflux to +4 ◦C) to afford the product as a white crystalline
powder (17.1 g, 46 mmol, 74 %). Mp (uncorrected) 163 ◦C. 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3):
δ= 3.08 (s, 6H, NMe2), 3.39 (s, 6H, NMe2), 3.85 (s, 2H, CH2), 7.01 (dd, 2H, 3JH,H =
7.9 Hz, 4JH,H = 1.3 Hz, 6, 6′-Ar-H), 7.08 (dd, 2H, 3JH,H = 7.4 Hz, 4JH,H = 1.9 Hz, 3, 3′-Ar-
H), 7.15 (dt, 2H, 3JH,H = 7.4 Hz, 4JH,H = 1.3 Hz, 4, 4′-Ar-H), 7.26 (dt, 2H, 3JH,H = 7.9 Hz,
4JH,H = 1.9 Hz, 5, 5′-Ar-H). 13C NMR (75 MHz, CDCl3): δ= 31.4 (NMe2), 38.5 (CH2), 43.2
(NMe2), 123.3 (Ar-C), 126.1 (Ar-C), 127.4 (Ar-C), 130.5 (Ar-C), 132.5 (Ar-C), 152.3 (Ar-
C), 186.7 (CS). MS (EI+): m/z (%) = 374 (10) [M]+, 270 (25) [M−Me2NC(O)S]+, 197 (20)
[M− Me2NC(O)SC(O)NMe2]+, 88 (100) [Me2NCS]+, 72 (40) [Me2NC(O)]+. IR (KBr): ν̃
(cm−1) = 1535 (CS, s). Elemental analysis: Calcd. (%) for C19H22N2O2S2: C 60.93, H 5.92,
N 7.48, S 17.12. Found: C 60.68, H 5.88, N 7.34, S 16.87.

2,2′ -Methylenebis-(2,1-phenylene)-bis-S,S ′ -(dimethylcarbamo-
thioate (XIX).

A 250 ml Schlenk flask was charged with XVIII (8.0 g, 21 mmol) and heated to 310 ◦C
without agitation for 45 minutes. The resulting yellow oil was cooled to room temper-
ature and purified by column chromatography in air (silica, CH2Cl2 / EtOAc = 20 / 1,
Rf' 0.25). The pale yellow product was dried at 120 ◦C / 10−3 mbar for 4 h in order to
remove remaining EtOAc. The product solidified after standing for several days at room
temperature and was ground in a mortar to afford a fine yellow powder (5.2 g, 14 mmol,
65 %). Mp (uncorrected) 76 ◦C. 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3): δ= 3.00 (sbr, 12H, NMe2),
4.31 (s, 2H, CH2), 7.05 (dd, 2H, 3JH,H = 7.5 Hz, 4JH,H = 1.7 Hz, 3, 3′-Ar-H), 7.20 (dt, 2H,
3JH,H = 7.5 Hz, 4JH,H = 1.7 Hz, 4, 4′-Ar-H), 7.27 (dt, 2H, 3JH,H = 7.5 Hz, 4JH,H = 1.7 Hz, 5, 5′-
Ar-H), 7.50 (dd, 2H, 3JH,H = 7.5 Hz, 4JH,H = 1.7 Hz, 6, 6′-Ar-H). 13C NMR (75 MHz, CDCl3):
δ= 36.9 (NMe2), 38.3 (CH2), 126.8 (Ar-C), 128.4 (Ar-C), 130.0 (Ar-C), 130.6 (Ar-C),
137.5 (Ar-C), 145.3 (Ar-C), 166.5 (CO). MS (EI+): m/z (%) = 374 (15) [M]+, 270 (25)
[M−Me2NC(O)S]+, 197 (35) [M− Me2NC(O)SC(O)NMe2]+, 72 (100) [Me2NC(O)]+. IR
(KBr): ν̃ (cm−1) = 1670 (CO, s). Elemental analysis: Calcd. (%) for C19H22N2O2S2: C
60.93, H 5.92, N 7.48, S 17.12. Found: C 60.62, H 5.76, N 7.42, S 16.98.

2, 2′-Methylenedibenzenethiol (XIVC).

A solution of XIX (4.8 g, 13 mmol) in THF (60 ml) was slowly added to a suspension
of LiAlH4 (2.4 g, 63 mmol) in THF (120 ml) and heated to reflux for 24 h. The resulting
reaction mixture was cooled to 0 ◦C and excess LiAlH4 was destroyed by dropwise addition
of degassed water. After hydrogen evolution decreased additional degassed water (180 ml)
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was added and the resulting mixture was acidified to pH = 1 with aqueous HCl (37 %).
The reaction mixture was extracted with Et2O (4× 120 ml) under an atmosphere of dry
dinitrogen. The combined organic phases were dried over MgSO4, filtered and evaporated
to dryness. The crude product was taken up in boiling hexanes (30 ml) and filtered through
dry celite. After washing the celite pad with hot hexanes (30 ml) all volatiles were removed
in vacuum to afford the product as a colorless microcrystalline powder (2.0 g, 8.6 mmol,
66 %). Mp (uncorrected) 57 ◦C. 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3): δ= 3.33 (s, 2H, SH), 4.05
(s, 2H, CH2), 6.93 (dd, 2H, 3JH,H = 7.9 Hz, 4JH,H = 1.9 Hz, 3, 3′-Ar-H), 7.09 - 7.12 (m, 4H,
4, 4′-Ar-H, 5, 5′-Ar-H), 7.35 (dd, 2H, 3JH,H = 7.1 Hz, 4JH,H = 1.9 Hz, 6, 6′-Ar-H). 13C NMR
(125 MHz, CDCl3): δ= 39.0 (CH2), 126.3 (Ar-C), 127.2 (Ar-C), 129.9 (Ar-C), 130.9 (Ar-C),
131.2 (Ar-C), 137.4 (Ar-C). MS (EI+): m/z (%) = 232 (55) [M]+, 197 (100) [M−H2S]+.
IR (KBr): ν̃ (cm−1) = 2563 (SH, m). HRMS (EI+): Calcd. (m/z) for C13H12S2: 232.0380.
Found: 232.0379.
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9.3 Synthesis of Iron Complexes and Cluster Com-

pounds

Bis-(tetraethylammonium)-bis-[di-(indolato)-(µ-sulfido)-ferrate-
(III)] (5).

To a solution of indole (4.70 g, 40.1 mmol) in THF (50 ml) at 0 ◦C was added dropwise
n-BuLi (13.6 ml, 3.0 m solution in hexane, 40.8 mmol) and the resulting yellow solution
was stirred at 0 ◦C for 10 minutes. The stirring bar was then removed and a solution of
(NEt4)2[Fe2S2Cl4] 2 (5.78 g, 10.0 mmol) in MeCN (200 ml) added in one portion via cannula.
The flask was sealed, turned around once and left standing at room temperature for ' 6 h.
Initial product precipitation occurred and was completed by storage of the reaction mixture
at −20 ◦C over night. Filtration, rinsing with Et2O and drying in vacuum afforded a black
powder of the product (4.50 g, 5.00 mmol, 50 %). 1H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ= 1.02
(sbr, 24H, NEt4), 2.98 (sbr, 16H, NEt4), 4.57 (sbr, 4H, Ar-H), 5.24 (sbr, 4H, Ar-H), 6.64 (sbr,
8H, Ar-H), 10.13 (sbr, 4H, Ar-H). MS (ESI+): m/z (%) = 857 (100) [M−Fe− indole]+,
1030 (67) [M + NEt4]+. MS (ESI−): m/z (%) = 770 (100) [M−NEt4]−. UV-Vis (DMF
solution): λmax [nm] (ε [m−1cm−1]) = 281 (' 50000), 288 (' 50000), 410 (sh, 12225), 520
(16200). In several attempts no satisfactory elemental analysis was obtained with carbon
values found significantly too low in all cases, e.g.: Calcd.(%) for C48H64Fe2N6S2: C 63.99,
H 7.16, N 9.33, S 7.12. Found: C 61.38, H 7.01, N 8.93, S 7.68. HRMS (ESI+): Calcd.
(m/z) for C56H84Fe2N7S2: 1030.4926. Found: 1030.4894.

Bis-(tetraethylammonium)-bis-[di-(carbazolato)-(µ-sulfido)-fer-
rate(III)] (6).

To a solution of carbazole (1.00 g, 97 % purity by GC, 5.99 mmol) in THF (30 ml) at 0 ◦C
was added dropwise n-BuLi (3.75 ml, 1.6 m solution in hexane, 6.00 mmol) and the resulting
opaque orange solution stirred at 0 ◦C for 30 minutes. Subsequently MeCN (10 ml) was
added affording a clear orange solution, followed by addition of solid (NEt4)2[Fe2S2Cl4] 2
(0.87 g, 1.50 mmol) and further MeCN (30 ml). The resulting purple-blue reaction mixture
was stirred for 1 h at 0 ◦C with gradual precipitation of the crude product observable
during the course of the reaction. The black precipitate was filtered off, washed with
Et2O (20 ml) and dried in vacuum for 20 minutes. The obtained solid was extracted with
DMF (5× 20 ml) under vigorous stirring. Subsequently, the combined DMF fractions were
diluted with Et2O (50 ml) and left standing at −20 ◦C for 4 d. The deep purple to black
homogeneous precipitate formed was filtered off, washed with Et2O (2× 20 ml) and dried
in vacuum over night to afford the powdered product (0.53 g, 0.48 mmol, 32 %). 1H NMR
(500 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ= 0.99 (sbr, 24H, NEt4), 2.97 (sbr, 16H, NEt4), 3.81 (sbr, 8H,
Ar-H), 7.69 (sbr, 8H, Ar-H), 11.11 (sbr, 8H, Ar-H). MS (ESI+): m/z (%) = 1230 (100)
[M + NEt4]+. MS (ESI−): m/z (%) = 970 (100) [M−NEt4]−. UV-Vis (DMF solution):
λmax [nm] (ε [m−1cm−1]) = 293 (' 35000), 324 (11000), 337 (10900), 360 (7700), 548 (9800).
In several attempts no satisfactory elemental analysis was obtained with carbon values
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found significantly too low in all cases, e.g.: Calcd.(%) for C64H72Fe2N6S2: C 69.81, H
6.59, N 7.63, S 5.82. Found: C 67.82, H 6.59, N 7.45, S 5.86. HRMS (ESI+): Calcd.
(m/z) for C72H92Fe2N7S2: 1230.5553. Found: 1230.5515.

General experimental procedure for the ligand exchange reactions
starting from (NEt4)2[Fe2S2(indolate)4] 5.

To a suspension of (NEt4)2[Fe2S2(indolate)4] 5 (0.90 g, 1.00 mmol, 1 eq) in MeCN (50 ml)
was added the neat thiophenol / phenol (4.4 eq for monodentate ligands, 2.2 eq for biden-
tante ligands) in one portion (solid ligands as well as liquid ones) at room temperature.
The resulting reaction mixture was stirred for 24 h at room temperature, causing the initial
reddish purple suspension to turn clear and deep red during the course of the conversion.
Removal of all volatiles, extraction of the free indole by-product with THF / Et2O (1 / 3,
' 60 ml of the mixture of solvents) and drying of the residual powder in vacuum afforded
the target material pure in 1H NMR. A single crystallization from MeCN or MeCN / Et2O
afforded homogeneous crystalline powders in all cases.

Bis-(tetraethylammonium)-bis-(dithiophenolato)-(µ-sulfido)-fer-
rate(III)] (7a).

Compound preparation was carried out following the general experimental procedure for
ligand exchange reactions. Yield: 0.57 g, 0.65 mmol, 65 %. 1H NMR (300 MHz, MeCN-
d3): δ= 1.17 (sbr, 24H, NEt4), 3.09 (sbr, 16H, NEt4), 3.42 (sbr, 4H, Ar-H), 4.90 (sbr,
8H, Ar-H), 9.31 (sbr, 8H, Ar-H). MS (ESI+) m/z (%): 893 (25) [M + NEt4−L]+ 1002
(100) [M + NEt4]+. MS (ESI−): m/z (%) = 394 (100) [M− 2 NEt4− 2 L]−, 503 (60)
[M− 2 NEt4−L]−, 7422 (15) [M− NEt4]−. UV-Vis (MeCN solution): λmax [nm] (ε
[m−1cm−1]) = 265 (' 41500), 330 (21300), 481 (12000). In several attempts no satisfactory
elemental analysis was obtained with carbon values found significantly too low in all cases,
e.g.: Calcd.(%) for C40H60Fe2N2S6: C 55.03, H 6.93, N 3.21, S 22.04. Found: C 54.23,
H 7.27, N 3.23, S 21.62. HRMS (ESI+): Calcd. (m/z) for C48H80Fe2N3S6: 1002.3372.
Found: 1002.3326.

Bis-(tetraethylammonium)-bis- [di-(4-methylthiophenolato)-(µ-
sulfido)-ferrate(III)] (7b).

Compound preparation was carried out following the general experimental procedure for
ligand exchange reactions. Yield: 0.66 g, 0.71 mmol, 71 %. 1H NMR (300 MHz, MeCN-d3):
δ= 1.16 (sbr, 24H, NEt4), 3.08 (sbr, 16H, NEt4), 9.66 (sbr, 8H, Ar-H), 5.98 (sbr, 12H, Me),
9.18 (sbr, 8H, Ar-H). MS (ESI+): m/z (%) = 1058 (100) [M + NEt4]+. MS (ESI−): m/z
(%) = 422 (100) [M− 2 NEt4− 2 L]−, 545 (40) [M− 2 NEt4−L]−, 798 (10) [M−NEt4]−.
UV-Vis (MeCN solution): λmax [nm] (ε [m−1cm−1]) = 265 (' 42000), 335 (20400), 488
(12000). Elemental analysis: Calcd.(%) for C44H68Fe2N2S6: C 56.88, H 7.38, N 3.02, S
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20.71. Found: C 56.41, H 7.47, N 3.00, S 20.81. HRMS (ESI+): Calcd. (m/z) for
C52H88Fe2N3S6: 1058.3999. Found: 1058.3987.

Bis-(tetraethylammonium)-bis-[di-(2,6-dimethylthiophenolato)-
(µ-sulfido)-ferrate(III)] (7c).

Compound preparation was carried out following the general experimental procedure for li-
gand exchange reactions, but stirring was continued for 48 h. Yield: 0.74 g, 0.75 mmol, 75 %.
1H NMR (300 MHz, MeCN-d3): δ= 1.18 (sbr, 24H, NEt4), 2.85 (sbr, 4H, Ar-H), 3.09 (sbr,
16H, NEt4), 5.76 (sbr, 24H, Me), 9.76 (sbr, 8H, Ar-H). MS (ESI+): m/z (%) = 977 (45) [M +
NEt4 - L]+, 1114 (100) [M + NEt4]+. MS (ESI−): m/z (%) = 450 (100) [M− 2 NEt4− 2 L]−,
587 (55) [M− 2 NEt4− L]−, 854 (15) [M−NEt4]−. UV-Vis (MeCN solution): λmax [nm] (ε
[m−1cm−1]) = 265 (' 40200), 287 (32000), 333 (13000), 418 (10800). In several attempts no
satisfactory elemental analysis was obtained with carbon values found significantly too low
in all cases, e.g.: Calcd.(%) for C48H76Fe2N2S6: C 58.52, H 7.78, N 2.84, S 19.53. Found:
C 57.03, H 8.08, N 2.82, S 18.95. HRMS (ESI+): Calcd. (m/z) for C56H96Fe2N3S6:
1114.4625. Found: 1114.4585.

Bis-(tetraethylammonium)-bis-[di-(3,5-dimethylthiophenolato)-
(µ-sulfido)-ferrate(III)] (7d).

Compound preparation was carried out following the general experimental procedure for
ligand exchange reactions. Yield: 0.80 g, 0.81 mmol, 81 %. 1H NMR (300 MHz, MeCN-
d3): δ= 1.17 (sbr, 24H, NEt4), 1.74 (sbr, Me), 2.53 (sbr, Me), 3.09 (sbr, 16H, NEt4), 4.60
(sbr, Ar-H), 4.98 (sbr, Ar-H), 5.79 (sbr, Me), 6.92 (sbr, Ar-H), 7.13 (sbr, Ar-H). MS (ESI+):
m/z (%) = 1114 (100) [M + NEt4]+. MS (ESI−): m/z (%) = 450 (100) [M− 2 NEt4− 2 L]−,
587 (25) [M− 2 NEt4−L]−, 854 (3) [M−NEt4]−. UV-Vis (MeCN solution): λmax [nm] (ε
[m−1cm−1]) = 263 (' 40000), 332 (20300), 473 (7800). In several attempts no satisfactory
elemental analysis was obtained with carbon values found significantly too low in all cases,
e.g.: Calcd.(%) for C48H76Fe2N2S6: C 58.52, H 7.78, N 2.84, S 19.53. Found: C 55.25,
H 7.46, N 2.81, S 18.74. HRMS (ESI+): Calcd. (m/z) for C56H96Fe2N3S6: 1114.4625.
Found: 1114.4618.

Bis-(tetraethylammonium)-bis-[di-(2,4-dimethylthiophenolato)-
(µ-sulfido)-ferrate(III)] (7e).

Compound preparation was carried out following the general experimental procedure for
ligand exchange reactions. Yield: 0.65 g, 0.66 mmol, 66 %. 1H NMR (300 MHz, MeCN-d3):
δ= 1.16 (sbr, 24H, NEt4), 3.06 (sbr, 16H, NEt4), 5.38 (sbr, 12H, Me), 6.05 (sbr, 12H, Me),
9.18 (sbr, 4H, Ar-H), 10.18 (sbr, 4H, Ar-H). MS (ESI+): m/z (%) = 1114 (100) [M + NEt4]+.
MS (ESI−): m/z (%) = 450 (100) [M− 2 NEt4− 2 L]−, 587 (15) [M− 2 NEt4−L]−, 854
(3) [M−NEt4]−. UV-Vis (MeCN solution): λmax [nm] (ε [m−1cm−1]) = 262 (' 44700),
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340 (21600), 432 (13100). In several attempts no satisfactory elemental analysis was ob-
tained since carbon values were found significantly too low in all cases, e.g.: Calcd.(%) for
C48H76Fe2N2S6: C 58.52, H 7.78, N 2.84, S 19.53. Found: C 56.92, H 7.66, N 2.78, S 19.17.
HRMS (ESI+): Calcd. (m/z) for C56H96Fe2N3S6: 1114.4625. Found: 1114.4622.

Bis-(tetraethylammonium)-bis-[di-(4-fluorothiophenolato)-(µ-sul-
fido)-ferrate(III)] (7f).

Compound preparation was carried out following the general experimental procedure for
ligand exchange reactions. Yield: 0.53 g, 0.56 mmol, 56 %. 1H NMR (300 MHz, MeCN-d3):
δ= 1.18 (sbr, 24H, NEt4), 3.10 (sbr, 16H, NEt4), 4.71 (sbr, 8H, Ar-H), 8.94 (sbr, 8H, Ar-
H). 19F NMR (188 MHz, MeCN-d3): δ=−115.6 (sbr). MS (ESI+): m/z (%) = 1030 (80)
[M + NEt4− C2H6N (fragment of NEt4)]+, 1074 (100) [M + NEt4]+. MS (ESI−): m/z
(%) = 430 (100) [M− 2 NEt4− 2 L]−, 557 (35) [M− 2 NEt4−L]−, 814 (10) [M− NEt4]−.
UV-Vis (MeCN solution): λmax [nm] (ε [m−1cm−1]) = 257 (sh, ' 44200), 310 (22400), 460
(sh, ' 10400). Elemental analysis: Calcd.(%) for C40H56F4Fe2N2S6: C 50.84, H 5.97, N
2.96, S 20.36. Found: C 50.61, H 5.71, N 3.41, S 19.40. HRMS (ESI+): Calcd. (m/z) for
C48H76F4Fe2N3S6: 1074.2995. Found: 1074.2981.

Bis-(tetraethylammonium)-bis-[(3,3′,5,5′-tetrachloro-1,1′-biphen-
yl-2, 2′-diolato)-(µ-sulfido)-ferrate(III)] (8a).

Compound preparation was carried out following the general experimental procedure for
ligand exchange reactions with a slightly modified work-up method: After complete conver-
sion was observed (by color change), the MeCN solution was filtered via cannula leaving a
small amount (' 25 mg) of an insoluble impurity behind. The filtrate was condensed to dry-
ness and the residual crude product crystallized from THF (20 ml, no complete dissolution
of the product takes place – cooling from room temperature to −20 ◦C causes precipita-
tion of the product) to afford the product as a fine powder. Yield: 0.60 g, 0.55 mmol,
55 %. 1H NMR (500 MHz, MeCN-d3): δ= 1.15 (sbr, 24H, NEt4), 3.10 (sbr, 16H, NEt4),
9.22 (sbr, 4H, Ar-H), 9.84 (sbr, 4H, Ar-H). MS (ESI+): m/z (%) = 1210 (100) [M + NEt4]+.
MS (ESI−) m/z (%): 950 (100) [M−NEt4]−. UV-Vis (MeCN solution): λmax [nm] (ε
[m−1cm−1]) = 278 (' 26000), 315 (' 27000), 413 (9700), 492 (sh, 4500), 552 (sh, 2900).
In several attempts no satisfactory elemental analysis was obtained since carbon values
were found significantly too low in all cases, e.g.: Calcd.(%) for C40H48Cl8Fe2N2O4S2: C
44.47, H 4.48, N 2.95. Found: C 43.22, H 4.97, N 2.95. HRMS (ESI+): Calcd. (m/z) for
C48H68Cl8Fe2N3O4S2: 1206.0859. Found: 1206.0842.
Compound 8a is also accesible via salt metathesis reaction. The experimental procedure
is provided here for completeness and comparison reasons: To a solution of 3, 3′,5, 5′-
tetrachlor-2, 2′-dihydroxy-1, 1′-biphenyl IIa (0.68 g, 2.08 mmol) in THF (20 ml) at 0 ◦C was
added KH (0.17 g, 4.18 mmol) in portions and the resulting reaction mixture stirred at room
temperature for 1.5 h. The slightly yellow solution formed during this time was diluted with
MeCN (60 ml) and treated with (NEt4)2[Fe2S2Cl4] 2 (0.60 g, 1.04 mmol). The dark brown
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reaction mixture was stirred for 24 h at room temperature and condensed to dryness. The
crude product was extracted with THF (40 ml) with vigorous stirring for 1 h prior to fil-
tration (no product is left in the residual black solid as indicated by 1H NMR spectroscopy
in MeCN-d3). The deep red-brown THF filtrate was left standing at −80 ◦C for 24 h and
filtered (sometimes ' 50 mg of a bright brown unidentified material precipitates at −80 ◦C,
sometimes not – filtration is recommended). The obtained filtrate is diluted with hexane
(10 ml) and then layered with further hexane (20 ml). After diffusion at room temperature,
crystallization was completed at −20 ◦C over night. The crystalline powder was filtered
off, washed with pentane (10 ml) and dried in vacuum to afford the target material (0.22 g,
0.20 mmol, 20 %) with identical spectroscopic characteristics as given above for synthesis
via ligand exchange reaction.

Bis-(tetraethylammonium)-bis-[di-(thiophene-2-thiolato)-(µ-sul-
fido)-ferrate(III)] (10).

Compound preparation was carried out following the general experimental procedure for
ligand exchange reactions with minor modifications: Similar to the starting material, so-
lubility of the target material is restricted in MeCN. Therefore the product was filtered
off after 24 h and recrystallized from DMF / Et2O (1 / 2, total volume ' 150 ml). Yield:
0.58 g, 0.65 mmol, 65 %. 1H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ = 1.14 (sbr, 24H, NEt4), 1.76
(sbr, Ar-H), 3.14 (sbr, 16H, NEt4), 5.75 (sbr, 4H, Ar-H), 9.05 (sbr, 4H, Ar-H). MS (ESI+):
m/z (%) = 1026 (100) [M + NEt4]+. MS (ESI−): m/z (%) = 406 (100) [M− 2 L− 2 NEt4]−,
520 (15) [M−L− 2 NEt4]−, 766 (5) [M−NEt4]−. UV-Vis (DMF solution): λmax [nm] (ε
[m−1cm−1]) = 287 (' 27000), 333 (' 35000), 453 (8700), 468 (9300), 697 (sh, 2500). Ele-
mental Analysis: Calcd.(%) for C32H52Fe2N2S10: C 42.84, H 5.84, N 3.12. Found: C 42.16,
H 5.56, N 3.16. HRMS (ESI+): Calcd. (m/z) for C40H72Fe2N3S10: 1026.1628. Found:
1026.1592.
Compound 10 was additionally synthesized via salt metathesis reaction starting from 2.
This procedure is straight forward too since LiCl remains dissolved in the reaction medium
with the target material precipitating during the course of the conversion: To a solution
of 2-mercaptothiophene (0.89 g, 7.67 mmol) in THF (20 ml) at 0 ◦C was added dropwise n-
BuLi (4.80 ml, 1.6 m solution in hexane, 7.67 mmol) and the resulting solution stirred at 0 ◦C
for 30 minutes. Subsequently, MeCN (5 ml), solid (NEt4)2[Fe2S2Cl4] 2 (1.11 g, 1.92 mmol)
and a further portion of MeCN (25 ml) was added in this order. Stirring was continued for
2.5 h at 0 ◦C, Et2O (20 ml) was added and the reaction mixture kept at −20 ◦C for 24 h.
The black precipitate was filtered off, washed with Et2O (20 ml) and dried in vacuum to af-
ford the product (0.72 g, 0.80 mmol, 42 %) pure in 1H NMR. Analytical pure samples with
identical spectroscopic data (as given above for synthesis via ligand exchange reaction)
were obtained by recrystallization from DMF / Et2O (1 / 2).
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Bis - (tetraethylammonium) - bis - [(3, 3′, 5, 5′ - tetrachloro - 2, 2′ - di -
thiolato-1, 1′-biphenyl)-(µ-sulfido)-ferrate(III)] (11a).

To a solution of 3, 3′, 5, 5′-tetrachloro-2, 2′-dithio-1, 1′-biphenyl Va (0.74 g, 2.08 mmol) in
THF (20 ml) was added solid KH (0.17 g, 4.18 mmol) at room temperature and the resulting
mixture stirred for 1 h (evolution of hydrogen was observed during the first 10 minutes after
addition). Subsequently, the opaque yellow reaction phase was diluted with MeCN (60 ml)
and solid (NEt4)2[Fe2S2Cl4] 2 (0.60 g, 1.04 mmol) was added in one portion in a positive
stream of dinitrogen. After stirring the dark brown reaction mixture for 24 h at room
temperature, all volatiles were removed under reduced pressure and the obtained solid
residue briefly dried in vacuum. The product was extracted with MeCN (60 ml, vigorously
stirred for 4 h at room temperature) and the supernatant filtered to a 250 ml Schlenk
flask via cannula. The dark red filtrate was diluted with Et2O (60 ml) and left standing at
−20 ◦C for 3 d. Initial product crystallization was observed during that time and completed
by addition of further Et2O (20 ml) and storage at −20 ◦C for another 3 d. The crystalline
powder was isolated by filtration, washed with Et2O (10 ml) and dried in vacuum to obtain
the pure dark red target material (0.60 g, 0.53 mmol, 51 %). 1H NMR (500 MHz, MeCN-
d3): δ= 1.31 (sbr, 24H, NEt4), 3.24 (sbr, 16H, NEt4), 9.11 (sbr, 4H, Ar-H), 9.81 (sbr, 4H,
Ar-H). MS (ESI+) m/z (%): 1273 (100) [M + NEt4]+. MS (ESI−): m/z (%) = 1014 (100)
[M−NEt4]−.UV-Vis (MeCN solution): λmax [nm] (ε [m−1cm−1]) = 260 (sh, ' 34000), 350
(' 25000), 424 (17800), 523 (6050). Elemental Analysis: Calcd.(%) for C40H48Cl8Fe2N2S6:
C 41.98, H 4.23, N 2.45. Found: C 42.79, H 4.66, N 2.69. HRMS (ESI+): Calcd. (m/z)
for C48H68Cl8Fe2N3S6: 1269.9946. Found: 1269.9936.
Compound 11a is also accesible following the general experimental procedure for ligand
exchange reactions, with minor modifications: A solution of 3, 3′, 5, 5′-tetrachloro-2, 2′-di-
thio-1, 1′-biphenyl Va (0.30 g, 0.85 mmol) in THF (10 ml) was added to a stirred suspension
of (NEt4)2[Fe2S2(indolate)4] 5 (0.30 g, 0.33 mmol) in MeCN (40 ml) at room temperature
and the resulting reaction mixture stirred for 6 h. The reaction volume was concentrated
to ' 20 ml and the crude product solution layered with Et2O (30 ml). After diffusion at
room temperature (during ' 2 d) and initial product crystallization, the mixture was kept
at −20 ◦C over night. Additional Et2O (10 ml) was added to the Schlenk flask and left
standing at −20 ◦C for another 24 h. Beautiful large deep red crystals were filtered off,
washed with Et2O (10 ml) and dried for ' 6 h in vacuum to afford the pure product (0.25
- 0.35 g, 0.22 - 0.26 mmol, 66 - 80 %). Analytical data were identical with those reported
above utilizing the salt metathesis route.

Bis-(tetraethylammonium)-bis-[(2,2′-dithiolato-1,1′-biphenyl)-(µ-
sulfido)-ferrate(III)] (11b).

This compound was synthesized following the general experimental procedure for ligand
exchange reactions, with minor modifications: A 100 ml Schlenk flask was charged with a
stirring bar, (NEt4)2[Fe2S2(indolate)4] 5 (0.99 g, 1.00 mmol) and 2, 2′-dithio-1, 1′-biphenyl
Vb (0.48 g, 2.20 mmol) in a glove box, prior to addition of MeCN (50 ml). The resulting
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reddish purple suspension was stirred at room temperature for 20 h affording a deep red
solution (indication for complete conversion). Removal of the solvent and extraction of free
indole with THF / Et2O (1 / 3, 12.5 ml THF / 40 ml Et2O) afforded a homogeneous black
powder. This crude product was washed with a further amount of Et2O (20 ml), stirred for
30 minutes in MeCN (40 ml) causing complete dissolution and left standing at −20 ◦C over
night. Et2O (10 ml) was added to the MeCN solution of the cluster and the mixture kept
at −20 ◦C for 24 h. Filtration, rinsing with Et2O (20 ml) and removal of residual solvents
in vacuum over night afforded the product as a crystalline powder (0.60 g, 0.69 mmol,
69 %). 1H NMR (500 MHz, MeCN-d3): δ= 1.18 (sbr, 24H, NEt4), 2.71 (dbr, 4H, Ar-H),
3.09 (sbr, 16H, NEt4), 4.07 (dbr, 4H, Ar-H), 9.85 (sbr, 4H, Ar-H), 9.05 (dbr, 4H, Ar-H). MS
(ESI+) m/z (%): 998 (100) [M + NEt4]+. MS (ESI−): m/z (%) = 488 (60) [L2Fe]−, 637
(100) [M−NEt4−NEt3]−, 738 (30) [M −NEt4]−. UV-Vis (MeCN solution): λmax [nm] (ε
[m−1cm−1]) = 257 (' 47500), 336 (' 33400), 425 (29500), 520 (13250), 547 (13500). HRMS
(ESI+): Calcd. (m/z) for C48H76Fe2N3S6: 996.3104. Found: 996.3101.

Bis - (tetraethylammonium) - bis - [(3, 3′, 5, 5′ - tetrakis - tert - butyl -
2, 2′-dithiolato-1, 1′-biphenyl)-(µ-sulfido)-ferrate(III)] (11c).

To a colorless solution of 3,3′,5,5′-tetrakis-tert-butyl-2,2′-dithio-1,1′-biphenyl Vc (1.20 g,
2.71 mmol) in THF (40 ml) at 0 ◦C was added dropwise n-BuLi (1.80 ml, 3.0 m solution in
hexanes, 5.42 mol) and the resulting slightly yellow solution stirred for 1 h at 0 ◦C. The
obtained solution of the deprotonated ligand was cooled to −40 ◦C prior to rapid addition
of (NEt4)2[Fe2S2Cl4] 2 (0.75 g, 1.30 mmol) dissolved in MeCN (100 ml, pre-cooled to 0 ◦C).
The resulting reaction mixture was stirred for 1 h, raising the temperature slowly to −30 ◦C,
and finally allowed to warm to room temperature. All volatiles were removed in vacuum and
the residual black solid crude product extracted with THF (200 ml, vigorously stirred for
30 minutes prior to filtration). The reddish brown THF filtrate was condensed to a volume
of ' 80 ml, Et2O (100 ml) was added and the mixture left standing at −20 ◦C over night.
Small amounts (' 50 mg) of an unidentified precipitate were filtered off and discarded prior
to addition of further Et2O (200 ml) and pentane (100 ml). Subsequent cooling to −80 ◦C
for 3 d caused product precipitation. Filtration, rinsing with Et2O (40 ml) and drying over
night in vacuum afforded the product (0.40 g, 0.30 mmol, 23 %) as a red-brown powder.
1H NMR (500 MHz, MeCN-d3): δ= 1.18 (sbr, 24H, NEt4), 1.48 (sbr, 36H, 5, 5′-tBu), ' 2.0
(sbr, 3, 3′-tBu, overlapping with residual MeCN-d3 resonances), 3.11 (sbr, 16H, NEt4), 8.95
(sbr, 4H, Ar-H), 9.91 (sbr, 4H, Ar-H). MS (ESI+): m/z (%) = 1345 (100) [M−C2H6]+,
1446 (75) [M + NEt4]+. MS (ESI−): m/z (%) = 937 (100) [L2Fe]−, 1186 (30) [M−NEt4]−.
UV-Vis (MeCN solution), λmax [nm] (ε [m−1cm−1]) = 260 (sh, ' 45000), 345 (26500), 383
(23600), 443 (22000), 550 (sh, 12000). HRMS (ESI+): Calcd. (m/z) for C72H120Fe2N2S6:
1317.6552. Found: 1317.6550.
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Bis - tetraphenylphosphonium-tetrakis - [(1,2 -diphenyl -ethylene -
1, 2-dithiolato)-(µ3-sulfido)-ferrate(III)] (13).

A suspension of diphenylacetylene (4.0 g, 22.5 mmol), elemental sulfur (5.0 g, 156 mmol) and
Fe3(CO)12 (5.0 g, 9.90 mmol) in toluene (30 ml) was heated to 80 ◦C under an atmosphere
of dry dinitrogen, causing initial formation of CO gas. The temperature was then slowly
increased to 135 ◦C over a period of ' 2 h (vigorous gas evolution) and the reaction mixture
kept at this temperature for 24 h. Subsequent cooling to room temperature and removal
of the solvent afforded a brown solid that was transferred to a 100 ml soxhlet extraction
thimble under a positive flow of dinitrogen gas. Soxhlet extraction with hexane/pentane
(150 ml / 150 ml) was carried out over 4 d in order to remove residual sulfur and tolane
starting materials. After disposal of the latter phase, the extraction apparatus was charged
with CS2 (350 ml) and the product extracted over 5 d (oil bath temperature kept at 80 ◦C).
Caution: The material left over in the extraction thimble is pyrophoric. Thus residual
CS2 was removed in vacuum and the dry material added in portion to water. Cooling
the extract to room temperature, filtration and drying in vacuum afforded the neutral
intermediate as a finely powdered blue solid (2.0 g, 1.5 mmol, 15 %). A solution of hydrazine
(1 m in THF, 30 ml, 30 mmol) was added dropwise to a vigorously stirred suspension of
the thus obtained material in methanol (25 ml) during 10 minutes. To the clear purple
solution obtained after stirring for 30 minutes at room temperature was subsequently added
a solution of tetraphenylphosphonium bromide (4.7 g, 11 mmol) in methanol (30 ml) via
cannula. Stirring was continued for another 30 minutes and the precipitate formed in the
meantime filtered off. Rinsing with methanol (3× 20 ml) and drying in vacuum afforded
the product (2.2 g, 1.1 mmol, 73 % with respect to the neutral intermediate, 11 % with
respect to Fe3(CO)12 starting material) as black powder. 1H NMR (200 MHz, DMSO-d6):
δ= 7.2 - 7.8 (mbr, Ar-H). 31P NMR (81 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ= 22.4 (PPh4). MS (ESI+): m/z
(%) = 339 (100) [PPh4]+, signal for [M + PPh4]+ not observed due to limited range of the
spectrometer. MS (ESI−): m/z (%) = 375 (100) [PPh4Cl]−, 1320 (80) [M + H− 2 PPh4]−.

Bis-(5-pentafluorophenyl-dipyrrinato)-iron(II) (23).

The following procedure afforded the title compound in adequate yields. Neither alter-
ation in reaction stochiometry nor in reaction conditions (e.g. −30 ◦C instead of room
temperature) furnished the semi-substituted intermediate 22: A colorless solution of 5-
pentafluorophenyldipyrrine XII (0.32 g, 1.04 mmol) in toluene (10 ml) was added dropwise
to a stirred slightly greenish solution of {Fe[N(SiMe3)2]2}2 15 (0.20 g, 0.26 mmol) in toluene
(20 ml) at room temperature. The obtained deep red solution was stirred for 1 h at room
temperature and the volume of solvent reduced to ' 1 ml in an oil pump vacuum with
gentle heating. The flask was brought into a glovebox and the toluene phase layered with
pentane (3 ml). Storage at −30 ◦C over 2 d, filtration and rinsing with cold pentane (2 ml,
pre-cooled to −30 ◦C) afforded green crystals of the product (0.25 g, 0.37 mmol, 71 %).
1H NMR (200 MHz, C6D6): δ= 4.4 (sbr, 4H), 47.5 (sbr, 4H), 52.3 (sbr, 4H). 19F NMR
(188 MHz, C6D6): δ= 1.66 (m, 4F, m-Ar-F), 10.25 (t, 2F, 3JF,F = 21 Hz, p-Ar-F), 21.33 (d,
4F, 3JF,F = 17 Hz, o-Ar-F). UV-Vis (cyclohexane solution): λmax [nm] (ε [m−1cm−1]) = 287
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(8000), 425 (16000), 477 (28000), 500 (28000). Free 5-pentafluorophenyldipyrrine ligand:
1H NMR (200 MHz, CDCl3): δ= 6.40 (m, 4H, Ar-H), 7.65 (s, 2H, Ar-H), 11.8 (sbr, 1H,
NH). 19F NMR (188 MHz, CDCl3): δ= 0.90 (m, 2F, m-Ar-F), 9.50 (t, 1F, 3JF,F = 21 Hz,
p-Ar-F), 23.48 (dd, 2F, 3JF,F = 21 Hz, 4JF,F = 7.5 Hz, o-Ar-F). Oxidized tris-(5-pentafluoro-
phenyl-dipyrrinato)-iron(III): 1H NMR (200 MHz, C6D6): δ=−28.8 (sbr, 6H), −8.2 (sbr,
6H), −6.8 (sbr, 6H). 19F NMR (188 MHz, C6D6): δ= 1.84 (m, 6F, m-Ar-F), 10.78 (t, 2F,
3JF,F = 21 Hz, p-Ar-F), 25.37 (d, 4F, 3JF,F = 16 Hz, o-Ar-F).

Bis-(tetraethylammonium)-bis-[di-(2-ethylthiophenolato)-(µ-sul-
fido)-ferrate(III)] (25C).

To a solution of 2-ethylbenzenethiol (1 g, tech. grade 90 %, 6.5 mmol) in THF (20 ml)
at 0 ◦C was added dropwise n-BuLi (4.1 ml, 1.6 m solution in hexanes, 6.5 mmol) and the
resulting yellow solution was stirred at 0 ◦C for 30 minutes. Then MeCN (10 ml), powdered
(NEt4)2[Fe2S2Cl4] 2 (0.94 g, 1.63 mmol) and additional MeCN (20 ml) were added in this
order. The reaction mixture was stirred for 20 minutes at 0 ◦C and then for 1 h at room
temperature. THF (40 ml) and Et2O (40 ml) were added with agitation and the reaction
mixture was left standing at −20 ◦C for 2 d. The precipitate was filtered off, washed with
Et2O (20 ml) and dried in vacuum for 1 h. The obtained crude product was vigorously
stirred in MeCN (30 ml) at room temperature for 3 h and insoluble byproducts were filtered
off successively. The deep red filtrate was kept at −20 ◦C for 4 d. The resulting black
crystals were collected by filtration, washed with Et2O and dried in vacuum over night
to afford the pure product (0.50 g, 0.51 mmol, 31 %). 1H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d6):
δ= 1.09 (sbr, 24H, NEt4), 1.29 (sbr, 12H, CH3), 3.09 (sbr, 16H, NEt4, 4H, Ar-H), 4.68
(sbr, 8H, CH2), 9.18 (sbr, 4H, Ar-H), 10.19 (sbr, 4H, Ar-H). MS (ESI+): m/z (%) = 1114
(100) [M + NEt4]+. UV-Vis (DMF solution): λmax [nm] (ε [m−1cm−1]) = 331 (29000), 476
(15000). Elemental Analysis: Calcd.(%) for C48H76Fe2N2S6: C 58.52, H 7.78, N 2.84, S
19.53. Found: C 57.97, H 7.75, N 2.83, S 19.07.

Bis - (tetraethylammonium)-bis - [di - [2 -methoxy- thiophenolato] -
(µ-sulfido)-ferrate(III)] (25O).

To a solution of 2-(methoxy)-benzenethiol (1.0 ml, 1.15 g, 8.23 mmol) in THF (20 ml) at
0 ◦C was added dropwise n-BuLi (4.1 ml, 2.0m solution in hexanes, 8.23 mmol) and the
reaction mixture was stirred for 1.5 h at room temperature. Then MeCN (20 ml), powdered
(NEt4)2[Fe2S2Cl4] 2 (1.19 g, 2.05 mmol) and additional MeCN (20 ml) were added in this
order. The resulting dark violet reaction mixture was stirred for 1 h. The precipitate
formed in the course of the reaction was filtered off, washed with THF (20 ml) and Et2O
(20 ml) and dried in vacuum over night to afford the product as a fine black powder (0.80 g,
0.81 mmol, 39 %). Crystals were obtained by diffusion of Et2O into deep violet solutions
of the complex in DMF. 1H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ= 1.13 (sbr, 24H, NEt4), 3.12
(sbr, 16H, NEt4, 4H, Ar-H), 3.88 (sbr, 12H, OMe), 9.00 (sbr, 4H, Ar-H), 10.19 (sbr, 4H,
Ar-H). UV-Vis (DMF solution): λmax [nm] (ε [m−1cm−1]) = 296 (sh, 58000), 336 (33000),
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509 (15000). Elemental Analysis: Calcd.(%) for C44H68Fe2N2O4S6: C 53.21, H 6.90, N
2.82, S 18.96. Found: C 52.78, H 6.84, N 3.01, S 18.96.

Bis-(tetraethylammonium)-bis-{di- [2-(methylthio)-thiophenol-
ato]-(µ-sulfido)-ferrate(III)} (25S).

To a solution of 2-(methylthio)-benzenethiol (1.27 g, 8.14 mmol) in THF (20 ml) at 0 ◦C
was added dropwise n-BuLi (5.1 ml, 2.0 m solution in hexanes, 8.14 mmol) and the resulting
yellow solution was stirred at room temperature for 1.5 h. MeCN (10 ml), (NEt4)2[Fe2S2Cl4]
2 (1.18 g, 2.03 mmol) and an additional portion of MeCN (20 ml) were added to the reaction
mixture. After stirring for 1 h the precipitate was filtered off, washed with a mixture of
THF and MeCN (20 ml, 1 / 1) and dried in vacuum. The crude product was dissolved in a
minimum amount of DMF and layered with Et2O (DMF / Et2O = 7 / 4). After completed
diffusion, black crystals of the product (0.80 g, 0.76 mmol, 37 %) were separated by filtration
and dried in vacuum. 1H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ= 1.13 (sbr, 24H, NEt4), 2.37 (sbr,
12H, SMe), 3.12 (sbr, 16H, NEt4), 3.29 (sbr, 4H, Ar-H), 9.18 (sbr, 4H, Ar-H), 10.06 (sbr, 4H,
Ar-H). UV-Vis (DMF solution): λmax [nm] (ε [m−1cm−1]) = 307 (50000), 350 (sh, 27000),
491 (12000). Elemental Analysis: Calcd.(%) for C44H68Fe2N2S10: C 49.98, H 6.48, N 2.65.
Found: C 49.68, H 6.63, N 2.62.

Bis - (tetraethylammonium)-bis - [(2,2′ -methylenedibenzenethiol -
ato)-(µ-sulfido)-ferrate(III)] (26C).

To a solution of 2, 2′-methylenedibenzenethiol XIVC (0.72 g, 3.10 mmol) in THF (20 ml)
at 0 ◦C was added dropwise n-BuLi (3.90 ml, 1.6 m solution in hexanes, 6.20 mmol). After
stirring for 30 minutes at 0 ◦C, MeCN (10 ml), solid (NEt4)2[Fe2S2Cl4] 2 (0.90 g, 1.55 mmol)
and further MeCN (20 ml) were added. The resulting reaction mixture was stirred for
20 minutes at 0 ◦C and then 30 minutes at room temperature. The precipitate formed in
the course of the reaction was filtered off and washed with THF (2× 20 ml). The obtained
brown solid was extracted with MeCN (6× 40 ml). The combined extracts were condensed
to a volume of 120 ml and layered with Et2O (120 ml). Diffusion at room temperature led
to formation of small black crystals. Cooling the mixture to −20 ◦C for 3 d completed the
crystallization process. The product (0.49 g, 0.55 mmol, 35 %) was filtered off, washed with
Et2O (2× 20 ml) and dried in vacuum. 1H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ= 1.14 (sbr, 24H,
NEt4), 2.68 (sbr, 4H, Ar-H), 3.12 (sbr, 16H, NEt4), 3.29 (sbr, 4H, CH2), 5.44 (sbr, 4H, Ar-H),
8.98 (sbr, 4H, Ar-H), 9.63 (sbr, 4H, Ar-H). MS (ESI+): m/z (%) = 1026 (100) [M + NEt4]+.
UV-Vis (DMF solution): λmax [nm] (ε [m−1cm−1]) = 291 (16000), 352 (20500), 444(10000),
547 (10500), 616 (6500). HRMS (ESI+): Calcd.(m/z) for C50H80Fe2N3S6: 1026.33723.
Found: 1026.33675.
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Bis-(tetraethylammonium)-bis- [(2,2′ -oxydibenzenethiolato)-(µ -
sulfido-)ferrate(III)] (26O).

To a solution of 2, 2′-oxydibenzenethiol XIVO (1.38 g, 5.88 mmol) in THF (30ml) at 0 ◦C
was added dropwise n-BuLi (5.90 ml, 2.0 m solution in hexanes, 11.80 mmol). After stirring
for 20 minutes at 0 ◦C, MeCN (15 ml), solid (NEt4)2[Fe2S2Cl4] 2 (1.70 g, 2.95 mmol) and
additional MeCN (35 ml) were added. The resulting dark reaction mixture was allowed to
warm to room temperature over night. The precipitate was separated by filtration, washed
with MeCN (2× 20 ml) and dried in vacuum for 2 h. The crude product was dissolved
in DMF (200 ml), Et2O (160 ml) was added and the solution was left standing at −20 ◦C
for 2 d. Crystallization was completed by addition of further Et2O (80 ml). After 1 d at
−20 ◦C black crystals of the product (0.80 g, 0.89 mmol, 30 %) were filtered off, washed
with Et2O (2× 20 ml) and dried in vacuum. 1H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ= 1.15 (sbr,
24H, NEt4), 3.15 (sbr, 16H, NEt4), 3.59 (sbr, 4H, Ar-H), 5.76 (sbr, 4H, Ar-H), 8.41 (sbr,
4H, Ar-H), 9.60 (sbr, 4H, Ar-H). UV-Vis (DMF solution): λmax [nm] (ε [m−1cm−1]) = 329
(19000), 486 (9000). Elemental Analysis: Calcd.(%) for C40H56Fe2N2O2S6: C 53.32, H
6.26, N 3.11, S 21.35. Found: C 52.13, H 6.21, N 3.46, S 20.70.

Bis-(tetraethylammonium)-bis-[(2,2′ -thiodibenzenethiolato)-(µ-
sulfido)-ferrate(III)] (26S).

To a solution of 2, 2′-thiodibenzenethiol XIVS (0.90 g, 3.60 mmol) in THF (20 ml) at 0 ◦C
was added dropwise n-BuLi (3.60 ml, 2.0 m solution in hexanes, 7.20 mmol). After stirring
for 20 minutes at 0 ◦C, MeCN (10 ml) was added and the reaction mixture cooled to −20 ◦C.
Then powdered (NEt4)2[Fe2S2Cl4] 2 (1.04 g, 1.80 mmol) and additional MeCN (20 ml) were
added. The resulting dark reaction mixture was slowly allowed to warm to room tempera-
ture over a period of 4 h. The black precipitate formed was separated by filtration, washed
with MeCN (2× 20 ml) and dried in vacuum for 1 h. The crude product was extracted
with DMF (5× 20 ml) yielding a deep purple solution, and Et2O (80 ml) was added with
agitation. The mixture was left standing at room temperature for 3 h causing initial crystal
formation. After 4 d at −20 ◦C crystallization was completed. The precipitate was filtered
off, washed with Et2O (30 ml) and dried in vacuum to afford black crystals of the product
(0.25 g, 0.27 mmol, 15 %). 1H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ= 1.15 (sbr, 24H, NEt4), 3.10
(sbr, 16H, NEt4), 3.57 (sbr, 4H, Ar-H), 9.00 (sbr, 4H, Ar-H), 9.13 (sbr, 4H, Ar-H), 10.29 (sbr,
4H, Ar-H). UV-Vis (DMF solution), λmax [nm] (ε [m−1cm−1]) = 288 (59000), 322 (37000,
sh), 475 (11000). Elemental Analysis: Calcd.(%) for C40H56Fe2N2S8: C 51.49, H 6.05, N
3.00. Found: C 50.50, H 6.42, N 3.34.

General Synthetic Procedure for the Preparation of Type-27 Com-
plexes.

To a solution of the free ligand (2 eq) in THF (30 ml) at 0 ◦C was added dropwise n-BuLi
(1.6m solution in hexanes, 4 eq) and the resulting yellow to deep orange solution was stirred
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at 0 ◦C for 20 minutes. Subsequently, a solution of (NEt4)[FeCl4] 28 (0.2m in THF, 1 eq)
was added and stirring continued for further 30 minutes at 0 ◦C. The crude product precip-
itated during the course of the reaction and was filtered off, washed with Et2O (20 ml) and
dried in vacuum. Analytically pure products were obtained after crystallization (cooling
from room temperature to −20 ◦C) from DMF / Et2O (for 27P and 27S) or MeCN / Et2O
(for 27N and 27O).

Tetraethylammonium - bis - [2, 2′ - (methylamino) - dibenzenethiol -
ato]-ferrate(III) (27N).

Synthesis was carried out according to the general procedure, using 2, 2′-(methylamino)-
dibenzenethiol XIVN (0.84 g, 3.4 mmol), n-BuLi (4.3 ml, 6.8 mmol) and the (NEt4)[FeCl4]
28 solution (8.5 ml, 1.7 mmol) yielding 0.52 g of the product (0.77 mmol, 45 %). IR (KBr):
ν̃ (cm−1) = 1455 (Ar-C-H, s). MS (ESI+): m/z (%) = 806 (100) [M + NEt4]+. MS (ESI−):
m/z (%) = 546 (100) [M−NEt4]−. UV-Vis (DMF solution): λmax [nm] (ε [m−1cm−1]) = 340
(sh, 15000), 580 (5150). Elemental Analysis: In numerous attempts irreproducible results
for elemental composition were obtained with the following best values: Calcd.(%) for
C34H42FeN3S4: C 60.34, H 6.25, N 6.21, S 18.95. Found: C 58.24, H 6.50, N 6.46, S 18.55.
HRMS (ESI+): Calcd. (m/z) for C42H62FeN4S4: 806.3202. Found: 806.3201.

Tetraethylammonium-bis-[2,2′-oxydibenzenethiolato]-ferrate(III)
(27O).

Synthesis was carried out according to the general procedure, using 2, 2′-oxydibenzene-
thiol XIVO (0.84 g, 3.4 mmol), n-BuLi (4.3 ml,6.8 mmol) and the (NEt4)[FeCl4] 28 so-
lution (8.5 ml, 1.7 mmol) yielding 1.05 g of the product (1.6 mmol, 56 %). IR (KBr): ν̃
(cm−1) = 1555 (Ar-C-H, s). MS (ESI+): m/z (%) = 780 (100) [M + NEt4]+. MS (ESI−):
m/z (%) = 520 (100) [M−NEt4]−. UV-Vis (DMF solution): λmax [nm] (ε [m−1cm−1]) = 359
(12500), 603 (7920). Elemental Analysis: In numerous attempts irreproducible results
for elemental composition were obtained with the following best values: Calcd.(%) for
C32H36FeNO2S4: C 59.06, H 5.58, N 2.15, S 19.71. Found: C 59.54, H 5.68, N 2.86, S
18.05. HRMS (ESI+): Calcd. (m/z) for C40H56FeN2O2S4: 780.2569. Found: 780.2559.

Tetraethylammonium - bis - [2, 2′ - (phenylphosphino) - dibenzene -
thiolato]-ferrate(III) (27P).

Synthesis was carried out according to the general procedure, using 2, 2′-(phenylphosphino)-
dibenzenethiol XIVP (0.84 g , 3.4 mmol), n-BuLi (4.3 ml, 6.8 mmol) and the (NEt4)[FeCl4]
28 solution (8.5 ml, 1.7 mmol) yielding 0.97 g of the product (1.20 mmol, 73 %). 1H NMR
(500 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ=−10.0 (sbr, Ar-H), −6.2 (sbr, Ar-H), −1.1 (sbr, Ar-H), 0.0 (sbr,
Ar-H), 1.1 (sbr, NEt4), 3.2 (sbr, NEt4), 4.6 (sbr, Ar-H), 5.2 (sbr, Ar-H), 5.9 (sbr, Ar-H),
7.9 (sbr, PPh-H), 10.1 (sbr, Ar-H). IR (KBr): ν̃ (cm−1) = 1420 (Ar-C-H, s), 1438 (Ar-C-H,
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s). MS (ESI+): m/z (%) = 964 (100) [M + NEt4]+. MS (ESI−): m/z (%) = 704 (100)
[M−NEt4]−. UV-Vis (DMF solution): λmax [nm] (ε [m−1cm−1]) = 579 (1730), 753 (1550).
Elemental Analysis: In numerous attempts irreproducible results for elemental composition
were obtained with the following best values: Calcd.(%) for C44H46FeNP2S4: C 63.30, H
5.55, N 1.68, S 15.36. Found: C 61.59, H 5.54, N 1.95, S 14.86. HRMS (ESI+): Calcd.
(m/z) for C52H66FeN2P2S4: 696.2929. Found: 696.2933.

Tetraethylammonium-bis-(2,2′-thiodibenzenethiolato)-ferrate(III)
(27S).

Synthesis was carried out according to the general procedure, using 2, 2′-thiodibenzenethiol
XIVS (0.84 g, 3.4 mmol), n-BuLi (4.3 ml, 6.8 mmol) and the (NEt4)[FeCl4] 28 solution
(8.5 ml, 1.7 mmol) yielding 1.1 g of the product (1.6 mmol, 74 %). 1H NMR (500 MHz,
DMSO-d6): δ =−9.72 (sbr, Ar-H), −9.44 (sbr, Ar-H), −7.14 (sbr, Ar-H), 1.13 (sbr, NEt4),
2.05 (sbr, Ar-H), 3.15 (sbr, NEt4), 4.32 (sbr, Ar-H), 5.96 (sbr, Ar-H), 6.42 (sbr, Ar-H), 8.25
(sbr, Ar-H). IR (KBr): ν̃ (cm−1) = 1418 (Ar-C-H, s), 1437 (Ar-C-H, s). MS (ESI+): m/z
(%) = 812 (100) [M + NEt4]+, 1494 (57) [2 M + NEt4]+. MS (ESI−): m/z (%) = 336 (75)
[L + Fe + S]−, 552 (100) [M−NEt4]−. UV-Vis (DMF solution): λmax [nm] (ε [m−1cm−1]) =
504 (1580), 842 (940). Elemental Analysis: In numerous attempts irreproducible results for
elemental composition were obtained with samples measured twice right after each other
giving significantly different results. HRMS (ESI+): Calcd. (m/z) for C40H56FeN2S6:
812.2113. Found: 812.2106.

Bis - (tetraethylammonium) - bis - [(5, 5′ - dimethyldipyrromethan -
ato)-(µ-sulfido)-ferrate(III)] (29a).

To a solution of 5, 5′-dimethyldipyrromethane XXa (0.77 g, 4.42 mmol) in THF (50 ml)
at 0 ◦C was added n-BuLi (2.5m solution in hexanes, 3.54 ml, 8.85 mmol). The resulting
solution was stirred for 3 h at room temperature and a solution of (NEt4)2[Fe2S2Cl4] 2
(1.27 g, 2.21 mmol) in MeCN (50 ml) was added dropwise via syringe. The mixture was
stirred for 2 d at room temperature. The precipitate was then filtered off and washed with
THF (20 ml) followed by MeCN (20 ml). The brown solid residue was extracted with DMF
(10× 20 ml) to give a deep red solution, which was concentrated to 100 ml and left standing
at −20 ◦C. After 2 d the precipitate was filtered off and washed with Et2O (20 ml) to afford
the product as black crystals (0.25 g, 0.32 mmol, 14 %). 1H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d6):
δ= 1.1 (sbr, 24H, NEt4), 2.2 - 3.0 (sbr, 12H, Me), 3.2 (sbr, 16H, NEt4), 8.9 (sbr, 4H pyrrolic
protons), 11.5 (sbr, 4H, pyrrolic protons). MS (ESI+): m/z (%) = 911 (100) [M + NEt4]+,
1690 (46) [2 M + NEt4]+. UV-Vis (MeCN solution): λmax [nm] (ε [m−1cm−1]) = 335 (sh,
5000), 393 (9500), 522 (4600). Elemental analysis: Calcd. (%) for C38H64N6S2Fe2: C
58.46, H 8.26, N 10.76. Found: C 58.02, H 8.11, N 10.71.
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Bis-(tetraethylammonium)-bis-[(5, 5′-diphenyldipyrromethanato)-
(µ-sulfido)-ferrate(III)] (29b).

To a solution of 5, 5-diphenyldipyrromethane XXb (0.93 g, 3.13 mmol) in THF (50 ml)
at room temperature was added KH (0.25 g, 6.26 mmol) and the reaction mixture was
stirred for 3 h. Then (NEt4)2[Fe2S2Cl4] 2 (0.88 g, 1.52 mmol) was added and the resulting
suspension was stirred for further 2 d at room temperature. The precipitate was then
filtered off and washed with THF (20 ml). The brown residue was extracted with MeCN
(8× 20 ml) to give a deep red solution, which was concentrated to 80 ml and left standing
at −20 ◦C. After 2 d the precipitate was filtered off and washed with Et2O (20 ml) to
afford the product as black crystals (0.45 g, 0.44 mmol, 28 %). 1H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-
d6): δ= 1.1 (sbr, 24H, NEt4), 3.1 (sbr, 16H, NEt4), 6.6 - 7.4 (mbr, 10H, Ar-H), 9.1 (sbr,
4H, pyrrolic protons), 10.4 (sbr, 4H, pyrrolic protons). MS (ESI+): m/z (%) = 1028 (100)
[M]+, 1158 (70) [M + NEt4]+. UV-Vis (MeCN solution), λmax [nm] (ε [m−1cm−1]) = 330
(sh, 6100), 388 (10500), 523 (5800). Elemental analysis: Calcd. (%) for C58H72N6S2Fe2: C
67.70, H 7.05, N 8.17. Found: C 67.54, H 7.06, N 8.59.

Bis-(tetraethylammonium)-bis-[(5,5′ -cyclohexenylendimethyldi-
pyrromethanato)-(µ-sulfido)-ferrate(III)] (29c).

To a solution of 1, 1′-dipyrrocyclohexane XXc (0.67 g, 3.13 mmol) in THF (50 ml) at 0 ◦C
was added n-BuLi (1.6 m solution in hexanes, 3.90 ml, 6.25 mmol) and the reaction mixture
stirred at room temperature for 3 h. A solution of (NEt4)2[Fe2S2Cl4] 2 (0.90 g, 1.56 mmol)
in MeCN (40 ml) was then added and the resulting suspension stirred for further 2 d at
room temperature. The precipitate was filtered off and washed with THF (20 ml) followed
by MeCN (20 ml). The brown solid residue was extracted with DMF (9× 20 ml) to give
a deep red solution, which was concentrated to 100 ml and left standing at −20 ◦C. After
5 d the precipitate was filtered off and washed with Et2O (10 ml) to afford the product
as black crystals (0.15 g, 0.17 mmol, 11 %). 1H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ= 1.1 (sbr,
24H, NEt4), 1.5 - 1.9 (mbr, 20H, CH2), 3.1 (sbr, 16H, NEt4), 8.9 (sbr, 4H, pyrrolic protons),
11.8 (sbr, 4H, pyrrolic protons). MS (ESI+): m/z (%) = 991 (100) [M + NEt4]+, 1850 (37)
[2 M + NEt4]+. UV-Vis (MeCN solution): λmax [nm] (ε [m−1cm−1]) = 335 (sh, 6100), 397
(10400), 526 (5500). Elemental analysis: Calcd. (%) for C44H72Fe2N6S2: C 61.39, H 8.43,
N 9.76. Found: C 60.51, H 8.24, N 9.78.

Bis-(tetraethylammonium)-bis-{[benzene-1,2-bis-(2-benzimidazol-
ato)]-(µ-sulfido)-ferrate(III)}(31a).

To a vigorously stirred suspension of benzene-1, 2-bis-(2-benzimidazolyl) XXIa (1.55 g,
5.00 mmol) in THF (80 ml) was added solid potassium hydride (0.40 g, 0.01 mol) in small
portions at room temperature. Deprotonation was completed after stirring the reaction
mixture for 12 h at room temperature. At this stage, the potassium salt of the ligand
forms a fine yellowish suspension in THF. Subsequently, powdered (NEt4)2[Fe2S2Cl4] 2
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(1.44 g, 2.50 mmol) was added in one portion, followed by the addition of MeCN (60 ml)
after 10 minutes. Stirring at room temperature was continued for 24 h prior to filtration.
The thus collected precipitate was extracted with DMF (2× 60 ml) and the combined
filtrates condensed to half of their volume. The obtained deep-red solution of the crude
product was layered with Et2O (120 ml). Diffusion at room temperature and subsequent
cooling to −20 ◦C caused product precipitation. Filtration, rinsing with Et2O (10 ml) and
drying in vacuum over night afforded the pure product (residual DMF signals present in
the 1H NMR). Yield: 0.80 g, 0.76 mmol, 30 %. 1H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ= 1.24
(sbr, 24H, NEt4), 3.08 (sbr, 16H, NEt4), 5.59 (sbr, 4H, BzIm-Ar-H), 7.40 (sbr, 8H, Phth-
Ar-H), ' 7.85 (sbr, ' 4H, BzIm-Ar-H, overlapping with aldehyde resonance of residual
DMF), 10.41 (sbr, 4H, BzIm-Ar-H). MS (ESI+): m/z (%) = 1182 (100) [M + NEt4]+. MS
(ESI−): m/z (%) = 793 (75) [M− 2 NEt4 + H]−, 922 (100) [M− NEt4]−. UV-Vis (DMF
solution): λmax [nm] (ε [m−1cm−1]) = 290 (20500), ' 406 (sh, ' 3200), 482 (2600), ' 550
(sh, ' 1200). Elemental Analysis: Calcd.(%) for C48H76Fe2N2S6×DMF: C 62.93, H 6.36, N
13.68. Found: C 62.74, H 6.14, N 13.83. HRMS (ESI+): Calcd. (m/z) for C64H84Fe2N11S2:
1182.5050. Found: 1182.5048.

Bis-(tetraethylammonium)-bis-{[3,4,5,6-tetrafluorobenzene-1,2-
bis-(2-benzimidazolato)]-(µ-sulfido)-ferrate(III)} (31b).

To a vigorously stirred suspension of 3, 4, 5, 6-tetrafluorobenzene-1, 2-bis-(2-benzimidazol-
yl) XXIb (1.10 g, 2.88 mmol) in THF (50 ml) was added solid potassium hydride (0.23 g,
5.76 mmol) in small portions at room temperature. Deprotonation was completed after
stirring the reaction mixture for 12 h at room temperature. At this stage, the potassium
salt of the ligand forms a turbid orange solution/suspension in THF. Subsequently, pow-
dered (NEt4)2[Fe2S2Cl4] 2 (0.83 g, 1.44 mmol) was added in one portion, directly followed
by the addition of MeCN (40 ml). Stirring was continued over night (' 16 h) prior to fil-
tration of the deep red-brown reaction mixture. Residual product in the collected brown
solid was extracted with MeCN (2× 20 ml) and the combined filtrates and washings were
condensed to dryness (the remaining unidentified bright brown solid on the frit only shows
NEt+

4 resonances in the proton NMR and was discarded). The black solid obtained from
the dried filtrate was taken up in MeCN and stirred for 20 minutes at room tempera-
ture. Filtration via filter cannula affords a deep red filtrate (with some amounts of the
bright brown unidentified solid remaining again), that was subsequently layered with Et2O
(100 ml). Diffusion at room temperature and subsequent cooling to −20 ◦C for 2 d caused
the product precipitation. Filtration, rinsing with Et2O (10 ml) and drying in vacuum
afforded the product pure in the 1H and 19F NMR. Yield: 0.12 g, 0.10 mmol, 7 % (in 92 %
purity according to Mössbauer spectroscopy). 1H NMR (500 MHz, MeCN-d3): δ= 1.11
(sbr, 24H, NEt4), 3.16 (sbr, 16H, NEt4), ' 5.9 (two overlapping broad singlets, 4H, Ar-
H), ' 7.4 (three partially overlapping broad singlets, 8H, Ar-H), 10.07 (sbr, 4H, Ar-H).
19F NMR (188 MHz, MeCN-d3): δ= 4.6 (s, 4F), 22.3 (s, 4F). MS (ESI+): m/z (%) = 939
(100) [M− 2 NEt4 + 3 H]+. MS (ESI−): m/z (%) = 937 (100) [M− 2 NEt4 + H]−, 1066
(50) [M−NEt4]−. UV-Vis (DMF solution): λmax [nm] (ε [m−1cm−1]) = 289 (13000), 408
(2000), 468 (2000), ' 550 (sh, ' 1200). Due to the present impurity (8 %), no satisfactory
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elemental analyses were obtained. HRMS (ESI+): Calcd. (m/z) for C64H76F8Fe2N11S2:
1326.4296. Found: 1326.4286.

Bis-(tetraethylammonium)-{(α,α′-xylyl-dithiolato)-(meso-phenyl-
diskatylato)-bis-(µ-sulfido)-bis-[ferrate(III)]} (32).

A solution of n-BuLi (3.0m in hexanes, 2.13 ml, 6.39 mmol) was added dropwise to a stirred
solution of 2, 2′-(phenylmethylene)-bis-(3-methyl-1H-indole) XXII (1.11 g, 3.17 mmol) in
THF (40 ml) at 0 ◦C and the resulting mixture was stirred for 1 h at room temperature
to form an orange solution (solution A). In the meanwhile a solution of n-BuLi (3.0 m in
hexanes, 1.53 ml, 4.60 mmol) was added dropwise to a stirred solution of 1, 2-phenylene-
dimethanethiol I (0.39 g, 2.30 mmol) in THF (7.5 ml) at 0 ◦C and the resulting mixture
stirred for 1 h at 0 ◦C to form a pale yellow solution (solution B). Solution A was added
dropwise during 10 minutes to a solution of (NEt4)2[Fe2S2Cl4] 2 (1.21 g, 2.09 mmol) in
MeCN (150 ml) at −40 ◦C. The reaction mixture was stirred for 10 minutes at −40 ◦C and
solution B was added dropwise during 5 minutes. The resulting reaction mixture was stirred
for 1 h at −35 ◦C. Subsequently all volatiles were removed in vacuum at room temperature.
The black solid residue was washed with THF (60 ml) to remove monomeric byproducts
and further washed with MeCN (60 ml) dissolving minor amounts of the product together
with small amounts of the partially substituted compound (NEt4)2[{N2}Fe2S2Cl2] 33. The
residual solid was extracted with DMF (3× 20 ml and 1× 10 ml) and the combined DMF
extracts diluted with Et2O (60 ml). After 1 d at −20 ◦C an additional amount of Et2O
(20 ml) was added and the mixture left standing for 3 d at −20 ◦C to complete product
precipitation. The black microcrystalline powder was filtered off, washed with Et2O (20 ml)
and dried over night in vacuum to afford the product (0.25 g, 0.26 mmol, 12 %). 1H NMR
(500 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ= 1.05 (sbr, NEt4), 3.06 (sbr, NEt4), 4.10 (sbr, {S2}-ligand), 4.89
(sbr, {N2}-ligand), 6.44 (sbr, {N2}-ligand), 6.94 (sbr, {N2}-ligand), 7.07 (sbr, {N2}-ligand),
7.50 (sbr, {S2}-ligand), 9.61 (sbr, {N2}-ligand), 10.20 (sbr, {N2}-ligand). MS (ESI+): m/z
(%) = 1082 (100) [M + NEt4]+. MS (ESI−): m/z (%) = 822 (100) [M−NEt4]−. UV-
Vis (MeCN solution): λmax [nm] (ε [m−1cm−1]) = 228 (16800), 296 (5400), 446 (1950),
' 525 (sh, ' 1800), ' 601 (sh, ' 1400). No satisfactory elemental analysis was obtained in
several attempts, probably due to variable DMF contents in the samples, e.g.: Calcd.(%)
for C49H68Fe2N4S4×DMF: C 60.86, H 7.37, N 6.82, S 12.50. Found: C 59.61, H 7.30,
N 6.34, S 11.76. HRMS (ESI+): Calcd. (m/z) for C57H88Fe2N5S4: 1082.46190. Found:
1082.46148.

Bis - (tetraethylammonium) - {(dichloro) - (meso - phenyl - diskatyl -
ato)-bis-(µ-sulfido)-bis-[ferrate(III)]} (33).

A solution of n-BuLi (3.0 m in hexanes, 2.13 ml, 6.39 mmol) was added dropwise to a stirred
solution of 2, 2′-(phenylmethylene)-bis-(3-methyl-1H-indole) XXII (1.11 g, 3.17 mmol) in
THF (40 ml) at 0 ◦C and the resulting mixture was stirred for 1 h at room temperature
to form an orange solution. The thus obtained solution of the deprotonated ligand was
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precooled to 0 ◦C and added dropwise during 10 minutes to a solution of (NEt4)2[Fe2S2Cl4]
2 (1.21 g, 2.09 mmol) in MeCN / EtCN (40 ml / 80 ml) at −35 ◦C. The resulting reaction
mixture was stirred for 2 h and gradually warmed up from −35 ◦C to ' 10 ◦C during that
time. Subsequently all volatiles were removed in vacuum at room temperature. The
black solid residue was washed with THF (60 ml) to remove monomeric byproducts and
extracted with MeCN (2×50 ml). The volume of the combined MeCN extracts was reduced
to ∼40 ml and stored over night at −20 ◦C. The black microcrystalline precipitate formed,
was filtered off, washed with Et2O (10 ml) and dried over night in vacuum to afford the
product (0.20 g, 0.23 mmol, 11 %). 1H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ= 1.04 (sbr, NEt4),
3.10 (sbr, NEt4), 4.75 (sbr, {N2}-ligand), 6.50 (sbr, {N2}-ligand), 7.02 (sbr, {N2}-ligand),
7.74 (sbr, {N2}-ligand), 10.17 (sbr with shoulder, {N2}-ligand). MS (ESI+): m/z (%) = 985
(100) [M + NEt4]+, 1841 (75) [2 M + NEt4]+. MS (ESI−): m/z (%) = 559 (62) [M− 2
NEt4−Cl]−, 724 (30) [M−NEt4]−, 1002 (100) [M− NEt4− 2 Cl + {N2}-ligand]−. UV-Vis
(DMF solution): λmax [nm] (ε [m−1cm−1]) = 281 (' 37000), ' 425 (sh, ' 8600), 521 (10400),
' 609 (sh, ' 7900), 697 (sh, 2500). HRMS (ESI+): Calcd. (m/z) for C49H80Cl2Fe2N5S2:
985.3957. Found: 985.3931.

Tetraethylammonium)-[Bis-(meso-phenyl-diskatylato)-ferrate(III)]
(35) and Bis-(tetraethylammonium)-bis-[(meso-phenyl-diskatyl-
ato)-(µ-sulfido)-ferrate(III)] (34).

A solution of n-BuLi (3.0 m in hexanes, 2.13 ml, 6.39 mmol) was added dropwise to a stirred
solution of 2, 2′-(phenylmethylene)-bis-(3-methyl-1H-indole) XXII (1.11 g, 3.17 mmol) in
THF (40 ml) at 0 ◦C and the resulting mixture was stirred for 1 h at room temperature
to form an orange solution. The thus obtained solution of the deprotonated ligand was
precooled to 0 ◦C and added dropwise during 10 minutes to a solution of (NEt4)2[Fe2S2Cl4]
2 (0.96 g, 1.66 mmol) in MeCN (80 ml) at −40 ◦C. The resulting reaction mixture was
gradually warmed up from −40 ◦C to room temperature during ∼3 h and stirring continued
over night at room temperature. Subsequently all volatiles were removed in vacuum at
room temperature. The black solid residue was extracted with THF (60 ml) to separate
the monomeric complex (NEt4)[Fe{N2}2] 35. The THF filtrate was concentrated to dryness
and the residual crude complex recrystallized from MeCN / Et2O (20 ml / 60 ml, the MeCN
solution of the complex was layered with Et2O, diffusion at room temperature; subsequent
cooling to−20 ◦C completes product precipitation) to afford the monomeric product. Yield:
1.00 g, 1.13 mmol, 68 % (if one Fe per cluster core is reactive in the formation of this
species; the yield is 34 % if both irons are convertible to the monomeric iron complex).
1H NMR (200 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ= 1.02 (sbr, 24H, NEt4), 3.10 (sbr, 16H, NEt4), 5.97 (sbr,
1H, {N2}-ligand), 6.80 - 7.35 (four partially overlapping broad singlets, 11H, {N2}-ligand),
10.43 (sbr, 2H, {N2}-ligand). MS (ESI+): m/z (%) = 1012 (100) [M + NEt4]+, 1048 (75)
[M + NEt4 + Cl]+. MS (ESI−) m/z (%): 752 (100) [M−NEt4]−. UV-Vis (MeCN solution):
λmax [nm] (ε [m−1cm−1]) = 225 (' 78000), 286 (24500), 292 (24000), ' 498 (broad, ' 4000),
' 650 (broad, ∼3500). HRMS (ESI+): Calcd. (m/z) for C66H80FeN6: 1012.5790. Found:
1012.5785.
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The residual solid (left over after THF extraction) was stirred for 3 h in a mixture of
DMF (30 ml) and MeCN (30 ml) and filtered. The filtrate was kept at −30 ◦C over 2 d,
causing product precipitation. Filtrating, rinsing with Et2O and drying in vacuum afford
the analytically pure (NEt4)2[{N2}Fe2S2{N}2] cluster 34. Yield: 75 mg, 66µmol, 4 %.
The DMF / MeCN filtrate does not contain further amounts of the product, but minor
amounts of (NEt4)2[{N2}Fe2S2Cl2] 33, some NEt4Cl and the tetraethylammonium salt of
the {N2}-ligand. 1H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ= 1.04 (sbr, NEt4), 3.10 (sbr, NEt4),
4.96 (sbr, {N2}-ligand), 6.23 (sbr, {N2}-ligand), 7.09 (sbr, {N2}-ligand), 7.74 (sbr, {N2}-
ligand), 10.15 (sbr, {N2}-ligand), 10.50 (sbr, {N2}-ligand). MS (ESI+) m/z (%): 1062 (25)
[M + NEt4]+, 1514 (100) [M− 2 NEt4 + {N2}-ligand + S]+. MS (ESI−): m/z (%) = 1002
(100) [M−NEt4]−, 1052 (65) [M− 2 NEt4 + {N2}-ligand + S]−. UV-Vis (DMF solution):
λmax [nm] (ε [m−1cm−1]) = 297 (32000), ' 435 (sh, ' 8300), ' 503 (sh, ' 9100), 562 (10300),
' 620 (sh, ' 8000). HRMS (ESI+): Calcd. (m/z) for C74H100Fe2N7S2: 1262.6180. Found:
1262.6146.
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9.4 DFT Calculations

DFT calculations were performed with the Turbomole 5.9 software[249] using the Becke-
Perdew-1986 functional (BP86)[250, 251] and the def2-SVP basis set[252]. Electric field gra-
dients were calculated with the same method. Atoms-in-molecules (AIM) analysis[253, 254]

was performed with the Gaussian-03 software,[255] with the B3LYP method[256, 257] and
the DZpdf basis set[258] for Fe and the 6-31G* basis set[259] for all the other atoms . For
technical reasons, the latter calculations were performed only for the ferromagnetically
coupled state. Atom coordinates were obtained from the crystal structure data, geometry
optimization was carried out with the Turbomole RELAX module. The 11X state of the
all-ferric 32 readily converged in SCF energy on the crystal coordinates and was subse-
quently optimized in geometry. The thus obtained optimized atom coordinates were then
used in a spin-unrestricted RI-DFT energy optimization affording the 1X state of 32. The
alpha and beta files of the latter calculation could then be used as an initial guess for the
calculation of the 1X state on the original crystal structure coordinates of 32. SCF energy
convergence of the 2X state of the one-electron reduced 1 proceeded without complications.
Solvent effects were simulated utilizing the COSMO module. In order to verify DFT cal-
culation results, electrical field gradients at the positions of the iron nucleii were calculated
for 32 and 32red. Theoretical quadrupole splittings show the correct trend compared to
the experimental ∆EQ values, but differ by a constant factor. Selected DFT data for 32
and 32red are summarized in Tables 9.1 - 9.3. Illustrations of spin densities and molecular
orbitals were prepared using the VMD 1.8.6 software[260] or the Molden software[261] and
ray-traced using the POV-Ray 3.6 software[262] package.

Table 9.1: Selected DFT details for calculations on optimized coordinates of 32 and
32red in either the ferromagnetic (F ) or antiferromagnetic (AF ) spin state.

SCF-energy (a.u.) E(AF )−E(F ) [kJ/mol]

vacuum COSMO a vacuum COSMO a

32 (11X =F ) −5503.243231303 −5503.454338313
91 87

32 (1X =AF ) −5503.277923875 −5503.487475281

32red (12X =F ) −5503.075949623 −5503.489832890
137 199

32red (2X =AF ) −5503.128306866 −5503.565749476

(a) A dielectric constant ε= 37.5 for MeCN was used in this calculations.
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Table 9.2: Details for calculations of EFG-tensors of 32 on crystal structure coordinates.

Fe a eigenvalues of EFG-tensorb calcd. ∆EQ
[mm/s] c

Vxx Vyy Vzz

32 (11X =F )
Fe1 1.078·10−1 1.648·10−1 −2.726·10−1 0.44
Fe2 2.461·10−2 7.383·10−2 −9.844·10−2 0.17

32 (1X =AF )
Fe1 1.179·10−1 2.770·10−1 −3.949·10−1 0.66
Fe2 1.403·10−3 1.049·10−1 −1.063·10−1 0.20

(a) Fe1 = {N}-coordinate, Fe2 = {S}-coordinate. (b) The three eigenvalues of the electrical field gradi-
ent tensor (EFG tensor) are given in atomic units (1 a.u. = 9.72·1021 V/m2). (c) Theoretical quadrupole
splittings were calculated according to ∆EQ = 1

2eQVzz · (1 + η2/3)1/2, where the quadrupole moment
Q is 0.16 barn (0.16·10−28 m2) for 57Fe, Vzz is the main value of the EFG, η= (Vxx − Vyy)/Vzz (with
|Vxx| < |Vyy| < |Vzz|) and 1 mm/s = 4.8075·10−8 eV.

Table 9.3: Details for calculations of EFG-tensors of 32 and 32red on optimized coordi-
nates.

Fe a eigenvalues of EFG-tensorb calcd. ∆EQ
[mm/s] c

Vxx Vyy Vzz

32 (11X =F )
Fe1 1.585·10−1 1.956·10−1 −3.541·10−1 0.57
Fe2 1.024·10−1 1.420·10−1 −2.444·10−1 0.40

32 (1X =AF )
Fe1 2.491·10−1 2.629·10−1 −5.120·10−1 0.83
Fe2 −1.373·10−2 −1.260·10−1 1.398·10−1 0.25

32red (12X =F )
Fe1 1.608·10−1 2.162·10−1 −3.770·10−1 0.61
Fe2 8.449·10−2 2.010·10−1 −2.855·10−1 0.47

32red (2X =AF )
Fe1 1.717·10−1 6.847·10−1 −8.563·10−1 1.47
Fe2 1.378·10−1 5.601·10−1 −6.979·10−1 1.20

(a) Fe1 = {N}-coordinate, Fe2 = {S}-coordinate. (b) The three eigenvalues of the electrical field gradi-
ent tensor (EFG tensor) are given in atomic units (1 a.u. = 9.72·1021 V/m2). (c) Theoretical quadrupole
splittings were calculated according to ∆EQ = 1

2eQVzz · (1 + η2/3)1/2, where the quadrupole moment
Q is 0.16 barn (0.16·10−28 m2) for 57Fe, Vzz is the main value of the EFG, η= (Vxx − Vyy)/Vzz (with
|Vxx| < |Vyy| < |Vzz|) and 1 mm/s = 4.8075·10−8 eV.
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9.5 Mössbauer Experiments

Mössbauer spectra were recorded on an alternating constant-acceleration spectrometer
(WissEl). Isomer shifts are given relative to iron metal at RT. The experimental data
were fitted with Lorentzian line shapes using the program MFit (by E. Bill).

Table 9.4: Best fit parameters for Mössbauer data presented in this work together with
data for selected literature-known [2Fe–2S] clusters.

compound δ [mm/s] ∆EQ [mm/s] Γ [mm/s]

1[134], a 0.28 0.36 0.26

2 0.37 0.82 0.34

4[141], b 0.26 0.49 n / a

5 0.27 0.61 0.32

6 0.30 0.60 0.43

7a[134], b 0.28 0.32 0.26

8a 0.33 1.15 0.32

8b[141], b 0.35 1.02 n / a

10 0.30 0.40 0.28

11a 0.28 0.77 0.32

11b 0.28 0.86 0.27

11c 0.29 0.83 0.41

25C 0.30 0.44 0.36

25O 0.29 0.42 0.33

25S 0.29 0.44 0.32

26C 0.30 0.56 0.44

26O 0.32 0.56 0.36

26S 0.39 0.61 0.37

29a 0.22 0.90 0.28

29b 0.24 0.97 0.30

29c 0.23 0.89 0.34

30[222], b 0.25 0.90 0.24

31a 0.27 0.82 0.32

31b 0.26 0.84 0.36

32 0.26 / 0.27 0.49 / 0.98 0.26 / 0.26

33 0.32 / 0.32 0.99 / 0.72 0.36 / 0.36

34 0.42 0.94 0.63

(a) Recorded at 4.2 K. (b) Recorded at 77 K.
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9.6 Magnetic Susceptibility Measurements

Temperature-dependent magnetic susceptibilities of powdered samples were measured by
using a SQUID magnetometer (Quantum Design MPMS-5S or MPMS-7) at 0.5 T or 1.0 T.
Simulation of the experimental magnetic data with a full-matrix diagonalization of ex-
change coupling and Zeeman splitting was performed with the julX program (by E. Bill):

H=−2J ~S1 · ~S2 + gµB( ~S1 + ~S2) · ~B. Before simulation the experimental data were cor-
rected for the underlying diamagnetism by using tabulated Pascal constants (incremental
method) and for temperature-independent paramagnetism (TIP ). A Curie-Weiss-behaved
paramagnetic impurity (PI) with spin S= 5/2 was included: χ= (1 − PI) ·χ+PI ·χmono.

Table 9.5: Best fit parameters for magnetic susceptibility measurements.

compound J [cm−1] a PI [%]
χ(TIP )

[10−6 cm3mol−1]
θmono [K] B-field [T]

5 −159 2.6 7.3 −10.0 0.5

6 −199 1.2 760.0 −3.0 1.0

8a −188 2.5 350.0 −3.0 1.0

10 −176 2.8 104.1 −10.0 0.5

11a −179 1.7 35.3 −1.5 0.5

11b −158 0.9 10.1 −5.0 0.5

11c −141 9.0 20.1 −1.5 0.5

25C −197 1.7 100.0 −3.0 1.0

25O −180 0.5 405.0 −2.0 1.0

25S b −181 0.8 300.0 −2.5 1.0

26C −204 1.6 100.0 −3.0 1.0

26O c −158 2.3 500.0 −2.0 1.0

26S −126 5.8 0.0 −1.0 1.0

29a −165 0.9 756.5 −7.5 1.0

29b −167 2.2 459.9 −7.5 1.0

29c −168 0.8 780.4 −7.5 1.0

31a −199 3.4 32.0 −7.5 1.0

32 −161 3.1 28.9 −1.0 0.5

33 −184 3.0 29.6 −5.0 0.5

34 −172 3.9 40.3 −5.0 0.5

(a) g-values fixed to 2.000, unless noted otherwise. (b) g-value fitted to 1.898. (c) g-value fitted to 1.855.
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9.7 Electrochemical Measurements

Cyclic voltammetry at room temperature was performed with a potentiostat / galvanostat
Perkin-Elmer Model 263A with glassy carbon working electrode and platinum reference
and counter electrodes in DMF / 0.1 m NBu4PF6 or MeCN / 0.1 m NBu4PF6. Ferrocene or
decamethylferrocene was used as internal standard (added after the measurements) and all
potentials are referenced relative to the Cp∗2Fe / Cp∗2Fe+ couple.[145, 146] Cyclic voltammetry
and coulometric experiments at −25 ◦C were performed with an EG&G 273A potentio-
stat / galvanostat. Voltammograms were recorded by using a three electrode arrangement
with a glassy carbon working electrode (2 mm diameter), a Ag / 0.01 m AgNO3 reference
electrode and a Pt wire counter electrode. Ferrocene was added as an internal standard
after the measurements and all potentials are referenced relative to the Cp∗2Fe / Cp∗2Fe+

couple.[145, 146] All coulometric experiments were performed under an argon atmosphere.
Electronic spectra during coulometric measurements were recorded with an HP 8452A
diode array spectrometer (range: 190 - 1100 nm).

Table 9.6: Electrochemical data for all cluster compounds presented in this work together
with the corresponding data for selected literature-known examples.

compound solvent a E1/2 [V]b Ec
p /Ea

p [V]b

1[132, 134], c DMF −1.51 −1.57 /−1.45

2[137, 236], c, d MeCN irrev. −1.02 /−0.77

3[34], e, f THF irrev. −0.92 / —

4[141], c, d, g DMF irrev. −1.30 / —

5 g DMF irrev. −1.24 / —

6 g DMF irrev. −1.19 /'−1.10

7a[134], h MeCN −1.11 −1.22 /−1.00

7b[132], h MeCN −1.09 −1.22 /−0.96

7c MeCN irrev. −1.35 / —

7d MeCN −1.01 −1.08 /−0.93

7e MeCN −0.93 −0.99 /−0.87

7f [151], h MeCN −1.13 −1.25 /−1.00

8a MeCN −0.99 −1.12 /−0.87

8b[141], c, d MeCN irrev. −1.22 /—

10 DMF irrev. −1.05 / —

11a MeCN −0.96 −1.01 /−0.90

11b MeCN −1.14 −1.19 /−1.09

11c e MeCN −1.43 −1.54 /−1.32

25C DMF irrev. −1.24 / —

25O DMF irrev. −1.32 /−0.35
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

25S DMF irrev. −1.14 /−0.54

26C DMF irrev. −1.24 / —

26O DMF irrev. −1.48 /'−1.05

26S DMF irrev. −0.99 /'−0.81

29a DMF −1.19 −1.25 /−1.13

29b DMF −1.25 −1.35 /−1.14

29c DMF −1.31 −1.44 /−1.18

30[222], i DMF −0.82 not reported

31a e DMF −0.84 −0.93 /−0.76

31b e DMF −0.73 −0.83 /−0.63

32 DMF −1.35 −1.40 /−1.30

33 DMF irrev. −1.25 / —

34 DMF irrev. −1.22 / —

(a) Recorded at RT in presence of NBu4PF6 (0.2 m) at a scan rate of 100 mV/s. (b) Decamethylferrocene
was used as internal standard unless noted otherwise. All potentials are referenced or recalibrated to the
Cp∗2Fe / Cp∗2Fe+ couple. Listed potentials correspond to the [2Fe–2S]2+ / [2Fe–2S]+ couple. Irreversible (at
RT) redox waves corresponding to the [2Fe–2S]+ / [2Fe–2S]0 couple were observed in some cases at lower
potentials. (c) Recorded vs. SCE and recalibrated to the Cp∗2Fe / Cp∗2Fe+ couple. (d) Recorded in presence
of NBu4ClO4 (0.1 m). (e) Ferrocene was used as internal standard. (f) Detail not reported. (g) Recorded
at a scan rate of 200 mV/s. (h) Values are identical or – in case of different experimental conditions – in
agreement with those reported in literature. (i) A mercury dropping electrode was used.
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Crystallography

The crystal data and details of the data collections are collected in Tables 10.1 - 10.10. X-
ray data were collected on a Bruker SMART 6000 4K CCD diffractometer (monochromated
Cu-Kα radiation, λ= 1.54178 Å, ω scans) at −173 ◦C, on a STOE IPDS II diffractometer
(graphite monochromated Mo-Kα radiation, λ= 0.71073 Å, ω scans) at −140 ◦C or on a
four-circle diffractometer (QUATERMAS) with CCD detector (graphite-monochromated
Mo-Kα radiation, λ= 0.71073 Å, ϕ and ω scans) at −140 ◦C. The structures were solved
by direct methods and refined on F 2 using all reflections with SHELX-97 or SHELXL-
97.[263–265] Most non-hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically. Hydrogen atoms were
placed in calculated positions and assigned to an isotropic displacement parameter of
0.08 Å2. Face-indexed absorption corrections for 7f, 8a, 11a′, 11a, 11b, 11c, 25C, 25O,
25S, 26C, 26O, 29b and 32 were performed numerically with the program X-RED.[266]

The cationic NEt+
4 moieties in 7d and 7e are disordered about two positions. The respec-

tive occupancy factors were refined to 0.639(6) / 0.361(6) and 0.725(15) / 0.275(15). The
absolute structure parameter for 7f was determined according to the method of Flack with
SHELXL-97 and refined to 0.617(6).[267] SADABS was used to perform area-detector scaling
and absorption corrections for 7e.[268] One cationic NEt+

4 moiety in 11a′ and one MeCN
solvent molecule in 11c are disordered about two positions. The respective occupancy
factors were refined to 0.719(5) / 0.281(5) (11a′)) and 0.657(10) / 0.343(10) (11c). For
the disordered NEt+

4 in 11a′ SADI restraints (d (N/C-C) = 1.51 Å) and EADP constraints
were used to model the disorder. Atoms of the disordered parts of 25C were refined
isotropically. The ethyl groups of 25C and the acetonitrile solvent molecule were found
to be disordered about two positions ((occupancy factors of 0.562(16) / 0.438(16) (C8),
0.681(16) / 0.319(16) (C16), and 0.64(3) / 0.36(3) (N3, C33, C34)). Additionally two NEt+

4

cations in 25C are disordered about special positions and were refined with fixed occu-
pancy factors of 0.5. DFIX restraints (Ph-Et: d (C-C) = 1.51 Å; MeCN: d (C-C) = 1.47 Å,
d (C≡N) = 1.14 Å; NEt+

4 : d (C-C/N) = 1.51 Å) and EADP constraints (C16A/B) were used
to model the disorder. Crystals of 26S are non-merohedrally twinned (ratio of the two
twin components approximately 70 : 30, twinlaw 1, 0, 0 / 0, −1, 0 /−0.35, 0, −1) and the
reflection data for refinement were prepared using the program X-AREA.[269] The abso-
lute structure parameter of 26S (x=−0.01(4)) was determined according to Flack with

141
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SHELX-97.[267] SADABS was used to perform area-detector scaling and absorption cor-
rections for 29a.[268] One cationic NEt+

4 moiety in 29a is disordered about two positions.
The respective occupancy factors were refined to 0.8956(16) / 0.1044(16). In 32 and 34
some of the NEt+

4 moieties were found to be disordered. In case of 32 one NEt+
4 is disor-

dered about a 2-fold rotation axis and additionally about two positions and was refined
with a fixed occupancy factor of 0.25 for each position. DFIX restraints (d (N-C) = 1.51 Å,
d (C-C) = 1.51 Å) and EADP constraints were used to model the disorder. For a second di-
sordered NEt+

4 in 32 SADI restraints (d (C-C) = 1.51 Å) and EADP constraints were used
to model the disorder. EADP constraints were also applied for the disordered NEt+

4 in
34. The unit cell of 32 contains disordered DMF solvent molecules that occupy an area
of 577.6 Å3 (5.7). No satisfactory model for the disorder could be found, and for further
refinement the contribution of the missing solvent molecule (total electron count 137) was
subtracted from the reflection data by the SQUEEZE[270] routine of the PLATON[271] pro-
gram. Crystals of 33 are non-merohedrally twinned (ratio of the two twin components
0.548(1) : 0.452(1), twinlaw −l, −0.03, 0 /−0.03, 1, 0 / 0, 0.02, −1) and the reflection data
for refinement were prepared using the program X-AREA.[269]

Supplementary crystallographic data can be obtained free of charge from the Cambridge
Crystallographic Data Centre via www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/data request/cif: CCDC-689045
(Va), CCDC-273911 (29a), CCDC-273912 (29b), CCDC-273913 (29c), CCDC-692367
(32), CCDC-692368 (33) and CCDC-692369 (34).
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Table 10.1: Crystal data and refinement details.

compound Va 7c 7d

empirical formula C12H6Cl4S2
[C32H36Fe2S6]2−, [C32H36Fe2S6]2−,
2 (C8H20N+) 2 (C8H20N+)

formula weight 356.09 985.17 985.17

T [K] 133(2) 100(2) 100(2)

crystal size [mm] 0.50× 0.50× 0.42 0.20× 0.20× 0.20 0.20× 0.20× 0.20

crystal system monoclinic monoclinic monoclinic

space group P21/c (No. 14) P21/n (No. 14) P21/n (No. 14)

a [Å] 13.4957(6) 11.86(11) 10.060(1)

b [Å] 13.4293(5) 16.79(17) 16.140(1)

c [Å] 7.6701(3) 13.23(7) 15.700(1)

α [◦] 90 90 90

β [◦] 99.860(3) 106.1(3) 97.94(2)

γ [◦] 90 90 90

V [Å3] 1369.58(10) 2532(37) 2524.7(5)

ρcalcd. [g cm−3] 1.727 1.292 1.293

Z 4 2 2

F (000) 712 1052 1048

µ [mm−1] 1.144 (Mo-Kα) 7.151 (Cu-Kα) 7.171 (Cu-Kα)

Tmax /Tmin 0.6920 / 0.4990 – / – – / –

hkl range ±17, −17 - 16, −9 - 7 ±13, ±18, ±14 ±10, ±16, ±16

θ range [◦] 2.16 - 26.96 4.36 - 59.19 3.95 - 54.19

measured refl. 13164 32320 29576

unique refl. [Rint] 2896 [0.0319] 3646 [0.0427] 3083 [0.0587]

observed refl. I > 2σ(I) 2767 3403 2738

Refined parameters 169 264 342

restraints 0 212 414

goodness-of-fit 1.077 1.034 1.045

R1, wR2(I > 2σ(I)) 0.0260, 0.0658 0.0304, 0.0795 0.0369, 0.0865

R1, wR2 (all data) 0.0278, 0.0668 0.0332, 0.0814 0.0442, 0.0907

resid. el. dens. [e Å−3] 0.624 /−0.437 0.228 /−0.282 0.537 /−0.293
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Table 10.2: Crystal data and refinement details.

compound 7e 7f 8a

[C32H36Fe2S6]2−, [C24H16F4Fe2S6]2−, [C24H8O4S2Fe2]2−,
empirical formula 2 (C8H20N+) 2 (C8H20N+) 2 (C8H20N+),

3 THF

formula weight 985.17 944.93 1296.54

T [K] 133(2) 133(2) 133(2)

crystal size [mm] 0.80× 0.40× 0.10 0.50× 0.41× 0.05 0.50× 0.33× 0.25

crystal system monoclinic triclinic triclinic

space group P21/c (No. 14) P1 (No. 1) P1 (No. 2)

a [Å] 17.958(4) 8.7961(2) 9.1684(5)

b [Å] 18.794(4) 15.7706(3) 16.8066(8)

c [Å] 16.390(3) 16.0927(3) 20.4441(10)

α [◦] 90 86.266(2) 79.572(4)

β [◦] 111.11(3) 87.872(2) 81.551(4)

γ [◦] 90 80.465(2) 77.079(4)

V [Å3] 5160.4(18) 2196.07(8) 3001.1(3)

ρcalcd. [g cm−3] 1.268 1.429 1.435

Z 4 2 2

F (000) 2104 988 1348

µ [mm−1] 0.838 (Mo-Kα) 0.994 (Mo-Kα) 0.958 (Mo-Kα)

Tmax /Tmin 0.9209 / 0.5537 0.9687 / 0.5999 0.7767 / 0.4952

hkl range −24 - 19, ±25, ±22 −11 - 10, ±20, ±20 ±10, ±19, ±24

θ range [◦] 2.17 - 29.53 1.77 - 26.96 1.49 - 24.79

measured refl. 41559 68964 55140

unique refl. [Rint] 13443 [0.0260] 18276 [0.0427] 10268 [0.0918]

observed refl. I > 2σ(I) 11327 17248 8180

Refined parameters 617 990 666

restraints 408 3 0

goodness-of-fit 1.048 1.005 1.018

R1, wR2(I > 2σ(I)) 0.0298, 0.0657 0.0252, 0.0587 0.0375, 0.0950

R1, wR2 (all data) 0.0410, 0.0697 0.0277, 0.0593 0.0486, 0.0983

resid. el. dens. [e Å−3] 0.328 /−0.290 0.258 /−0.446 0.622 /−0.595
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Table 10.3: Crystal data and refinement details.

compound 11a 11a′ 11b

[C24H8Cl8S6Fe2]2−, [C24H8Cl8S6Fe2]2−, [C24H16S6Fe2]2−,

empirical formula
2 (C8H20N+), (C8H20N+), 2 (C8H20N+)
2 MeCN (C10H10Co+),

MeCN

formula weight 1226.57 1244.38 868.93

T [K] 133(2) 133(2) 133(2)

crystal size [mm] 0.50× 0.39× 0.21 0.50× 0.41× 0.33 0.50× 0.36× 0.04

crystal system monoclinic triclinic monoclinic

space group P21/n (No. 14) P1 (No. 2) C2/c (No. 15)

a [Å] 11.656(2) 14.1135(8) 15.9479(4)

b [Å] 25.766(5) 19.3727(9) 10.8406(4)

c [Å] 18.583(4) 21.7784(11) 24.9594(6)

α [◦] 90 110.516(4) 90

β [◦] 102.56(3) 91.699(4) 90.894(2)

γ [◦] 90 110.553(4) 90

V [Å3] 5447.8(19) 5142.2(5) 4314.6(2)

ρcalcd. [g cm−3] 1.495 1.607 1.338

Z 4 4 4

F (000) 2520 2520 1832

µ [mm−1] 1.191 (Mo-Kα) 1.570 (Mo-Kα) 0.993 (Mo-Kα)

Tmax /Tmin 0.7467 / 0.4728 0.6872 / 0.3840 0.9856 / 0.6610

hkl range ±13, ±30, ±21 ±16, −21 - 22, ±25 −20 - 18, ±13, ±31

θ range [◦] 1.37 - 24.85 1.22 - 24.81 1.63 - 26.72

measured refl. 102247 30132 24789

unique refl. [Rint] 9395 [0.0841] 9684 [0.0429] 4569 [0.0470]

observed refl. I > 2σ(I) 7655 6645 4003

Refined parameters 587 1125 230

restraints 0 34 0

goodness-of-fit 1.009 1.012 1.041

R1, wR2(I > 2σ(I)) 0.0254, 0.0617 0.0475, 0.1261 0.0278, 0.0701

R1, wR2 (all data) 0.0344, 0.0634 0.0717, 0.1353 0.0334, 0.0721

resid. el. dens. [e Å−3] 0.344 /−0.418 0.792 /−0.761 0.366 /−0.383
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Table 10.4: Crystal data and refinement details.

compound 11c 13 23

[C56H80S6Fe2]2−, [C56H40S12Fe4]2−, [C30H12F10N4Fe],
empirical formula 2 (C8H20N+), 2 (C24H20P+), C6H6

4 MeCN DMF

formula weight 1481.98 2072.84 752.39

T [K] 133(2) 133(2) 133(2)

crystal size [mm] 0.48× 0.41× 0.33 0.49× 0.20× 0.05 0.45× 0.19× 0.11

crystal system triclinic monoclinic orthorhombic

space group P1 (No. 2) P2/c (No. 13) P212121 (No. 19)

a [Å] 12.4568(7) 13.8619(4) 7.9696(2)

b [Å] 13.0536(7) 11.6418(2) 15.6532(4)

c [Å] 15.6085(9) 29.9323(8) 25.3709(8)

α [◦] 90.433(4) 90 90

β [◦] 107.152(4) 101.204(2) 90

γ [◦] 117.565(4) 90 90

V [Å3] 2118.6(2) 4738.3(2) 3165.01(15)

ρcalcd. [g cm−3] 1.162 1.453 1.579

Z 1 2 4

F (000) 802 2140 1512

µ [mm−1] 0.533 (Mo-Kα) 0.950 (Mo-Kα) 0.570 (Mo-Kα)

Tmax /Tmin 0.8675 / 0.7570 0.9591 / 0.7443 0.9553 / 0.8289

hkl range ±14, −15 - 14, ±18
±17, −12 - 14, −10 - 9, ±19, ±31−37 - 36

θ range [◦] 1.79 - 24.80 1.39 - 26.60 1.53 - 26.57

measured refl. 30968 38943 30017

unique refl. [Rint] 7260 [0.0325] 9636 [0.0488] 6579 [0.0295]

observed refl. I > 2σ(I) 6288 7837 6194

Refined parameters 460 570 491

restraints 0 6 0

goodness-of-fit 1.054 1.032 1.031

R1, wR2(I > 2σ(I)) 0.0283, 0.0751 0.0344, 0.0721 0.0232, 0.0568

R1, wR2 (all data) 0.0341, 0.0769 0.0485, 0.0758 0.0258, 0.0575

resid. el. dens. [e Å−3] 0.375 /−0.232 0.510 /−0.691 0.188 /−0.249
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Table 10.5: Crystal data and refinement details.

compound 23-b 25C 25O

[C30H12F10N4Fe], [C32H36Fe2S6]2−, [C28H28Fe2O4S6]2−,
empirical formula C7H8 2 (C8H20N+), 2 (C8H20N+)

2 MeCN

formula weight 766.42 1067.28 993.06

T [K] 133(2) 133(2) 133(2)

crystal size [mm] 0.51× 0.48× 0.42 0.50× 0.47× 0.45 0.46× 0.38× 0.15

crystal system orthorhombic monoclinic monoclinic

space group P212121 (No. 19) C2/c (No. 15) P21/c (No. 14)

a [Å] 7.8587(2) 17.7778(8) 9.9311(4)

b [Å] 15.9633(4) 14.5054(5) 21.7363(7)

c [Å] 25.7229(8) 22.5604(11) 22.5717(10)

α [◦] 90 90 90

β [◦] 90 97.015(4) 94.367(3)

γ [◦] 90 90 90

V [Å3] 3226.96(15) 5774.2(4) 4858.3(3)

ρcalcd. [g cm−3] 1.578 1.228 1.358

Z 4 4 4

F (000) 1544 2280 2104

µ [mm−1] 0.560 (Mo-Kα) 0.755 (Mo-Kα) 0.897 (Mo-Kα)

Tmax /Tmin 0.7875 / 0.7148 0.7364 / 0.6709 0.8490 / 0.6252

hkl range ±10, ±20, ±33 ±20, ±17, ±26 −11 - 10, ±25, ±26

θ range [◦] 1.58 - 27.35 1.82 - 24.81 1.30 - 24.85

measured refl. 79538 41296 67941

unique refl. [Rint] 7261 [0.0352] 4967 [0.0297] 8378 [0.0660]

observed refl. I > 2σ(I) 6781 4604 6504

Refined parameters 470 292 535

restraints 0 24 0

goodness-of-fit 1.086 1.119 1.017

R1, wR2(I > 2σ(I)) 0.0250, 0.0646 0.0800, 0.1919 0.0273, 0.0588

R1, wR2 (all data) 0.0274, 0.0653 0.0837, 0.1934 0.0416, 0.0610

resid. el. dens. [e Å−3] 0.217 /−0.274 1.057 /−0.650 0.314 /−0.214
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Table 10.6: Crystal data and refinement details.

compound 25S 26C 26O

empirical formula
[C28H28Fe2S10]2−, [C26H20Fe2S6]2−, [C24H16Fe2O2S6]2−,
2 (C8H20N+) 2 (C8H20N+) 2 (C8H20N+)

formula weight 1057.30 896.98 900.93

T [K] 133(2) 133(2) 133(2)

crystal size [mm] 0.43× 0.37× 0.25 0.38× 0.32× 0.26 0.40× 0.36× 0.32

crystal system monoclinic monoclinic monoclinic

space group P21/n (No. 14) P21/n (No. 14) P21/c (No. 14)

a [Å] 10.7835(4) 11.4189(6) 16.1247(6)

b [Å] 17.5216(6) 11.5647(4) 13.3743(4)

c [Å] 14.4262(6) 16.5968(9) 19.7471(7)

α [◦] 90 90 90

β [◦] 109.692(3) 95.162(4) 90.234(3)

γ [◦] 90 90 90

V [Å3] 2566.34(17) 2182.82(18) 4258.6(3)

ρcalcd. [g cm−3] 1.368 1.365 1.405

Z 2 2 4

F (000) 1116 948 1896

µ [mm−1] 1.004 (Mo-Kα) 0.983 (Mo-Kα) 1.012 (Mo-Kα)

Tmax /Tmin 0.8188 / 0.6693 0.8154 / 0.6726 0.7843 / 0.6765

hkl range
−13 - 12, ±21, −12 - 13, ±13, ±20, ±17, ±25±17 ±19

θ range [◦] 1.90 - 25.90 2.08 - 24.78 1.84 - 27.38

measured refl. 43925 29971 82478

unique refl. [Rint] 4969 [0.0500] 3750 [0.0449] 9602 [0.0446]

observed refl. I > 2σ(I) 4464 3336 7608

Refined parameters 268 239 47

restraints 0 0 0

goodness-of-fit 1.043 1.039 1.038

R1, wR2(I > 2σ(I)) 0.0247, 0.0653 0.0227, 0.0595 0.0279, 0.0654

R1, wR2 (all data) 0.0289, 0.0667 0.0269, 0.0606 0.0410, 0.0683

resid. el. dens. [e Å−3] 0.300 /−0.197 0.294 /−0.206 0.329 /−0.272
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Table 10.7: Crystal data and refinement details.

compound 26S 27N 27O

empirical formula
[C24H16Fe2S8]2−, [C26H22S4N2Fe]−, [C24H16O2S4Fe]−,
2 (C8H20N+) (C8H20N+) (C8H20N+), Et2O

formula weight 933.05 676.80 724.83

T [K] 133(2) 133(2) 133(2)

crystal size [mm] 0.32× 0.07× 0.06 0.50× 0.42× 0.36 0.50× 0.41× 0.31

crystal system monoclinic monoclinic orthorombic

space group P21 (No. 14) P21/c (No. 14) P c c n (No. 56)

a [Å] 9.4152(7) 27.3422(10) 16.2962(4)

b [Å] 13.1074(11) 14.6841(3) 32.5862(10)

c [Å] 17.7976(16) 16.5464(6) 14.7324(4)

α [◦] 90 90 90

β [◦] 95.289(6) 101.474(3) 90

γ [◦] 90 90 90

V [Å3] 2187.0(3) 6510.5(4) 7823.4(4)

ρcalcd. [g cm−3] 1.417 1.381 1.231

Z 2 8 8

F (000) 980 2856 3064

µ [mm−1] 1.076 (Mo-Kα) 0.749 (Mo-Kα) 0.632 (Mo-Kα)

Tmax /Tmin – / – 0.8210 / 0.6427 0.8718 / 0.7183

hkl range
−10 - 11, ±15, ±32, −17 - 15, ±19 −17 - 19, ±38, ±17−21 - 20

θ range [◦] 2.17 - 24.85 1.52 - 24.75 1.25 - 24.85

measured refl. 10276 88554 95454

unique refl. [Rint] 4981 [0.1106] 11099 [0.0614] 6765 [0.0519]

observed refl. I > 2σ(I) 3047 8557 5884

Refined parameters 477 769 446

restraints 1 0 37

goodness-of-fit 1.006 1.000 1.210

R1, wR2(I > 2σ(I)) 0.0598, 0.0976 0.0315, 0.0753 0.0757, 0.2030

R1, wR2 (all data) 0.1064, 0.1085 0.0477, 0.0795 0.0845, 0.2068

resid. el. dens. [e Å−3] 0.457 /−0.330 0.300 /−0.233 1.369 /−0.530
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Table 10.8: Crystal data and refinement details.

compound 27P 27S 29a

[C36H26S4P2Fe]−, [C24H16S6Fe]−, [C22H24Fe2N4S2]2−,
empirical formula (C8H20N+) (C8H20N+), 2 (C8H20N+)

2 DMF

formula weight 834.85 829.02 780.77

T [K] 133(2) 133(2) 100(2)

crystal size [mm] 0.50× 0.45× 0.38 0.50× 0.26× 0.05 0.10× 0.10× 0.10

crystal system monoclinic monoclinic monoclinic

space group P21 (No. 14) P21/c (No. 14) P21/n (No. 14)

a [Å] 16.4815(5) 11.0087(7) 17.555(4)

b [Å] 13.7138(6) 14.9498(6) 10.078(2)

c [Å] 17.8088(5) 24.3049(16) 22.965(5)

α [◦] 90 90 90

β [◦] 90.479(2) 100.147(5) 98.38(3)

γ [◦] 90 90 90

V [Å3] 4025.1(2) 3937.5(4) 4019.6(15)

ρcalcd. [g cm−3] 1.378 1.398 1.290

Z 4 4 4

F (000) 1748 1748 1672

µ [mm−1] 0.695 (Mo-Kα) 0.739 (Mo-Kα) 7.009 (Cu-Kα)

Tmax /Tmin 0.8136 / 0.7110 0.8970 / 0.7674 0.5408 / 0.5408

hkl range
±21, ±17, ±12, −15 - 17, ±19, ±11, ±25−22 - 23 ±28

θ range [◦] 1.87 - 27.35 1.61 - 24.76 2.97 - 60.05

measured refl. 59144 27278 17656

unique refl. [Rint] 9061 [0.0398] 6730 [0.0656] 5896 [0.0212]

observed refl. I > 2σ(I) 7592 5095 5116

Refined parameters 473 459 527

restraints 0 0 525

goodness-of-fit 1.062 1.018 1.043

R1, wR2(I > 2σ(I)) 0.0263, 0.0691 0.0417, 0.0846 0.0240, 0.0618

R1, wR2 (all data) 0.0344, 0.0709 0.0653, 0.0928 0.0303, 0.0650

resid. el. dens. [e Å−3] 0.333 /−0.227 0.327 /−0.345 0.202 /−0.255
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Table 10.9: Crystal data and refinement details.

compound 29b 29c 31a

[C42H32Fe2N4S2]2−, [C28H32Fe2N4S2]2−, [C40H24Fe2S2N8]2−,
empirical formula 2 (C8H20N+) 2 (C8H20N+), 2 (C8H20N+),

2 MeCN 2 MeCN

formula weight 1029.04 943.00 1135.10

T [K] 133(2) 133(2) 133(2)

crystal size [mm] 0.32× 0.29× 0.14 0.12× 0.11× 0.10 0.22× 0.19× 0.17

crystal system monoclinic monoclinic triclinic

space group P21/n (No. 14) P21/n (No. 14) P1 (No. 2)

a [Å] 16.4410(9) 12.215(2) 9.9057(14)

b [Å] 10.0988(6) 13.489(2) 12.4802(17)

c [Å] 17.3492(11) 15.714(2) 13.4656(19)

α [◦] 90 90 65.575(10)

β [◦] 115.351(4) 102.709(12) 73.563(11)

γ [◦] 90 90 76.717(11)

V [Å3] 2603.2(3) 2525.7(7) 1441.6(3)

ρcalcd. [g cm−3] 1.313 1.240 1.308

Z 2 2 1

F (000) 1092 1012 598

µ [mm−1] 0.682 (Mo-Kα) 0.697 (Mo-Kα) 0.625 (Mo-Kα)

Tmax /Tmin 0.9547 / 0.8694 – / – 0.9479 / 0.8152

hkl range
−19 - 18, ±11, −14 - 13, −15 - 13, −10 - 11, ±14,
±20 0 - 18 ±15

θ range [◦] 2.26 - 24.83 2.01 - 24.51 1.70 - 24.50

measured refl. 18671 6593 7557

unique refl. [Rint] 4471 [0.0413] 4032 [0.1416] 4663 [0.089]

observed refl. I > 2σ(I) 3765 1890 2236

Refined parameters 311 276 348

restraints 0 0 0

goodness-of-fit 1.017 0.929 0.914

R1, wR2(I > 2σ(I)) 0.0337, 0.0772 0.0787, 0.1283 0.0793, 0.1050

R1, wR2 (all data) 0.0443, 0.0811 0.1773, 0.1579 0.1748, 0.1302

resid. el. dens. [e Å−3] 0.335 /−0.293 0.649 /−0.466 0.466 /−0.383
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Table 10.10: Crystal data and refinement details.

compound 32 33 34

[C33H28Fe2S4N2]2−, [C25H20Fe2S2N2Cl2]2−, [C50H40Fe2S2N4]2−,
empirical formula 2 (C8H20N+) 2 (C8H20N+) 2 (C8H20N+),

2 MeCN

formula weight 953.01 855.65 1215.29

T [K] 133(2) 133(2) 133(2)

crystal size [mm] 0.40× 0.18× 0.05 0.30× 0.27× 0.25 0.48× 0.06× 0.04

crystal system monoclinic monoclinic monoclinic

space group C2/c (No. 15) Pn (No. 7) P21/n (No. 14)

a [Å] 18.2105(6) 11.4793(6) 9.2493(4)

b [Å] 22.1315(10) 11.9175(10) 23.6080(13)

c [Å] 25.6251(9) 16.5061(9) 14.5653(6)

α [◦] 90 90 90

β [◦] 100.945(3) 106.295(4) 98.659(3)

γ [◦] 90 90 90

V [Å3] 10139.7(7) 2167.4(2) 3144.2(3)

ρcalcd. [g cm−3] 1.249 1.311 1.284

Z 8 2 2

F (000) 4048 904 1292

µ [mm−1] 0.773 (Mo-Kα) 0.922 (Mo-Kα) 0.576 (Mo-Kα)

Tmax /Tmin 0.8811 / 0.6432 – / – – / –

hkl range
−23 - 22, −28 - 27, ±13, ±14, ±20 ±11, ±29, ±18−31 - 32

θ range [◦] 1.46 - 26.78 1.71 - 25.60 1.66 - 26.78

measured refl. 43914 29289 28180

unique refl. [Rint] 10757 [0.1103] 29289 [0.0000] 6678 [0.1283]

observed refl. I > 2σ(I) 6399 21215 4560

Refined parameters 565 471 442

restraints 9 2 0

goodness-of-fit 1.011 1.022 1.040

R1, wR2(I > 2σ(I)) 0.0667, 0.1306 0.0838, 0.2108 0.0584, 0.1062

R1, wR2 (all data) 0.1230, 0.1522 0.1073, 0.2259 0.1007, 0.1203

resid. el. dens. [e Å−3] 0.473 /−0.620 1.064 /−0.979 0.449 /−0.653
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Table A.1: Selected interatomic distances [Å] and angles [ ◦] for 1, 7a and 7b.

compound 1[132] 7a[152] 7b[132]

Fe· · ·Fe 2.698(1) 2.691(2) 2.691(1)

Fe-SR 2.306(1), 2.303(1) 2.296(3), 2.306(3) 2.312(1), 2.312(1)

Fe-(µ-S) 2.185(2), 2.232(1) 2.197(3), 2.197(3) 2.200(1), 2.202(1)

RS-Fe-SR 106.4 a 110.0(2) 111.20(4)

Fe-(µ-S)-Fe 75.27(5) 75.5(2) 75.39(4)

(µ-S)-Fe-(µ-S) 104.73(5) 104.5(2) 104.61(4)

τ4 — b 0.951 0.920

(a) Error deviation not reported. (b) two angles S-Fe-S not reported.

Table A.2: Selected interatomic distances [Å] and angles [ ◦] for 7g, 7h and 7i.

compound 7g[153] 7h 7i[155], a

Fe· · ·Fe 2.703(2) 2.698(5) 2.671(6)

Fe-SR 2.296(3), 2.309(3) 2.299(8), 2.318(6) 2.308(8), 2.328(7)

Fe-(µ-S) 2.196(3), 2.198(3) 2.195(6), 2.204(6) 2.198(7), 2.203(6)

RS-Fe-SR 100.3(2) 107.9(3) 107.7(3)

Fe-(µ-S)-Fe 75.92(9) 75.62(20) 74.8(2)

(µ-S)-Fe-(µ-S) 104.08(9) 104.4(3) 104.1(2)

τ4 0.916 0.935 0.940

(a) Cluster core deviates from planarity by a dihedral angle of Fe-(µ-S)-Fe-(µ-S) = 4.20◦.

153
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Table A.3: Selected interatomic distances [Å] and angles [ ◦] for 3, 4 and 14.

compound 3[34] 4[141], b 14[169], c

Fe· · ·Fe 2.783(2) 2.677(3) 2.701(3)

Fe-SR 2.421(2) — 2.323(3), 2.318(3)d

Fe-NR2 1.930(5) 1.872(24) - 2.092(26) —

Fe-(µ-S) 2.2112(2) 2.078(8) - 2.316(8) 2.187(3), 2.197(3)

(RS/R2N)-Fe-(SR/NR2) — a 99.5(7) - 110.6(6) — a

Fe-(µ-S)-Fe 78.11(6) 74.5(2) - 75.7(2) 76.1(1)

(µ-S)-Fe-(µ-S) 101.89(6) 104.3(4) - 105.5(4) 104.0(2)

τ4 — a 0.917 - 0.948 — a

(a) Some angles (N/S)-Fe-(N/S) not reported. (b) One pyrrolate at each iron is disordered about two
positions and both sulfides are disordered, each about two positions. (c) PPh4 salt. (d) In this case, R
stands for the S3-backbone of the chelating S2−

5 ligand instead of an arbitrary organic residue.

Table A.4: Selected interatomic distances [Å] and angles [ ◦] for 8a, 8b and 9.

compound 8a a 8b[141] 9[141], a, b

Fe· · ·Fe 2.6688(8), 2.7146(7) 2.699(1) 2.725(5), 2.772(5)

Fe-OR 1.8976(18) - 1.9112(19) 1.892(2), 1.895(2) 1.855(9) - 1.879(11)

Fe-(µ-S) 2.2073(8) - 2.2207(7) 2.209(1), 2.220(1) 2.219(5) - 2.229(5)

RO-Fe-OR 95.29(7), 96.31(8) 96.1(1) 93.1(5), 97.2(6)

Fe-(µ-S)-Fe 74.28(3), 75.41(2) 75.1(1) 77.0(2), 75.7(2)

(µ-S)-Fe-(µ-S) 104.59(2), 105.72(3) 104.9(1) 103.0(3), 104.3(3)

τ4 0.889, 0.904 0.899 0.900, 0.911

(a) Two independent molecules found in the asymmetric unit. (b) PPh4 salt.
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Exploration of the general coordination chemistry of ligands Va, Vc and XIVC.
In order to probe the general coordination chemistry of the free ligands Va, Vc and XIVC,
zinc was thought as a suitable transition metal for several reasons: Inter alia, diamagnetic
zinc allows useful investigations by NMR spectroscopy, and {S}-coordination is prominent
in various biological zinc sites. In view of the relevance of {S2N2}-ligated zinc species
as biomimetic model compounds for the most common zinc finger motive,[272] 4,4′-di-tert-
butylbipyridine was utilized as coligand. Synthesis of the complexes 36a, 36b and 36c was
carried out in a two step procedure according to Scheme B.1. Reaction of dimethylzinc with
the free ligands results in the formation of polymeric thiophenolate-zinc species, probably
because of the bridging tendency of thiophenolates. These sparingly soluble intermediates
were filtered off and subsequently reacted with 4,4′-di-tert-butylbipyridine in benzene at
reflux temperature, causing the polymers to break up (a similar synthetic methodology was
previously applied in the synthesis of some related {O2N2}-coordinate zinc and cadmium
complexes[273]). Thus, 36a, 36b and 36c were isolated in 54 to 62 % yield.

Scheme B.1: Synthesis of zinc complexes 36a, 36b and 36c.

It was previously stated that combining chelating aromatic thiols with nitrogen donor co-
ligands on a zinc centre in a {S2N2}-Zn stoichiometry generally results in the formation
of mononuclear complexes.[274] In contrast to this, however, a ligand dependent nuclearity
for the {S2N2}-Zn complexes 36a, 36b and 36c was observed. In the solid state 36b is
found to be monomeric, most likely due to the sterically demanding tert-butyl substituents,
whereas 36a and 36c are found to be dimeric (see Figures B.1 - B.3). The coordination en-
vironment in 36b is strongly distorted from tetrahedral (τ 4 = 0.86)[166] because of the acute
angle N1-Zn1-N2 (78.84(10) ◦) imposed by the rigid bipyridine. Aryl rings of the dithiolate
are nearly perpendicular with respect to each other (twisted by 88.48(9)◦). The zinc atoms
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in dimerized 36a ligated by the sterically less hindered ligand Va are five-coordinated, as
one of the thiolate sulfurs from each ligand adopts a bridging position. The Zn· · ·Zn sepa-
ration in the resulting Zn2S2 diamond core is 3.75 Å. The coordination polyhedra of both
crystallographically equivalent zinc atoms are best described as distorted square pyramids
(τ 5 = 0.25)[275] with the basal planes through the nitrogen and the bridging sulfur atoms.
Compared to the free ligand Va, a reduced twist angle between both aryl ring planes of
the dithiobiphenolate is observed (60.19(8)◦) for 36a. Interestingly, the zinc atoms in 36c
are tetrahedral (distorted, τ 4 = 0.83)[166] with both ligands bridging the two zinc atoms to
form a 16-membered metalla-macrocycle. Most likely, the large chelate ring size disfavors
a chelate situation, while the higher flexibility of the methylene-extended system XIVC

(compared to Va - Vc) permits the formation of this unusual macrocyclic motif. It should
be noted, however, that bidentate ligation of XIVC to a single metal is possible too, as
this ligand can be successfully applied in the coordination to a [2Fe–2S] cluster core afford-
ing tetrahedral iron incorporated in an eight-membered chelate ring.[143] High flexibility of
the complete metalla-macrocycle is apparent from comparison of the molecular structures
found for 36c and 36c′ (the latter containing two molecules of non-coordinated CH2Cl2
per Zn2-molecule). All related angles at the zinc atoms differ to some extent (even so an
almost identical τ 4 = 0.84 is observed), just as the Zn-S and Zn-N bond distances (less
pronounced effect), causing a significant difference in the measured Zn· · ·Zn separation
(Zn1· · ·Zn1’' 5.7 Å in 36c versus Zn1· · ·Zn1′' 6.0 Å in 36c′). It should be mentioned
that compounds 36a and 36b represent the first structurally characterized 2,2′-dithiobi-
phenolate {S2N2}-coordinated zinc complexes and 36c / 36c′ the only crystallographically
characterized zinc complex ligated by 2,2′-methylenedibezenethiolate (derivatives). Com-
parison with structures for the related mononuclear (PhS)2Zn(bipy) analogues[276] with
non-chelating thiophenolates reveals that Zn-S and Zn-N distances for 36b and 36c / 36c′

are in the usual range (Zn-S' 2.3 Å, Zn-N' 2.1 Å), whereas Zn-S bond lengths involving
the bridging sulfur atoms in 36a are somewhat elongated (Zn1-S1 2.5721(7) Å, Zn1-S1′

2.3959(6) Å). Zn-N distances in 36a are similar to those observed in 36b and 36c / 36c-
b), and angles N-Zn-N are very similar for all type 36 complexes and in accordance with
those observed for the (PhS)2Zn(bipy) analogues. As expected, however, angles S-Zn-S
in the (PhS)2Zn(bipy) complexes are significantly different (' 125 ◦) from those reported
herein because of the less bendable chelating dithio ligands in the type 36 compounds.

The zinc complexes 36a, 36b and 36c were also investigated by variable temperature
NMR in CD2Cl2. At room temperature, all three complexes show a single set of 1H and
13C signals. Strong crosspeaks between the 2,2′ protons of bipyridine and the 3,3′-tert-butyl
and CH2 group in NOESY spectra of 36b and 36c, respectively, verify that both ligands
are simultaneously coordinated to Zn (crosspeaks between the aromatic dithiolate-ligand
resonances and the former bipyridine signals are observed for all three complexes). Upon
cooling, the 1H signals of 36a and 36b broaden somewhat, but otherwise remain unaffected
down to −75 ◦C, indicating in both cases the presence of a single stable species in solution.
In contrast, the 1H signals of 36c are already very broad at −25 ◦C and split at about
−50 ◦C into two distinct sets in a 2:1 ratio that become reasonably resolved at −75 ◦C.
At this temperature, the CH2 group of the major species still appears as a singlet, while
that of the minutesor species is split into an AB spin system. Again, both species show
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Figure B.1: ORTEP plot (50 % probability thermal ellipsoids) of the molecular structure
of 36a. Selected atom distances [Å] and angles [ ◦]: Zn1-S1 2.5721(7), Zn1-S2 2.3071(6),
Zn1-N1 2.104(2), Zn1-N2 2.153(2), Zn1-S1′ 2.3959(6), Zn1· · ·Zn1′ 3.7493(6), N1-Zn1-N2
76.44(8), N1-Zn1-S2 108.66(6), N2-Zn1-S2 112.66(6), N1-Zn1-S1′ 139.57(6), N2-Zn1-S1′

91.48(5), S2-Zn1-S1′ 111.59(2), N1-Zn1-S1 92.64(6), N2-Zn1-S1 154.64(6), S2-Zn1-S1
92.43(2), S1-Zn1-S1′ 82.07(2), Zn1-S1-Zn1′ 97.93(2).

the characteristic NOESY crosspeak between the CH2 protons and the respective bipy-2,2′

protons, underlining the strong preference for mixed {S2N2} coordination.[274] In order to
gain further insight into the aggregation / nuclearity of the three zinc complexes in solution,
DOSY NMR techniques were used to measure diffusion coefficients of the complexes and
the corresponding free ligands Va, Vc and XIVC. Then the molecular radii obtained via
the Stokes-Einstein relation were compared to the radii calculated from crystallographic
volumes, where the volumes of the dithiols Vc and XIVC were approximated by that of
the previously characterized corresponding diols IIc[277] and XVII[278]. The solution ratio
Rcomplex /Rligand of 1.4 for 36a (calcd. from X-ray for monomeric species: 1.3, calcd. for
dimeric species: 1.7) and 1.4 for 36b (calcd. for monomeric species: 1.5 calcd. for di-
meric species: 1.9), together with the variable temperature data, indicates both complexes
are momomeric in solution. Thus, the dimeric solid state structure determinutesed for
36a by X-ray diffraction is broken up to the corresponding monomeric complexes upon
dissolution. In contrast, the molecular structure of 36b is monomeric in both states of
aggregation. In the case of 36c, the results from the DOSY NMR spectra are less clear:
Although the ratio Rcomplex /Rligand of 1.8 (calcd. from X-ray for monomeric species: 1.4,
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Figure B.2: ORTEP plot (50 % probability thermal ellipsoids) of the molecular structure
of 36b. Selected atom distances [Å] and angles [ ◦]: Zn1-S1 2.2592(9), Zn1-S2 2.2653(9),
Zn1-N1 2.101(3), Zn1-N2 2.091(3), N2-Zn1-N1 78.84(10), N2-Zn1-S1 102.75(8), N1-Zn1-
S1 120.87(8), N2-Zn1-S2 114.61(8), N1-Zn1-S2 114.66(8), S1-Zn1-S2 117.31(3).

Figure B.3: ORTEP plot (50 % probability thermal ellipsoids) of the molecular structure
of 36c. Selected atom distances [Å] and angles [ ◦]: Zn1-S1 2.2463(5), Zn1-S2′ 2.2681(4),
Zn1-N1 2.0647(13), Zn1-N2 2.0894(14), Zn1· · ·Zn1′ 5.6843(4), N1-Zn1-N2 78.78(5), N1-
Zn1-S1 121.54(4), N2-Zn1-S1 110.06(4), N1-Zn1-S2′ 106.29(4), N2-Zn1-S2′ 121.03(4),
S1-Zn1-S2′ 114.877(18).

calcd. for dimeric species: 1.8) would suggest a dimeric species in solution, the measured
absolute value Rcomplex of 5.0 Å agrees better with that calculated for a monomeric species

(5.6 Å) than with that calculated for a dimeric species (7.0 Å). Repeat of the DOSY ex-
periment at −95 ◦C (at higher temperatures the experiment is still affected by exchange
during the diffusion period) yielded different diffusion coefficients for the two species that
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can be translated into relative molecular radii of 5:4 for the major to minutesor species.
From this it was concluded that in solution 36c exists as a monomer-dimer equilibrium,
possibly with the dimer assuminutesg the macrocyclic structure observed in the solid state,
and the momomer acuminates a structure similar to that of 36b. This conclusion is further
supported by the observation that the equilibrium is shifted towards the monomeric species
upon dilution and increase of temperature (entropy effect). According to this model, the
interconversion between the momomeric and dimeric forms of 36c requires breaking and re-
formation of two Zn-S bonds, a process for which an energetic barrier of about 10 kcal/mol
or 42 kJ/mol was calculated from the coalescence temperature. Conformational rearrange-
ments within the dimeric structure, such as a boat-boat ring-flip of the metalla-macrocycle
are still fast at −95 ◦C, possibly due to the high flexibility of the methylene-bridged ligand
XIVC. Interestingly, two duplets for the methylene-linkage in the monomeric structure of
36c are detected at the latter temperature, indicating a slower ring-flip isomerization of
the anticipated eight-membered chelate-ring in this case.

Experimental Section. All reactions were carried out under an anaerobic and anhydrous
atmosphere of dry dinitrogen by employing standard Schlenk techniques. Solvents were
dried and distilled prior to use as described in Chapter 9. NOESY and DOSY NMR spectra
were recorded on Bruker Avance 500 MHz spectrometer at 25 ◦C. The mixing period used
in room temperature NOESY spectra (500 ms) was reduced to 100 ms at −75 ◦C to prevent
spin diffusion. DOSY spectra were recorded with a z-Gradient ramped linearly from 1 to
53 G/cm, bipolar gradient pulses of 2 ms, and a diffusion delay of 70 ms (reduced to 30 ms
to prevent exchange). Chemical shifts are reported in ppm relative to residual 1 H and
13 C signals of CD2Cl2 at 5.32 ppm and 54.0 ppm or C6D6 at 7.15 ppm and 128.0 ppm,
respectively. ESI mass spectrometry, HRMS spectrometry, IR spectroscopy, melting point
measurements and elemental analyses were conducted as described in Chapter 9.

[(2,2′-Dithio-3,3′,5,5′-tetrachlorobiphenyl)-(4,4′-di-tert-butylbipyridine)-zinc]1, 2
(36a). A solution of dimethylzinc (2.0 m in toluene, 1.86 ml, 3.73 mmol) was added drop-
wise to a vigorously stirred suspension of 2,2′-dithio-3,3′,5,5′-tetrachlorobiphenyl (Va)
(1.32 g, 3.73 mmol) in hexanes (20 ml) at room temperature. The reaction mixture was
heated to reflux for 20 minutes in order to complete methane formation. After cooling
to room temperature the white polymeric thiophenolate-zinc species were filtered off,
washed with hexanes (2× 10 ml) and briefly dried in vacuo. This polymeric interme-
diate was transferred to a schlenk flask, previously charged with 4,4′-di-tert-butylbipyridine
(1.0 g, 3.7 mmol) and suspended in benzene (30 ml). The reaction mixture was heated to
reflux (oil bath temperature 100 ◦C) for 1 h, cooled to room temperature and filtered.
The yellowish powder was washed with hexanes (2× 10 ml) and Et2O (3× 20 ml) and
subsequently dried in vacuo to afford the pure product (1.4 g, 2.0 mmol, 54 %). Mp
(uncorrected) 303 ◦C. 1H NMR (300 MHz, CD2Cl2): δ= 1.45 (s, 18H, 4,4′-tBu), 7.05
(d, 2H, 4JH,H = 2.4 Hz, 4,4′-Ar-H), 7.47 (d, 2H, 4JH,H = 2.4 Hz, 6,6′-Ar-H), 7.68 (dd, 2H,
3JH,H = 5.6 Hz, 4JH,H = 1.8 Hz, 5,5′-bipy-H), 8.20 (dd, 2H, 4JH,H = 1.8 Hz, 5JH,H = 0.5 Hz, 3,3′-
bipy-H), 8.40 (d, 2H, 3JH,H = 5.6 Hz, 6,6′-bipy-H). 13C NMR (75 MHz, CD2Cl2): δ= 30.4
(tBu), 36.1 (CMe3), 118.9 (3,3′-bipy-C), 124.7 (5,5′-bipy-C), 127.8 (6,6′-Ar-C), 127.9 (4,4′-
Ar-C), 129.1 (Ar-C), 139.4 (Ar-C), 139.9 (Ar-C), 149.2 (6,6′-bipy-C), 149.7 (Ar-C), 150.2
(2,2′-bipy-C), 166.9 (4,4′-bipy-C). MS (ESI+): m/z (%) = 367 (95) [(bipy)Zn + Cl]+, 639
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(100) [(bipy)2Zn + Cl]+, 1055 (22) [(L)(bipy)2Zn2 + Cl]+. MS (ESI−): m/z (%) = 455
(100) [(L)Zn + Cl]−. IR (KBr): ν̃ (cm−1) = 2964 (m), 1615 (s), 1550 (m), 1412 (s), 1368
(s). Elemental analysis: Calcd. (%) for C60H56Cl8N4S4Zn2: C 52.38, H 4.10, N 4.07, S 9.32.
Found: C 52.31, H 4.21, N 4.29, S 7.90. HRMS (ESI+): Calcd. (m/z) for C30H29Cl4N2S2Zn
([M + H]+): 684.9812. Found: 684.9811, Calcd. (m/z) for C60H56Cl8N4S4Zn2: 1374.9482.
Found: 1374.9474.

(2,2′-Dithio-3,3′,5,5′-tetrakis-tert-butylbiphenyl)-(4,4′-di-tert-butylbipyridine)-
zinc (36b). A solution of dimethylzinc (2.0 m in toluene, 0.62 ml, 1.24 mmol) was added
dropwise to a stirred solution of 2,2′-dithio-3,3′,5,5′-tetrakis-tert-butylbiphenyl (Vc) (0.55 g,
1.24 mmol) in hexanes (10 ml) at room temperature and stirring was continued for 1 h.
The turbid viscous reaction mixture was condensed to dryness and re-dissolved in toluene
(15 ml). Solid 4,4′-di-tert-butylbipyridine (0.33 g, 1.24 mmol) was added and the reaction
mixture stirred for 10 minutes to afford a clear orange solution. The solvent was reduced to
half of its volume and pentane (10 ml) was added to precipitate a fine yellow powder. It was
filtered off, washed with pentane (2× 10 ml) and dried in vacuo over night to afford the yel-
lowish product (0.55 g, 0.71 mmol, 57 %) largely free of residual solvents. Mp (uncorrected)
281 ◦C. 1H NMR (500 MHz, C6D6): δ= 0.86 (s, 18H, 3,3′-tBu), 1.45 (s, 18H, 4,4′-tBu), 2.03
(s, 18H, 5,5′-tBu), 6.10 (dd, 2H, 3JH,H = 5.5 Hz, 4JH,H = 1.5 Hz, 5,5′-bipy-H), 7.15 (d, approx-
imately 2H — overlapping with C6D6, 4JH,H = 2.5 Hz, 6,6′-Ar-H), 7.34 (d, 2H, 4JH,H = 1.5 Hz,
3,3′-bipy-H), 7.57 (d, 2H, 4JH,H = 2.5 Hz, 4,4′-Ar-H), 7.84 (d, 2H, 3JH,H = 6.0 Hz, 6,6′-bipy-
H). 13C NMR (125 MHz, C6D6): δ= 29.8 (3,3’-tBu), 31.3 (5,5′-tBu), 32.0 (4,4′-tBu), 34.8
(3,3′-CMe3), 34.9 (5,5′-CMe3), 38.2 (4,4′-CMe3), 117.2 (6,6′-bipy-C), 121.4 (Ar-C), 123.0
(3,3′-bipy-C), 126.2 (6,6′-Ar-C), 128.3 (5,5′-bipy-C), 137.3 (Ar-C), 145.1 (Ar-C), 149.3 (Ar-
C), 149.7 (4,4’-Ar-C), 154.2 (2,2′-bipy-C), 166.9 (4,4′-bipy-C). MS (ESI+): m/z (%) = 773
(100) [M + Na]+, 1571 (35) [M2 + Na]+. IR (KBr): ν̃ (cm−1) = 2961 (s), 2905 (m), 1615 (s),
1550 (w), 1409 (m). Elemental analysis: Calcd. (%) for C64H64N2S2Zn: C 71.38, H 8.33,
N 3.62, S 8.28. Found: C 70.43, H 8.23, N 3.30, S 7.35. HRMS (ESI+): Calcd. (m/z) for
C64H65N2S2Zn ([M + H]+): 773.3875. Found: 773.3870.

Bis-[(2,2′-methylenedibenzenethio)-(4,4′-di-tert-butylbipyridine)-zinc] (36c). A
solution of dimethylzinc (2.0 m in toluene, 1.0 ml, 2.0 mmol) was added dropwise to a vig-
orously stirred suspension of 2,2′-methylenedibenzenethiol (XIVC) (0.46 g, 2.0 mmol) in
hexanes (10 ml) at room temperature. The reaction mixture was heated to reflux for
20 minutes in order to complete methane formation. After cooling to room temperature the
white polymeric thiophenolate-zinc species were filtered off, washed with hexanes (2× 5 ml)
and briefly dried in vacuo. This polymeric intermediate was transferred to a schlenk flask,
previously charged with 4,4′-di-tert-butylbipyridine (0.54 g, 2.0 mmol) and suspended in
benzene (15 ml). The reaction mixture was heated to reflux (oil bath temperature 100 ◦C)
for 1 h, cooled to approximately 45 ◦C and filtered. The yellowish powder was washed
with benzene (2× 5 ml) and dried in vacuo to afford the pure product (0.70 g, 1.2 mmol,
62 %). Mp (uncorrected) 292 ◦C. 1H NMR (500 MHz, CD2Cl2): δ= 1.44 (s, 36H, 4,4′-tBu),
4.47 (s, 4H, CH2), 6.74 (m, 4H, 4,4′-Ar-H), 6.80 (m, 4H, 5,5′-Ar-H), 7.87 (m, 4H, 3,3′-
Ar-H), 7.22 (d, 4H, 3JH,H = 7.5 Hz, 6,6′-Ar-H), 7.60 (dd, 4H, 3JH,H = 5.5 Hz, 4JH,H = 1.5 Hz,
5,5′-bipy-H), 8.06 (s, 4H, 3,3′-bipy-H), 8.69 (d, 4H, 3JH,H = 5.5 Hz, 6,6′-bipy-H). 13C NMR
(125 MHz, CD2Cl2): δ= 30.5 (tBu), 35.9 (CMe3), 41.9 (CH2), 118.4 (3,3′-bipy-C), 123.4
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(5,5′-Ar-C), 124.4 (5,5′-bipy-C), 125.5 (4,4′-Ar-C), 129.8 (3,3′-Ar-C), 134.9 (6,6′-Ar-C),
142.1 (Ar-C), 142.3 (Ar-C), 149.5 (6,6′-bipy-C), 149.7 (2,2′-bipy-C), 165.7 (4,4′-bipy-C).
MS (ESI+): m/z (%) = 291 (100) [bipy + Na]+, 1151 (9) [M + Na] +. MS (ESI−): m/z
(%) = 331 (100) [(L)Zn + Cl] −. IR (KBr): ν̃ (cm−1) = 2961 (s), 1615 (s), 1410 (m), 1391
(m). Elemental analysis: Calcd. (%) for C62H68N4S4Zn2: C 66.00, H 6.07, N 4.97, S 11.37.
Found: C 64.95, H 5.89, N 4.87, S 11.22. HRMS (ESI+): Calcd. (m/z) for C62H69N4S4Zn2

([M + H]+): 1125.29825. Found: 1125.29754.

Table B.1: Crystal data and refinement details.

compound 36a 36b 36c 36c′

empirical formula C62H60Cl12N4S4Zn2
C46H64N2S2Zn,

C62H68N4S4Zn2
C62H68N4S4Zn2,

hexane 2 CH2Cl2

formula weight 1545.52 860.65 1128.18 1298.04

crystal size [mm] 0.19× 0.18× 0.05 0.32× 0.14× 0.07 0.29× 0.28× 0.13 0.22× 0.20× 0.12

crystal system monoclinic orthorhombic triclinic monoclinic

space group P21/n (No. 14) P212121 (No. 19) P1 (No. 2) P21/n (No. 14)

a [Å] 17.7471(6) 13.5908(3) 11.0651(5) 11.5284(4)

b [Å] 11.0026(2) 14.5658(5) 11.7647(5) 20.6049(6)

c [Å] 18.2732(7) 25.4526(6) 12.4259(6) 13.0810(5)

α [◦] 90 90 66.503(3) 90

β [◦] 112.274(3) 90 85.194(4) 101.024(3)

γ [◦] 90 90 74.564(4) 90

V [Å3] 3301.86(18) 5038.6(2) 1429.48(11) 3049.94(18)

ρcalcd. [g cm−3] 1.555 1.135 1.311 1.413

Z 2 4 1 2

F (000) 1576 1864 592 1352

µ [mm−1] 1.382 0.604 1.027 1.142

Tmax /Tmin 0.8933 / 0.7558 0.9427 / 0.7820 0.8639 / 0.7231 0.9028 / 0.7871

hkl range ±22, −11 - 14, ±23
−14 - 17, ±18, ±14, ±14, ±15

±14, −25 - 26,
−30 - 32 ±16

θ range [◦] 2.03 - 26.99 1.61 - 26.74 1.91 - 26.95 1.87 - 26.97

measured refl. 39436 27050 18124 20413

unique refl. [Rint] 7170 [0.0617] 10670 [0.0523] 6187 [0.0312] 6606 [0.0522]

observed refl. I > 2σ(I) 5722 8878 5370 5325

Refined parameters 392 516 338 358

restraints 30 19 30 0

goodness-of-fit 1.041 1.024 1.037 1.037

R1, wR2(I > 2σ(I)) 0.0373, 0.0784 0.0483, 0.1051 0.0269, 0.0676 0.0382, 0.0867

R1, wR2 (all data) 0.0547, 0.0831 0.0617, 0.1098 0.0336, 0.0696 0.0529, 0.0912

resid. el. dens. [e Å−3] 0.461 /−0.469 0.694 /−0.431 0.350 /−0.334 0.432 /−0.562

The crystal data and details of the data collections for 36a, 36b, 36c and 36c′ (per mol-
ecule of 36c, one molecule of CH2Cl2 is present) are given in Table B.1. X-ray data were
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collected on a STOE IPDS II diffractometer (graphite monochromated Mo-Kα radiation,
λ= 0.71073 Å) by use of ω scans at −140 ◦C. The structures were solved by direct methods
and refined on F 2 using all reflections with SHELX-97.[263–265] Most non-hydrogen atoms
were refined anisotropically. Hydrogen atoms were placed in calculated positions and as-
signed to an isotropic displacement parameter of 0.08 Å2. One tert-butyl group of the
4,4′-di-tert-butyl-2,2′-dipyridyl ligands in 36a, 36b, and 36cwas found to be disordered
and was refined using SADI restraints (d (C-C) and d (C· · ·C) and EADP constraints in
case of 36a and 36c. Furthermore the hexane solvent molecule in 36bis disordered and was
refined using DFIX restraints (d (C-C) = 1.51 and 1.52 Å) and EADP constraints. Face-
indexed absorption corrections were performed numerically with the program X-RED.[266]

Supplementary crystallographic data can be obtained free of charge from the Cambridge
Crystallographic Data Centre via www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/data request/cif: CCDC-689046
(36a), CCDC-689047 (36b), CCDC-689048 (36c) and CCDC-689049 (36c′).
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Figure C.1: Zero-field Mössbauer spectra of 27S recorded at RT, 80 K, 20 K and 7 K.
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Figure C.2: Zero-field Mössbauer spectra of 27P recorded at RT, 80 K and 7 K.
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Figure C.3: Zero-field Mössbauer spectra of 27O recorded at RT, 80 K and 7 K.
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Figure C.4: Electronic absorption spectra of 27N in EtCN solution at −80 ◦C (dashed
line), 0 ◦C (solid line) and +80 ◦C (dotted line).

Figure C.5: Electronic absorption spectra of 27O in EtCN solution at −80 ◦C (dashed
line), 0 ◦C (solid line) and +80 ◦C (dotted line).
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Figure C.6: Electronic absorption spectra of 27P in EtCN solution at −80 ◦C (dashed
line), 0 ◦C (solid line) and +80 ◦C (dotted line).

Figure C.7: Electronic absorption spectra of 27S in EtCN solution at −80 ◦C (dashed
line), 0 ◦C (solid line) and +80 ◦C (dotted line).
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Figure C.8: Solid state EPR spectrum of 27N at 4.4 K.

Figure C.9: Solid state EPR spectrum of 27O at 4.2 K.
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Figure C.10: Solid state EPR spectrum of 27P at 4.4 K.

Figure C.11: Solid state EPR spectrum of 27S at 4.4 K.
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List of Abbreviations

AF antiferromagnetic

AIM atoms-in-molecules analysis (DFT calculation)

Ar aryl

B3LYP hybrid functional (DFT calculation)

bipy 2,2′-bipyridine

BP86 functional (DFT calculation)

br broad
(t)Bu (tert-)butyl

Cp(∗) (pentamethyl-)cyclopentadienyl

CPC constant potetnial coloumetry

d doublet

d distance

δ chemical shift (NMR), isomeric shift (Mössbauer)

∆EQ quadropole splitting

DFT density functional theory

DMF N ,N -dimethylformamide

DOSY diffusion ordered spectroscopy (NMR technique)

E1/2 half-wave potential

Ea
p /Ec

p anodic / cathodic peak potential

EPR electron paramagnetic resonance

ε extinction coefficient

eq equivalents

ESI electron spray ionization

η asymmetry parameters of EFG tensor

Et ethyl

F ferromagnetic

Fd ferredoxin

Γ line width parameter

HiPIP high potential iron-sulfur protein

HMPA hexamethylphosphoramide

HOMO highest occupied molecular orbital
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HRMS high resolution mass spectrometry

HS high spin

IR infra-red

J magnetic or NMR coupling constant

L ligand

λ wavelength

LS low spin

LUMO lowest unoccupied molecular orbital

m multiplet (NMR), medium (IR)

m molar

Me methyl

µeff effective magnetic moment

MS mass spectrometry

NAD(P)H reduced nicotine-amide adenine dinucleotide (phosphate)

NHE normal hydrogen electrode

NMR nuclear magnetic resonance

NOESY nuclear Overhauser effect spectroscopy (NMR technique)

ν̃ wavenumber

OAc acetate

Ph phenyl

PI paramagnetic impurity

Q electrical charge

R arbitrary organic sustituent

R radius

RNA ribonucleic acid

RT room temperature

s singlet (NMR), strong (IR)

S spin ground state

SAM sulfur bound adenosylmethionine

SCE saturated calomel electrode

sh shoulder

SQUID superconducting quantum interference device

SVP single-valence plus polarization

t triplet

THF tetrahydrofuran

TIP temperature independent paramagnetism

TLC thin-layer chromatography

UV-Vis ultraviolet-visible

w weak (IR)
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